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SUMMARY

This report is the result of a 9-month study covering the application-

of inflatable structures to the Ground Effect Machine (GEM) with par-

ticular reference to the 15-ton payload LO•-S carrier mission de-

scribed in QMR (referen.ce 24). Consequently, the scope of study has

been somewhat limited to the investigation of suitable inflation pres-

sures, fabrics and bindings consistent with the structural and environ-
mental criteria considered mandatory for this mission.

A review of the environmental conditions associated with the operation
of Ground Effect Machines, followed by a discussion of the caoabilities

and construction of prc-•-tica! and projected GEM projects, provides
the background material for the problem of inflatable structures. A
review of the materials availahle for construction of inflatable struc-
tures indicates those that are of most value; a similar study of infla-
tion systems indicates the advantages and disadvantages of several
possible systems.

A simple flat cross-section with round ends is chosen as the example

section for the analytical development of the recrqired inflation pres-

sure, during which the development of pressure, bending and torsion
stresses in an inflated structure are discussed, and other aspects of
the structure are reviewed, including deflection and collapse. In
order to provide a realistic basis for evaluating an inflatable structure
for GEMs, a preliminary design situdy is cunducted for a 15-ton pay-
load machine, resulting in critical bending moment values for the de-

sign. Using the geometrical characteristics of the design and the
critical bending moments evaluated, the inflation pressure required to
prevent structure wrinkling is determined. Changes in the structural

geometry are investigated to determine quaniftatively their effect on
the required inflation pressure, and the utility of such structures for
primary structure application in GEMs. Farther analysis investigates
their utility in ,'.her applications in GEMs.

As the final steps in the study, a parametric analysis is made of a
range of GEM sizes and associated primary structures to show how

change in GEM size and uasic characterist:-s -f'- -- - the required in-
flation pressure and structural dewth. The potential of primary, sec-

ondary and auxilia-y structures is reviewed, and an example auxiliary
structure is developed. The inflation systems reviewed in the first

part of the study are discussed further in the light of the several struc-
tural applications.
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INTRODUCTION

One area of technology that has been used but not fully exploited in
recent years is that of inflatable structures. Although much research
and development needs to be carried out before inflatable structures
for vehicles could be acceptable in military transportation, there are
sufficient promising features in this type of structure to warrant fur-
ther investigation into the feasibility and application to military ground
effect machines (GEMs).

Among the characteristics of inflatable structures that are attractive
to potential users and designers of transport vehicles are:

(1) Inherent transportability

(2) Easy repair

(3) Shock-absorbing capability

(4) Overload capabilities

(5) High strength-to-weigt ratio, while inflated.

When compared with conventional structures there are, however, a
numb6r of potential disadvantages that must be examined before the
use of inflated structures can be recommended for a"y app'lication.
Among these are:

(1) The effect of one or several punctures;

(2) The explosive failure of the structure while pressurized:

(3) The deterioration of the structural fibers and bonding
agents under extreme service conditions;

(4) The strength of bonded joints in the structure;

(5) Tearing of the structural fabric;

(6) Abrasion of the st-uctural fabric.

The characteristics of GEMs that have been proposed for use as trans-
portation equipment in the near future give rise to problems in the de-

velopment of such vehicles. Two such characteristics that affect the
area of structural design are:

3



(1) Size

Such GEMS will be large in order to be able to operate
with -.world-wide, ye,.r-'round capability with acceptable
econom-y.

(2) Operating Economy

The econnmics of such GEMS are particularly sensitive to
the structure weight wan, power plant unit of the system, sin'.e
power and associated ducting mid controls are directly utilized
in the production of lift, in addition to the structure utilized for
the distribution of lift forces and the power required for forward
motion. In other vehicles, lift is developed as a result of either
forw-ard mtion or environment, and additional power and struc-
ture for lift is very small. The major problems that arise in
consequence are concerned with:

(i) The transportability of these GEMs over intercontinental
distances or to inland areas- -71here operation is desired.

(2) The development of means for reducing structure weight
aid po~ver plant weight to the minimum commensurate
with the desired performance capability.

Solution of the second problem will provide the most satisfactory means
for alleviating the first problem, since reduction in structural and
power plant weight is a continuing effect, which ultimately will reduce
vehicle size and gross weight for a given desired maximum payload,
and ease the transportability problem.

Since the advantages basically inherent in inflatable Structural tech-
nology evidently woula be of particular benefit in GEMS, this study
examines the specific advantages and disadvantages in the application
of inflatable structures to the GEM; highlights those applications,
methods, and materials that appear t o have sufficient merit to warrant
furiher research and development; and outlines the research and devel-
opment required to permit operational use of inflatable structures. In

particular- inis study examines the following--
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1I) Where and to what extent inflatable structures can be
utihzlizd Ii GEMIs.

(2) What types of inflatable staructure and material are most
suitable for each application.

(3) What effect the use of inflatable structures has on GEM
performance.

(4) What influence operating environment has on the use of
infatable structures.

(5) What effect variation in GEM size has on the utilization
of inflatable structures, and what other applications there
are in the ground effect field.

(6) What deielopments are required to improve the utilization
of inflatable structures ia relatively large GEMs.

In keeping with the contractual work statement, this study is limited
to consideration of GIPM suitable for amphibious support and resupply
operations m the range of 5- to 30-ton payloads, except where the study
development indicates extension of this range to be useful. The major
emphasis is given to a 15-ton payload machine, which has been sug-
gested as being close to the size of GEM that will be most useful in
such operations.

5
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CHjAPTER I

BACKGROUND DATA

1.1 LNTRODUCTION

In common with many other technological areas, the development of
inflatable structures over the past 150 years has been very gradual.
The feasibility of utilizing a form of inflated structure for iffting men
into the air was demonstrated as long ago as 1783, but serious applica-
tion was not developed until the w•ars of the 19th century when balloons
were used for aerial spotting. Up until the last ten years, serious
development of this type of structure for vehicles has concentrated al-
most entirely on airship applications for military and civil use.

In the last ten years, the search for lightweight structures that could
be packaged in small volume for applications in the aircraft and space
fields has led to intensive investigation of =are sophisticated forms of
inflated structures. Several such stxuctures have been built or pro-
posed, ranging from complete lightweight aircraft, through a passive
satellite, to proposals for complete space stations in orbit around the
earth. Although the feasibility of using inflated structures has been
demonstrated by these developments, the state of the art in structural
design has not yet advanced sufficiently to make possible formulation
"of dcsign criteria that would permit immediate application of such
structures in military vehicles. The problems of environment, com-
bat damage, maintenance, and repair are of such magnitude that devel-
opment of requirements for the application of such structures in mili-
tary situatiuz, is imperative, if such structures are to be successftlvly
utilized

In order to develop a rational understanding of the problems inherent
in inflalable structures as applied to GEMs, the environmental consid-
erations of GEM operation, the current range 0,. GEM sizes and per-
formance of interest, the materials av-ailable for the fabrication of
GEM inflatable structures, and the systems required to maintain infla-
tion pressure under operationa' conditions must be critically reviewed.

This chapter, drawing heavily upon the work of reference 1, attempts
tc lay a solid quantitative foundation for the subsequent analyses re-
ported in Chapters H. HI and IV. The chapter is in five main sections

I-1



covering environmentai considerations, materials selection, review
of current and prujected GEMs with respect to their structural charac-
teristics, inflatable materials and their characteristics, and iniflaition
systems review.

1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS IN GEM
DESIGN AND MATERIALS SELECTION

The design and operation of military Ground Effect Machines are sig-
nificantly influenced by all the elements of the total environment sur-
rounding the operations. Military GEMs are significantly influenced
by the following three types of environment:

(1) Natural environment, such as climate, terrain,
vegetation, sea states, beach slopes and condition,
sea approaches to coast, and natural and man-made
obstacles.

(2) Induced environment, such as component generated
temperatures, noise, vibration, shock, explosive
vapors, dust, spray, and exhaust gases.

(3) Combat environment, including detection, vulnerability.
protection against damage, a•d field repairs.

An analysis of the total environmental picture surrounding the Ground
Effect Machine on a world-wide operational basis is reported in ref-
erence 1. This section has been based on this work and relies on the
data collected at that time.

Since the Ground Effect Machine has apparent capability for opera .•s
over water, overland, and across the land-water transition, the study
referenced was divided into these three regimes of operation. At this
time it is believed that the Army's interest is primarily in application
of the Ground Effect Machine to the logistical over-the-shore cargo
trarnsfer operation. Greatest -tention has thewefore been given to the
amphbious role and mission. Used in this context, the term "amphib-
ious operations" covers land-water operations in the coastal areas of
the w-rld. Generally, the inland penetration is considered to be no
more than 20 to 30 miles, but in areas of stream valley approaches
this is not a strict limit. The over-water portion is limited to ranges
less than 200 miles. This may include an unloading operation from a
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ship at sea, a traverse of a small body oi water from another land
area, or a wiud-based sea patiuo. The tot ..developmnt of .. h. en- -
ronmental influences in amphibious GEM operations provides nearly
the eomplete range of elements significant to Army application of GEMs.

In addition to the generalized world-wide operational environment of
reference 1 which covers the Ground Effect Machine on a mobility
basis, the GEM must also meet the Army~s requirements for operation
under extreme environmental conditions. These regulations are set
down in reference 2. and have been incorporated in the report by ref-
erence. Significant elements are discussed in detail.

Other regulations and specifications of the Army and other servizes
have been reviewed for applicable information. These include elements
cf environment in which Ground Effect Machine amphibious operations
have analogs in other military syztems includimg aircraft, ground
support equipment, and tactical vehicles.

1.2.1 Operational Environment

For application to the LOTS operation, the developme-n. of parameters
for amnphibious GEMs is particularly appropriate. Such a development
is summarized below:

(1) Vehicle Size

Limited by lateral clearance for operation in stream
v-alleys and by widths of beaches, but not as severely as in
general over-land operations:

30-foot width usable on 80-90 per cent of coastal
stream valleys.

40-foot width usable on 70 per cent,

50-60-foot width usable on 50 per cent,

50-foot width (for end-loading GEMs) satisfactory for
unloading above high water line on 70 per cent of
beaches,

1-3



100-foot width satisfactory for unloading above high water
line on Z5 pe-- veai uF beaich~es.

20-foot width about maxinum for operation in forest
clearings other than waterways.

It ;s important to note that vehicle size may also be severely limited
by tu ansportahi tity requirements which, although an operational con-
sideration rather than environmental, must be considered.

(2) Operating Height

Determined by the necessity to traverse the surf zone and
overland obstacles.

1. Normal Operating Height Overland

I foot for operations tIo beaches only;

2 feet for limited inland penetration.

2. Jump Capablt

4-foot minimum for crossing walls, dikes,
embankments;

6 feet for wider area usability across walls, dikes,
embankments;

5-foot vertical bank. up and down for access from
stream valleys.

3. Maximum Sustained Operating Height Over Water

2.5 feet for clearance of surf in 10 per cent of
coastal areas;

4 feet for surf clearance in 70 per cent;

6 ieet fcr surf clearance in 95 per cent.

1-4



(3) Slope Capability

10 per cent slope capability for operations over 80 per cent of
beaches;

15 per cent slope capability for operations over 90 per cent of
beaches, and fur most near-coast terrains;

50-100 per cent slope on 10-foot banks for access from many
stream valleys.

(4) Operating Speeds

Limited to about 30 knots for operations in tropical coastal
swaiyips; also limited by obstacles in the overland phase; no
specific numbers can be determined without further experi-
mental work.

A suggested classification of ampbibious GEMs based on these factors
is given in Table I-1.

The vehicles classified in Table I-I range in size from 20 x 40 feet to
75 x 150 feet. The normal operating heights given are the cruising
heights overland; the maximum height is the operating height at about
ha21 normal cruise speed, and is intended primarily for operation
through the surf zone. Jump capability represents the maximum
attainable short duration height for clearance of obstacles. The slope
capability listed corresponds to the slopes within the area having the
giver. height ranges. The columns headed "Access to Beaches" and
"Access Wnland" represent the percentage of the world's coastline
(excluding Antarctica, Greenland, and Arctic islands north of 770)

which are accessible to amphibious GEMs of each class. This access-
ibility index is intended to include operations throughout all seasons of
the year, but not during stormy weather. On Arctic coasts the occur-
rence of hummocked ice may restrict operations during a large part
of the year.

The most significant elements of induced and combat environments
are summarized in Tables 1-2 and 1-3; an over-all summary of mili-
tary GEM characteristics and typical equipment requirements is given
in Tables 1-4 and 1-5.
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TABLE 1-2
INDUCED EINYIRONMENTS

SUMMAkRY DATA

Noise

Maximum Over-AU N~oise Level, Relative to .0002 Millibar

Avcep~bieSpecia!
Ecraipment

Location (Air Force) Experienced Expected Needed

L'-s ide 113 90 to 120 80 to 95 Ear protcction
Vehicle for continuous

use. Telephony
for adequate
operational
ftirctioning.

Close 113 90 to 120 90 toi2O
to Out-
Side of See Combat Environment Su.mmary on Noise
Vehicle (Table 19)

Vibrations

Acceptable limits for Crew Stations

Frequency (cycles! sec.) Amplitude (in.) Exiperience to Date

1 .02< h< 2 No indications that
these values will be

10 .0002<h <.02 exceeded. No
vibration problems

100 .00002< h<.0005 so far.

1-
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TABLE 1-2 (continued)

Temperatures (Maximum Values)

iEngine Combustion Chamber Area Exhaust Area

Piston 240°C to 200°C 1000 0 C to 6000 C

Jet 200 0 C to 250°C 8000 C to 85 0 °C

Exhaust Gases

Engine Inert Toxic Water and Oxygen

Piston per cent 6 to 18 per cent 17 to 5 per cent

Jet 77 per cent 1.5 to 4.6 i-er cent 21.5 to 18.4 per cent

Static Electricity

Typical Accum-lated Stored Energy Energy Level for Spark
Charge Levels Ignition of JP-4

(Volts) (Millijoules) (Miliijoules)

300 to 400 2 x 10- 4 to

2 x10- 2  0.2

Effect on Personnel Bridging Gp

Initial current level - -lethal

Drops below lethal level within 2 millionths of a sec.

Solution to all Problems of Static Charge

A trailing ground-contacting conductor, and good vehicle
bonding throughout.



TABsLE i-1- (continued)

Due to:Visibility R-pduction

I- Configuration No worse than a ship, better than
an aircraft

Night and Bad Weather Usual solutions applicable

Sucrface Disturbn-nce

1. Forward Speed NO, roblem forward, upwards, or
sideways. Some obstructions by sur-
face material towaids rear.

2. Hover Severe loss of visibility. No major
problem, zs GEM basically stable and
can move from hover location under

full ontErol, to regain visibility.

Acceleration and hock

Aecelerations at CG.

Longitudinal + .2g, to -b.5g

Lateral + .4g

Vertical (approx.) + .3gato + .4g

1-9



TABLE 1-2 (continued)

Shock

Operating height .02 (vehice length)

1- length 2.0 x (vehicle length)

"Sinusoidal" wave height 1. 5 x (operating height)

Equivalent "Ranndom Sea"' wave height 3.0 x (operating height)

Normal T-wice Normal

Operating Conditions Operating Speed Operating Speed

At Bow - no ir-mmersion 9.0 to 12.Og 18 to 20g

with immersion 6.0 to 8.0g 12 to 15g

At Center of Gravity 3.0 to 6.Og 6 to 12g

1-10



TABLE 1-2 (continued)

Ingestion

Concentrations
and Effect on Lift Sys-

Material Particle Sizes tern & Propulsion Engines

Dirt and 0-80g Rotor blade and in- Compressor blade
Sand 40-1051, take erosion, with erosion, up to 10

105-20%-. j .s in efficiency per cent power
0.01 gms/cu.ft. loss, reduction of

surge margin, high
turbine inlet tem-
peratures

Large From 2001' Blade and intake Nicked, dented,
Particles through 114 damage, followed twisted compressor
&Objects diam. bolt to by blade failure blades, damaged

4 lb. birds inlet screen facing.
Stripped compres-
sor states, com-
:rdte failure. Sub-

sequent failure due
to damage.

Ice 112" to 3" Intake damage, Damaged intake
diam. little or no blade screens. No com-
hailstones, dama•,e pressor damage,
shaved ice occasional flame-

out

Salt 2 to 5001L Salt incrustation Slight erosion,
Water > 10 c.c.Iminr with loss in power salt build-ur,,,

engine power loss, SFC
risce

"Solid" or Destruction of fan Flame oat, inlet
"green" blading, bendi.--;; of damage, compres-

prop blading :or damage

I-ut



TABLE 1-2 (continued)

Ingestion (corrt.)

Methods for Combating Effects GEM Industry Comments

Deflectors
Coatings

Debris No indication of
Guards major problenis

Debri 
as yet

Guards

Deflectors, Coatings, Indications of appreciable salt
Washdo-wn, Inhibitors build-up in lift system intake

and ducting

Snow and Ice Accumulation

Type Characteristic Problem Severity Solution

1. Accumulation on Removal As for existing Standard
static vehicle in transportation de-icing
snow storm vehicles and equipment,

aircraft snow re-
moval
equipment

2. Icing at fcrward Removal As for existing Standard de-
speeds in snw transportatim icing equip-
storms vehicles and ment, snow

aircraft removal
equipment

3. Operation over Removal More severe More sophis-
water in sub- than (1) or (2) ticated equip-
freezing ment, or new
temperatures approaches.

1
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TABLE 1-3

COMBAT ENVIRONMENTS
SUMMARY DATA

Noise

Major sound pressure levels at source

Engines (turbine and piston) (12 loge(HP) + 95) + 10 db

mFa-s 4 to 6 blade, 50 to 150 HP

per fan - HP speed < 1100 fps 130 to 150 db

Over-all sound pressure levels, approx-

imately I yard from complete vehicie

In line with intakes (propulsion,
lift, etc.) 110 to 130 db

In line with exhaust 110 to 130 db

Elsewhere 90 to 110 db

Approximate spherical spreading

attenuation with distance from vehicle

111t 100 yds. - 40 db

1000 y•ds. - 60 db

10,000 yds. - 80 db

jAmbient noise levels

.Tunge 40 to 50 db

Coast 50 to 60 db

Quiet residential 70 to 80 db

Noisy commercial 85 to 95 db

Heavy traffic 90 to 100 db

%
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TABLE 1-3 (continued)

Noise

Frequency (cycles per second)
Approximate atmospheric
alienuation with distance 10 100 1000 10,000

100 yds. .69x= :3  0.'i8 .1 3  -1.13  3.
1000 yds. 6.9x0 37.8x1 3  3l27xdO 3  312
10,30o0 yds. 69 xIOF3  378 xiO- 3  31,270x10-3  3120

Sand and Dist

Lightly loaded GEM Heavialy loaded, GEM
30 ;bslsq. foot 80 -bs;sq. foot

Particle Size Max. Max. max. Max.
(Inches Diameter) Height Distance Height Distance

.005 300h ±40h 600h 310h

.01 100h 70h 300h 150h

.050 25h 20-32h 60h 42-60h

II.10TA5hE 27-32 (continued)

Spray and Mist

Lightly loaded GEM Heavily loaded GEM

30 Jbsl sq. foot 80 inst sq. foot

Particle Size Max. Max. Max. Max.

(Inches Diameter) Height Distance Height Distance

a 00,i 500h 25 10 10001 , 6000
.010 250h 120h 553 0 270h
.050 yd s 30-38h 7100 66-80h
.10 25h 21-32h 60- 44-60h

Note: h= Vehicle operating height - feet.
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TABLE 1-3 (continued)

Radar Reflectivity

Likely Cross-Sections for CENts

Vehicle Sizes Radar Cross -Section (sq .ft.)

5; ton 5-10

100 toll 50-100

Requirements will be that vehicle radar cross-section be minimized.

This is achieved by careful attention to configuration details, shaping,

aspect; by shrouding propeiiers az n-uc,-h = pOssible; by utilizing

coating media capable of high absorption at radar frequencies.

Infrared Emanation

IR radiation - Less than 10-9 watts/ sq. cm. at 100 yds. in wave-
length range 3 to 14 microns and less than 10-10 watts

per sq. cw. a- 100 yds- -; wavelength range between

1.8 and 2.7 microns.

Typical requirements are those for Light Observation Aircraft.

Maximum likely radiation intensity at vehicle is 60 watts/ sq. cm. at

exhaust or jet pipe - rzpidly reduced and dispersed by insulation,
structure and atmosphere.

Vulnerability (Relative)

Most Vulnerable Least Vulneralle

Ship Truck

GEM
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TABLE 1-3 (continued)

Damage Protection

Normal (aircraft or any vehicle) plus additional for lift system.

Field Repairs

Same as for current Army vehicles, facilitated by modular

construction.

Mine Field Operations

Mine Type GEM Characteristics Effect of Explosion on GEM

If explosion is under center
of vehicle - instantaneous

Pressure to 80 lns/sq. ft. increase of cushion pres-
sure underside damnged_ by

Acoustic 90 db --> 100 db shrapnel - probably OK to
continune. If explosion near
edge - damage to annular

Magnetic --- jet ducting. reduction m

efficient operation, damage
tc underside.
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TABLE 1-3 (continued)

Nuclear Environment

Environment Effect on Personnel* Vehicle*

Radiation In hover - In hover -

Intensified radioactive As for personmel--
field- -more proteec- more careful
tion required. choice of materials

or more frequent
inspections.

At forward speed - At f..-tward speed -

-As for other vehicles As for personnel.
of comparable speed.

Blast pressure Severe pressure fluctua- Uncontrollable vehicle

wave tions inside vehicle, tun- motions if near ex-
less adequate sealing and plosion, may result
strength designed into in complete destruc-

cabin. tion of vehicle.

Temperature Skin burns, blindness. Flash--little effect.
and flash unless protected from Temperatures--

high burst intensities. engine stalling, fuel
fires.

* Tnese are predicated on vehicle being near enough to explosion for

the quoted effects to occur.

Loadability at Sea

GEM limited to design operating heights of 4.5 to 6 feet, until safe

unloading capabilities of cargo ships are extended to greater sea

states.
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1.2.2 Materials Environment

Fc "ther consideration is now given to the elements of the total
en :ironment as they affect the special materials used in the inflatable
GEM. Indeed, these elements of environment must be considered for
the system as a whole, as well as for its materials. Inasmuch as in-
flatable construction utilizes materials having properties differing
f-om those of steel and aluminum--the normal military vehicle mate-

rials- -environmental considerations which may affect these materials
must be emphasized.

As discussed in reference 1, the total operational environment includes
natural environments, induced environments, and combat environ-
ments. All three of these may be present during vehicle operations.
In addition, natural environments also may have significant effects on
the methods, procedures, and problems associated with the erection,
storage and transportation of inflatable GEMs, both inflated and de-
flated, including packaging.

Again, reference is made to the generalized environmental analysis
reported in reference 1. In particular, Chapter mI of that study, cover-
ing induced and combat environments. should be reviewed. Other im-
portant source materials are reference 2, and reference 3 which pro-
vides further information in some of the areas defined in reference 2.
Areas of environmental influences unique to the GEM or to inflatable
structures require the application of some additional data, including
special studies of surface conditions and materials, static electricity
and downwash disturbances, and application of standards and specifica-
tions developed for the other services.

The order of presentation is as follows: first, the effects of natural
environment and the probable extreme concitions which may be en-
countered in operational service and in stcrage and transportation;
and secondly, a brief review of the pertin r.nt elements of induced and
combat environments emphasizing effects on inflatable structures and
their materials. All of this material, indluding the extreme conditions
mentioned, are applicable to the materials of construction, and to the
assembled vehicle.
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1.2.3 Natural Environment

The natural environment affecting inflatable GEMs is nearly the same
as that for a11 military vehicles (more specifically, for amphibious
military vehicles), and is primarily dependent on the geographical
area of intended operations. Because of the world-wide commitments
of the U. S. Army, all initial design parametars must be based on
world-wide operations to the extent feasible, and this material is
developed on that basis. The application of inflatable structures to a
specialized GEM designed for a specific operational mission only
would change the relative importance of some of the extreme condi-
tions found in world-wide operations.

1.2.3.1 Important Environmental Factors

The following elements of natural environment are considered to be
most significant in respect to the use of inflatable structures in GEMs:

. Temperature ranges and extremes.

. Absolute and relative humidity.

- Precipitation intensity and duration.

- Accumulated snow loads and icing rates.

o Wind speeds, including gusts.

. Atmospheric pressure.
- Solar radiation, including infrared, visible, and ultraviolet.

- Blowing snow.

. Blowing sand and dust, including particle sizes.

- Salt spray.

. Ozone concentrations.

. Fungus growth.

- Hailstorm duration and particle sizes.

. Abrasive qualities of surface materials.

. Abrasive qualities of vegetation.

. other environmental considerations.
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Temper-ature. The basic temperature range for world-wide operations
is -25 0 F to + -l5°F. For operations in hot desert regions the maxi-
mum temperature wil be 125°F. For operations in arctic areas mini-
mum temperatures will range down to -65 0 F (-75°F in Greenland and
the Antarctic). The temperature range for shipboard operations is
somewhat more limited, from -20°F to a maximum of about+ 100 0 F.
The temperature range chosen should correspond to all areas of poten-
tial operation. For a vehicle such as the LOTS carrier, the range of
-25 F to+ ll50 F covers most of the areas of potential operation, inas-
much as the L--TS carrier- will be able to operate only in areas open
to ship navigation. Storage environments for all materials require con-
sideration of high temperatures, as high as 155 0F, for a period of up
to four hours daily without solar radiation, and to 185 0 F with solar radi-
ation of 360 BTUs per square fool per hur. Low temperature limits
for storage should be -65 0 F. for periods up to three dayz. These limits
apply to packaged materials and components in transportation and
long-term storage.

Humidity. Absolute humidity ranges for world-wide operation are from
0. ! grai is per cubic feot at -25 F F to 13 grains per cubic foot at 85°F

where 7,000 grains equal one pound. This corresponds to relative
humidities as low as 5% at 115 6 F and as high as 100% throughout the
range -25°F to : ,5n:.1- For operations in arctic areas absolute hurnie-
ity will be very low (approximately 0.1 grains per cubic foot), although
relative humidities to 100% are very common. For desert operations
relative humidities will be as low as .5 grains per enibic foot at 125 0 F,
yet stiJ. as high as 95% in the temperature range from 800 to 85 0 F.

Precipitation. Equipment must be designed to withstand the effects
of two types of precipitation--both steady, ",t'ind-driven rain, and brief
torrential downpours. Steady rain may have intensity of as much as
12 inches in 12 hours with a drop size of 2.25 milimeters predominant.
These rains will be accompanied by winds up to 40 miles per hour.
Torrential downpours such as are common in the tropics and in the
temperate region thunderstorms range up to 7 inches in one hour with
a drop size of approximately 3.2 millimeters. The peak rate is up to
2 inches in. 5 minutes with a drop size of 4.0 millimeters. These
downpours generally occur during periods of calm to light winds.

Snow Loads and icing Rates. Heavy loadings of snow and ice on the
vehicle will not only decrease performance but will also tend to clog
engine and fan intakes., ducts, and windshields. A GEM in operational
use should be considered equivalent to "portable equipment" by the
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AR 105-15 definition. For this type of equipment the maximt.!m snow

load will be approx-nately I0 pounds per square foot with a der.sity of
about 6 pounds per cubic foot. GEM.s which are stored in the open ýnay
receive ,iow ioads up to 20 pounds per square foot--again at a ,.e.ns-ty
of 6 pounds per cubiz foot. Inasmuch as most GEMs now being con-
sidered for vehicle application have large flat areas, the provision
for snow loads may be a significant structural problem. Superstruc-
tuire icing will occur in the arctic and sub-arctic (and antarctic)
regions. World areas in which superstructure icing is prevalent are
tabulated in the first chapter of reference I. Maximum superstructure
icing rates may be as high as 6 inches per hour.

Wind. For determinatior of the effects of wind,- consid.eration must
be given both to the maximum anticipated steady winds and to instan-
taneous gusts of higher velocity. Standard wind measurements taken
at 10 feet above ground level appear to be directly applicable to a
vehicle such as the uLEM. without modification for height effects. In-
asmuch as tile GE.M is significantly affec-led by wind loads, particular
attention m, ast be given to control system requirements for handling
these loads. Normal operation conditions in land areas generally in-
clude maximnm :w'inds (highest 5-minute wind) cf 40 miles per hour
with gusts up to 60 miles per hour. In shipboard operations, wind
speeds range up -o 75 miles per hour with gusts of 100 miles per hour.
It is presumed that during reriods of such winds all operations in
which GEMs could be involved will cease; therefore. these limits

would apply to vehicles which are tied down aboard ship. In storage
areas and depots, maximum winds raay range up to 80 miles per
hour--again assuming all matei ial will be well secured.

Pressre. Atmospheric pressure ranges for GEM operations form-
ally will be quite limited, except for air transportation. A range of
1,060 millibars to 887 millibars, corresponding to normal conditions
from sea level to 3.700 feet altitude, is suitable for amphibious oper-
ations--in fact, for 90% of all overland operations in which GEMs
could he used. For air transport, possible range of pressure is down
to 1G -Pilibars, corresponding to a flight altitude of 50,000 feet. The
combined effects of low temperature and low- pressure on a packaged
inflatable GEM in unpressurized air transport may be severe.

Solar Radiation. Maximum solar radiation corresponds to tempera-
tures of 125'F in the desert and approximately L15°F in the moist
tropics. L- "h.e desert areas, solar radiation intensity will be as high
as 105 watts per square foot (360 BTUs per square foot per hour).
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This radiation is made up as follows: 50 per cent infrared, 44 per cent
visible, and 6 per cent ultraviolet. For the moist tropics and shipboard
operations, some of the radiation is absorbed by water vapor in the air
so that a maxi'-um of 90 watts per square foot hfay be anticipated.
This includes 51 per cent infrared. 44.5 per cent visible, and 4.5 per
cent ultraviolet. All materials wili be subjected to long-wave radiation
Icsses in extreme cold areas in which material surface may be cooled
lelow the ambient air temperature. These radiation losses can be sig-
i ificant for long-term sLorage.

Blowing Snow. Blowing snow cars clog intakes and electrical machinery
as well as reduce visibility to zero-zero conditions. Even in the
United States the effects of fine blowing snow have caused significant
disruption in transport operations, including a recent storm in which a
railroad's entire fleet of electric locomotives was immobilized. Design
conditions for blowing snow should consider particles of one to three
millimeters in diameter accompanied by wind speeds up to 40 miles per
hour. The velocity of the GEM over the surface may increase the rela-
tive velocity ef blowing snow, and sand and dust.

Blowing Sand and Dust. Blowing sand in. thc desert regions is a signif-
icant environmental consideration because the sand ran clog z
openings and cause breakdown of lubricated surfaces. Blowing sand is
normally limited to heights of less than 5 feet above the ground.
Approximately one-half of the sand remains within one inch of the
ground. For GEM operations the disturbance of this sand by the down-
wash from the jets may be an important consideration. The maXimnum
intensity of blowing sand may range up to 10 pounds per foot cross-
section. Particle sizes will range from .18 to .30 millimeters diam-
eter, with very fvw pl.-'cles less than .08 millimeters. Wind speeds
up to 40 miles per hour at 5 feet may accompany the blowing sand.
Composition of the sand is mostly quartz. Blowing dust is distributed
much more evenly throughout the atmosphere. int.iedty of blowing
dust will range up to 6 x 10-9 grams per cubic centimeter. Particle
sizes will range from 0.1 micron to 10 microns, where one micron
equals 0.001 millimeter. Again, winds up to 40 miles per hour may
accompany the blowing dust, although winds lower than 15 mrics per
hour will be most common.

Salt Spray. Salt spray is a significant environmental element i. n-•=r.
areas and in coastal areas. Corrosion due to deposits of salt on
vehicle structure and on the engine - terior will greatly reduce the
power plant output and structural life. Corrosion mnust be considered
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for coastal operations up to about 1,000 feet inland. In general,
salinity of .ne oceans is appr6ximnitpy 3.5 per cent; that is, 35 parts
dissolved materials per 1,000 parts water. Salt spray over the oceans
is dependent on the wind. The intensity ranges from 4 micrograms
per square meter at 10 miles per hour wind to 30 micrograms at 35
miles per hour winds, and up to 100 micrograms at 60 miles per hour
winds. Ln -;urf areas salt spray intensity may be as much as 100
times as grceat as over the open ocean. Salt spray in rat., over water
areas and near the coast may ranige froin 2 to 20 milligrams per liter.
MIlitary experience to date has shown that the results of even the most
carefully designed salt chamber tests can be very misleading. The
only satisfactory method of testing has been exposure of the test item
to the actual environment in which use is intended.

Ozone. Ozone is the strong absorbent of ultraviolet radiation and
causes degradation of rubber and other organic materials. Generally
ozone is formed by the photo chemical reduction or organic pollutants.
Natural concentrations of ozone near the surface ra'nge up to 3 x I0-2

parts per million, while in intense smog the concentration may exceed
5 x 10-2 parts per million. (Reference 4)

Fungus Growth. For all operations in the moist tropics and other
high humidity areas, the gruwth of fungus on nonmetallic surfaces
must be considered. The standards given in reference 5 or reference
6 (applicable to aircraft ground support equipment) should be used.
Inasmuch as materials likely to be used for inflatable structures are
normally considered to be subject to fungus growth, it is presumcd
that these materials will be tested to determine solutions to this prob-
lem early in their development cycle.

Hail. While hail is not a common occurrence in any part of the
world, the effects of a heavy hailstorm can be catastrophic for mili-
tary equipment, parLicularly that of aircraft-type construction. Maxi-
mum concentration of hailstorms is in the mid-latitude mountains and
adjacent areas, e.g., a range of 5 - 10 hailstorms annually in Colorado,
Wyoming, and Nebraska. Sizes of hailstones range from 0.5 inches
to 0.7 inches in the Unied States and Western Europe, but up to 1.2
inches in India. Rare occurrences of larger hail may be encountered.

Abrasive Qualities of Surface Materials. Although a GEM is designed
to operate without contact with the surface, occasionally during land-
Lig operations, or when encountering an obstacle, or in the event of

power failure, the vehicle may scuff or slide along the surface.
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Abrasion of the under surface of the vehicle due to sliding on beaches,
desem dunes, and other surfaces, will be dependent primarily on the

hardness and sharpness of the surface materials. On a world-wide
basis, beach materials are predominantly sand with rounded-to-
angular particles ranging up to 2 millimeters in size. On as much as

45 ner cent of coastal beaches, larger particles such as gravel and
pebbles range up to 2 inches in size (_r. •stly rounded) and will be mixed
with sand. In about only 5 per cent of the beaches will particles larger
than 2 inches be encountered. For most GEM operations, mud flats
will be a common environmental element; however, the abrasion of
vehicle under-surface in occasional contact with mud surfaces is not
considered to be serious. For operation over snow, hardness of 100
to 20,000 grams per square centimeter may be encountered for parti-

cles of 1 to 8 millimeters in diameter. Hardness of wet snow is much
less. Abrasive qua-lties of other surface materials, including coral,
bare rock, and pavement. materials must a-so be considered. It is

known that coral in its growing state (below the water surface) is very
hard, angular, and may easily tear the bottom of a GEM which is oper-
ating as a displacement vessel.

Abrasive Qualities of Vegetation. Contact with coarse grasses,

thorny underbrush, and rough trunks of trees and swamp vegetation
may also scrape or tear the suz face of the GEM. in this case damage
wil be due more to puncturing by sharp points than to abrasion by the
vegetation material. Care must be taken in operation in mangrove
swamps and other marshy areas w.here exposed roots, tree "breathers",
and other sharp items pierce the water surface.

Other Environmental Considerations. For specific missions or
specific geographical areas of operation there may be other elements

of natural environment which must be considered in relation to the
materials used in inflatable-type GEMs. It is possible, for example,
that in some areas insects may create hazards, either by clogging in-
take screens and ducts or by chewing on materials used in construction.
In most cases thfe spec ifiration for a particular vehicle application

will include applicable environmental considerations peculiar to that

use or area of operations.

Table 1-6 presents a Summary of Environmental Conditions for
Inflatable GEM Strnu-cres.
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TABLE 1-6
SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

FOR INFLATABLE GEMS

i Region , Operational I Storage
I i

'Temperatui-e Arctic -40 to+-i5 -65 to + 145 i
(OF.) Temperate -25 to+1U5 -30 to + 165

Desert -25 to+125 -30 to + 185

SHumidity Arctic > .1 grains/ cu. ft.
I(Absolute) Temperate .01 at -25 0 F to 13 at 85°

"Desert >.5 grains per cu. ft.
____________________________________________________I

TPrecipitation Steady 12 inches in 12 hours
2.25 mm. diameter drops
40 mph winds

i Torrential 7 inches in 1 hr. to 2 inches in
!, 5 ra n .

"3.2 mm. to 44 mm. diameter
drops

_Light winds

i;now Luads Snow Load 10 lbs.!/sq.ft. 20 lbs. Isq.ft.at
I& Icing Rates at 6 lbs.Icu. 6 Ibs.Icu.ft.

SMax. Icing Rate 6 inches per hour

M, ind Land Max. 5 min. cont. 40 mph 80 mph
Sea Max. 5 min.cont. 75 mph

Ma•x. gust 60p. :i

_Fcu__ Sea level to 887 to 1,060 116 to 1,060
3,700 ft. altitude millibars millibars

SSo"lar Radiation Desert 125°F with 360 BTU per sq.ft.

Riiper hr.

[ Moist Tropics 1115F with 310 BTU per sq.ft.
I J per hr.
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TABLE 1-6 (con'inued)

Blowing Most severe 1 to 3 mm diameters blownat 40 mph
Snow character-

istics

Blowing Sand 10 lbs. per sq. ft. of .18 to .30 mm.
Sand and diam. with 40 mph winds at 5 ft.
Dust Dust 6 x 10-9 grams cc. of .1 to 10 microns

diam. with 15 to 40 mph winds

c-lt Spray Open 4 micrograms per sq. n',tpr 10 mph wind
Ocean 30 micrograms per sq.nmeter 35 mph wind

100 miercgra•ns per sq.meter 100 mph wind.
u__rf Areas Up to 1M times open ocean quantities

, In Rain
N 2 to 20 mi•ligrams per liter__ _ __ _ Near Sea I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Ozone Natural 3 x 10-2 parts per million

Industrial 5 x 10-2 parts per minl;n :i.--- intense smog

Hail Max. freq. 5 to 10 hailstorms per year .5 to .7 inche.5
Size i,' diam. normally, up to 1.2 inches

occasionally
Abrasive Surface Beaches - up to 2 mm in diam. world-
Qualities Material rounded to angular particles witie

Size & Gravel and pebbles up to 2 in. 1.45% of
Character rounded in formf coastal

I beaches

Particles larger than 2 in. <5% of
J beaches

Snow - hardness to 100 to 20,000 grains
per sq. cm. Particles 1 to 8 mm. in diam.

Coral - very hard and angular.
Abrasive Vegetation Most damage caused by direct puncturing
Qualities by sharp points.

Insects Clogging intake screens
Possible attack on materials.
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1.3 REVIEW OF CURRENT AND PROJECTED GEMS WITH
PARTICULAR RESPECT TO THEIR STRUCTURAL DESIGN

1. 3.1 Introduction

The vehicles reviewed and categorized in this section are drawn from
those that are in operation or have been recently proposed, atd are
p: esented in order to indicate the probable characteristics and per-
formance that may be expected from third generation vehicles. This
performance growth has been borne in mind when reviewing the
utility of inflatable structures and developing recommendatLons for
"future research and development in this area.

1.3.2 General Design Characteristics

1.3.2.1 Saunders-Roe SR N2

General Description

The SR N2 is a 25-tcr. to 35-ton vehicle, designed primarily to obtain
operational- experience, which will assist in the development of future
commercial craft. The general layout is designed z:round a central
load-carrying are;. to permit easy control of the C .G. regardless of
the size and shape 3f the payioad.

The buoyancy tank is incorporated so that the vehicle may float on
water, and the bow shape has been determined from model tests
carried out in towiLng tanks, to provide satisfactory hump behavior
and acceptable inrjact forces while at sea.

Structural Aspects

Tvpical aircraft const•raction has been used in order to meet the neces-
sary unloaded hover criteria. Materials used are high strength
cladded aluminum sheets with protectiý-e coatings in keeping with
normal flying boat practice.

Use of foam-filled light alloy panels in areas subjected -o high noise
levels is being made.
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The basic structure is a c-omposite bearn formed by the boat-sh-pcd
buoyancy chamber, the deck above the air duct, and the main cargo
area. Built in conformance with time-honored practice, this layout
pro-vides a rigid beam in bending and torsion.

The buoyancy chamber itself is divided into 15 watertight bilges and
also contains two 425-galloi, (imperial) fuel tanks laterally located and
two 100-gallon water ballast t--mks for fore and aft trimming.

Cargo Compartment

A 20 foot x 16 foot cargo area has been designed to accommodate 60
seated passengers or 100 standing troops, fully equipped. Alterr,..te
loads such as two jeeps or a 3-112 ton truck can be accommodated.
Removable side and top panels facilitate loading.

Engines and Transmission Details

Four Blackburn _4129 (NIMBUS) free turbine engines, rated at 815
horsepower (maxim:-m control) are housed in pairs in an aft engine
room and drive two faiis and two reversible-pitch propellers. The
fans supply pressurized air ior lift and the propellers supply propul-
si-,e and maneuvering thrust. Each pair of engines is coupled to one
fan/propeller unit. The shafting for the forward units passes through
the cargo area roof beam.

Controls

The vehicle is completely controlled at all times by the propellers.
Ml-.3vement in the desired direction is achieved by pitch changes and
swivelling of the propeller pylons through 300 on either side of the
center line.

Ground Handling

All normal maintenance, loading and fueling may be accomplished in
and out of the water. On land, six steel pads Lre bu:lt into the base
structure to provide a level and equally-distributed loading pattern.

Maintenance

Removal and installation of the fans is carried out by removal of the
structure above the fans. This structure has been designed as a
single assembly to facilitate this operation.
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Engine room cowlings are also remw)vable for "in situ"! servicing and

engine-changing as required.

Principal Characteristics

Over-all length 60 feet, 3 inches

Over-all width 29 feet, 6 inches

Power plants 4 x 815 BHP

Fuel 850 Imnperial gallons

Typical cruise speed 70 knots

Cruise hover height 1.0 to 1. 5 feet

Maximum hover height 2-112 feet

Comments on Design and Operation

Although GE1is are unlikely to be commercially competitive with con-
ventional vehicles at gross weights less than 50 tons, Saunders-Roe
consider that insufficient operational experience has been accumulated
to justify going from the relatively crude SR NI to a 50-ton gross
weight machine. Consequently, the SR N. has been designed pri-
marily as an operational research cr-aft for use by both military and
civil operators, to obtain operational experience and to determine the
limitations over water. One interesting facet of the design is the
selection of fan/ propeller/ engine sizes based on their direct applica-
tion to machines in the 50- to 100- ton gross weight size.

Experimental model tests carried out by Saunders-Roe on annular
flexible trunks have now been confirmed to some degree by tests
carried out on the SR NI. These trunks serve the dual purpose of re-
ducing spray, thus increasing visibility at low speeds and increasing
the maximum hover height for the same power. It can be expected
that this development will be proven ovt on the SR N2 during 1962.
When dcveloped, Saunders-Roe see no problems to operating both
ways, through breaking surf 6-8 feet high.

With the cargo floor des.-ned to withstand loadings up to 300 pounds
per square foot, a full range of military payloads can be tolerated.
There are indications that the structural weights achieved on the SR N2
are close enough to provide a firm basis for projects specifically
aimed at the mi!ULary logistics appli. -ation. However, in the LOTS
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c'arril•.- " -ap hi:h its hig"h de',and for extremc r ugeeSnes... ........ -s ... ei • 'h e S R IN
would have to 1- regar-ded as a minimal design. On this basis, one
could es-i-ae that to meet all of the design requirements for this
mission, some 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the emxnty we"eght in
additional "beefing up" mnaterial would be necessary.

From a transportabfiity standpoint, the SR N2A configuration limits
it to shipboard carriage, inasmuch as the structure has been designed
as a homogeneous unit with no major unit breakdown.

At a selling price of some 400,000 pounds sterling ($1,120,000), a
figure based on one to five quantiti=, the SR N2 yields a price per
long ton of empty weight of $80,000, fully-equipped and ready to go.

1.3.2.2 VA 2 (Vickers-Armstrong - South Marston)

General Description

It is recognized that at this stage in GEM development, practical
demonsTration, particularly overseas, is essential with such a new
type of vehicle. The difficulties attendant un .ransporting a large
vchicle overseas have prompted Vickers to construct a vehicle small
enougn to be airfreighted and sufficiently developed to prov-e t1he en'gi-
neering design and the practicability of application. It is probably the
only GEM it this time being developed, from the start- to be air
transportable. The vehicle readily breaks down into the main body
unit and six separate ducting assemblies. The two vertical stabilizers
and thp pre,_p-_lsion powerplant are also capable of rapid breakdown.
This is a utility vehicle, capable of carrying four or five people, with
a speed of 40 knots and an endurance of 1-1/2 hours. The vehicle has
immediate application as a fast, executive transport over sheltered
and inland waters and for the transport of personnel over difficult
terrain where existing vehicles cannot operate.

Structure

In keeping with the Vickers aircraft background, this machine makes
full use, throughout, of aircraft materials properly designed and
treated against the corrosive actions of salt-water operation. The
basic design comprises a primary structure in the form of a stiff
platform, taking the distributed pressure of the air cushion oi, the
bottom surface. Fans, lift engines, and distribution ducts for the
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peripheral Jets are mrounted on this platform, with the remaining area
provding cargo space or passenger cabin structure. Double curva-
ture is reduced to the minimum and constructional details such as
machined fittings are conspicuous by their absence. The primary
structure is of the box beam type with bays Approximately two feet
apart. Transport joints are of the simple male and female spar type.
Full use is made of treated, corrugated cardboard sandwiches for
floorings and side panels. Simple truss mountings for the propulsion
unit facilitate rapid breakdown, and the vertical stabilizers are
attached with female und male union fittings of the simplest kind.

Cargo Compartment

A five-passenger seating arrangement is situated aft of the forward
intake duct. Total payload is ,Q000, p-3-uds.

Engines aild Tran-aission Details

Three Continental engines, using aviation gasoline, drive the two lift
fans and sepa-atc propulsion system.

1. 3.2.3 VA 3 (Vickers -Armstrong - South Marston)

General Description

The VA 3 has been designed as a true amphibian with a speed range of
over 30 to 150 knots. As such, it will fit the transportation system in
the role of an over-water passenger/ goods carrier operati-ng from
land bases or terminals, or for use in areas presently inaccessible
to other vehicles. At a cruise height of 8 inches, a 70-knot cruise
speed is anticipMed.

Structure

The primary structure comprises a buoyancy tank and a ducting sys-
tem which form a load-carrying platform supporting the power units
and the super-structure. The materials are mainly of aluminum alloy
selected from a range of aircraft type gages.

The buoyancy tank is positioned low in the structure and provides 100
per cent reserve buoyancy and stability for the vehicle when operated
over water in rough weather or in the event ol a breakdown.
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Passenger! Freight Compartment

The passenger or freight compartment measures approximately 17-1/2
feet long by li-1/2 feet wide and car. accommodate 24 passengers or
4,200 pounds of freight.

Engine and Transmission

Four Blackburn Turbo 603 engines, using kerosene, supply lift and
propulsi%.e power. The prop:,1sive system employs two reversible,
variable pitch, four-bladed propellers. The fuel tank is a single deep
tank divided to make two compartments. Unpressurized refuelling is
used. Submerged pumps and cross -feeds are incorporated.

Controls

In addiRion to the directional control provided by the propulsive engine
and the propeller system, cable-operated ccntrol surfaces on the port
and starboard coamings provide effective "keel" area to prevent drift
and to assist turning.

1.3.2.4 VA 4 123-Ton Amphibious Ferry (Type 3032)

General Description

The VA 4 is a 123-ton ground effect machine designed as a medium
size passenger and car ferry, operating over economic ranges of 50
to 200 nautical miles. Used in this way, the machine can carry 200 to
400 passengers with a car deck large enough to hold 14 large cars.
The operational hover height of three feet allows the machine to nego-
tiate six-foot waves. Cruise speed is 70 knots. Buoyancy tanks are
incorporated for flotation and the bow has been shaped for over-water
operation.

Str•ucture

The main structure comprises a load-bearing platform and a rigid box
section enclosing the freight decks. This design enables the machin.-
to weather rough seas and to proceed as a displacement vessel in the
event of lift system component failures.
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Buoyancy tanks and the peripheral ducting system art integral with
the platform. The tanks situated low in the structure provide a large
reserve buoyancy and stability. Strong, heavily-plated bows are
fitted to withstand the impact of heavy seas and surface debris.

The superstructure is comprised of cargo holds, passenger accommo-
dations and facilities. The upper deck, which includes the navigating
cabins, is mounted over the length and breadth of the main cargo and
car deck.

Fuel tanks are accommodated adjacent to the engine rooms in the
buoyancy chamber.

Engines and Transmissioris

Lift and propulsion engines are aircraft-type gas turbines. The lift
system comprises nine 1,000 SliP DeHavilland "Gnomes"; the propul-
sion system, two Rolls Royce "Tynes" (TY .2) of 4,400 SHP each.

TIhe lift engines drive centrifugal fans and the propulsion engines drive
fully reversible, variable-pitch, aircraft-type propeller systems
through convertional aircraft-type transmission systems.

Controls

Directional control is achieved by air ruidders and propulsion system
engines with 600 of lateral rotation.

Roll stability is achieved by a central secondary duct running the
length of the machine.

1.3.2.5 Design A (Detailed Project Study - Now in Construction)

General Description

This design is a 22-I2 -ton machine designed for research , v'r ases.
The basic configuration consists of two propulsive units ir, .-- em,
mounted on a boat-shaped hull. Two vertical fihs are loca-.d at the
stern. The air cushion is produced by four fans which pump air out of
the bottom through a peripheral jet nozzle. Stabilizing jets div:de the
base in both directions.
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The pilot and copilot are located forward; tthe mlght engineer, the
passengers, and the equipment are located aft. Cargo space is cen-
trally 'Located and measures 6-11,2 feet high b, 10 feet, long and 18 feet
wide. The hull bottom •-12 buoyncy chambers. IRM lines

have been developed in -,. '.)rance with the oveir-wvaler pe-rfo~rmance
in a Sea State 3 conditit,;i.

Stiadctural Aspects

The hull consists of auminum alloy frames, •,ongitudinais and strin-

gent stiffened skirts. The structure is -welded where water tightness

is required ani riveted in other cases. In nonstructurai areas, max-

imum use is made of low cost materials such as waterproofed plywood

arid hard-molded, reinforced Fibeerglas lamina~e. With the exception
ulf the bow structure, which incorporates frame spaces of 15 inches,
frames are located at 30 inches. Sizes vary from bow to stem as re-

qitireal for l trength. The top of the air duct is considered as an

inner deck, the top of the hull being used as the shelter dcck. Comn-

partment between decks is designed to provide buoyancy in the event

of damage and flooding of compartments; below the air-duct deck.

Fuel tanks occupy the space directly under the cargo area and run to

half of the width of the buoyancy compartment. A comuranion way runs

fore and aft on the center line of the machine. Each ducted prope•ler

consists of an annular duct with an engine, gearbox, propeller. and

cowling mounted to a center support structure.

Cargo Compartment

A 10-foot by 18-foot cargo area has been designed to accomymiotdate

10,000 pounds of cargo at a designed overlowd gross weight of 27 112

tons. Total disposable load for both versions is 3.86 tons and 8.86

tons, respectively. A 3-foot by 2-foot hatch provides access through
the upper deck.

Engines and Transmission Details

Four Solar Saturn free-shaft gas turbine engines, rated at 1,120 SlP

(maxcimum control) are housed on top of the hull. Two units are
mounted aft and drive all four f'ans; through a mechanical transmission
system. of,.u units are mounted in the propulsicn ducts and swivel

with the duct. All shafting is contained in the upper deck structure.

A cross-over shaft links the two lift engines.
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Cont•rols

The vehicle is controlled as follows:

Side force is normally produced by rolling. Cushion fan speed is used
to vary height. Fore and aft motion is produced by the tandem pro-
peller pitch-power. Pitch and roll control are effected by differen-
tially varying 'he fan inlet vane angles. Yaw is produzced by a rudder
on the rear duct. High-speed turns over water can be achieved by
foils extending into the water.

Ground UAand•ling

All maintenm.nce, loading, and fueling may be carried out on land.
Longitudinal skegs provide a level and equally-distributed loading
pattern.

Principal Characteristics

Over-all length 67.5 feet

Over-all width 26.0 feet

Power plants 4 x 1,120 BliP

Fuel 1,715 U.S. gallons

Light gross weight 45,000 pounds

Heavy gross weight 55,000 pounds

Range 225 nautical miles

Typical cruise bpeed 70 knots

Typical cruise hover
height 6 inches

Typical maximum hover 9 i. ches
height

There can be little doubt that this design is the most advanced U.S.
project at the present time. As a research vehicle, it will embody
the latest "state-of-the-art" know-how with contributions coming
directly from research programs in the U.K. and the U.S. As a
prototype, it will aiLso be capable of growth within and without the
present null dimensions. It is anticipated that this vehicle will
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systematically evaluate handliig qualities of GEM 6, loading factors
and other structural criteria. "controllablity, air cushion flew duct
losses, noise measurements, spray patterns, stability, and powering
requirements -

It is also possible that a large number of ap)propriate missions suitable
for the armed forces will be attempted and proven out.

While the design, particularly the design of the structure, is perhaps
based on extremely conservative va-hies, as a research machine re-
quired to operate in rough seas and othcr rugged environments it is
probably the most realistic GEM to oe configured at the present time
a•- is in- co .lete agr-'ement with the Saunde:.3-Roe series of test

vehicles.

It is nn i-ipated the over-all cost of the prototype vehicle, wahich is
scheduled for -ompletion in 1963, will not exceed $2.5 million.

1.3.2.6 Design B (Detailed Project Study)

General Description

This GEM study, recently proposed, is a four-fan, an.nular jet
machine with mixed propulsion systems. The machine has a gross
weight range of 33-112 tons to 42-1/2 tons overloaded. It has been dc-
signed to meet rigorous military specifications as an assau,_lt and
support craft.

The cargo compartment starts immediately aft of the forward fans and
extends tc the stern. Clea.rance dimensions of this compartment are
43 feet long, 20-112 feet wide and 10-3/4 feet higl.

To facilitate over-water operation, the design is built around a twin
hull concept, the hulls being designed to flying boat practice with bow
shape and dead-rise. Retractable landing pads are located at the ex-
tremities of each side hull.

Welded bottom plating on each hull is incorporated to insure an ex-
cess of buoyancy.
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From a detailed -analysis of materials and methods af construction.
the designers decided to utilize 70)75-T Ii as the basic struct.0ral
mate-rial, and aircralu-tyPe s-onstruction utilizin-g rolled hats f"or
stiffness.

The -major load -carry:ing hull structure is formed by the cargo deck,
a forward torque box, side bcams, and a twin hull bow.

External skin is stiffened by roll-formed hat sections in the longitud-
inal directions, on the sides, and athwartships on the center bow,
-.-here flat or single cur':atture panels facilitz e economical fabrication
on automatic riv.eting and spot -w--elding machines. This sk-in -stiffener
t-ombination provides axial and shear strength for primary loading and
distributes Alocal pressure loads to frames spaced on 20-inch centers.

Thle cargo deck and its substructure coz....ist of thin skins riveted to
athwartship beams on 20-inch centerc. Plywood panelss cover the en-
tire cargo area and ;,re 3/8 of an inch thick. Longitudinal stiffeners
on the bottom ski'n, wihich is welded, complete the structure.

The major longitudinal bending structure is made up of two side beamrs,
the bottom skinis, aro -,illoeners. The beams consist of the cargo
compoartment side walls the outer decks over the side internal air
ducts, the hull sides, and the long-itudintal members in the region of
the side nozzles.

The twin hull bow structure is similar to flying boat design in all
respects.

Cargo Compartment

A cargo compartment 43 feet by 20-1/2 feet has been designed to pro-
vide space for large, low-density items. A full width aft-loading door
and ramp and full area overhead loading doors are incorporated. A
20 -inch tie down grid pattern accessible through cutouts in the plywood
flooring provides a flush tie down system. -hbe deck is slijahtly con-
vex to permit drainage.
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Engine and Tr,%nsmission Details

Two T634-GE-6G (normal rated po-,er 2,680 ESHP) engines are
mounted below.. tile cargo floor -.;itli the engines facing aft, providnug
access froma inside the machine for servicing, etc. In ihis location,
one gearbox re('eives thle power from both engines before distributing
through sha-fti-ng and gearboxes to the fans and propellers.

Controls

Two reversible, variable-pitch propellers are located behind the
verticall stabilizers. Power is supplied as above. A twin annular Jet
curtain system incut-pol-atvs propulsion louvers along the sides. Ln
engine exhau.;t stability systemn d'viuies the vehicle ath~wartships on
*he center li.ae. This Jet arrangement, together with the variable-
pitch propellers and a horizonta!L stabilizer, is considerea adequate
for all design operations - Control functions are mechanically, inte-
grated into conventional operation cuzitwii-.>

Comments on. the Dsg,

The most imp~ortant facets of this detai' .zt design study are:

L. Cormpatibility with the LO)TS carrier role.

2. Component breakdown s;:ggests a high degree of
transportability.

3. Structural design is representattive of an o-pen sea
operational GEM.-

1.3.3 Mat-rials- and Structural Concepts Now in Common
Usage and Projected for Future Machines

1.3.3-1 Basic Structural Characteristics of GEMNs

ki ne preceding review of current and projected hardware in the GEM
field indicates t~hat no hard and fast rule has yet been laid- down that
would characterize othese vehicles in the same way that other tran-s-
portation devices are recogn~ized. Aircraft, trains, ships, and trucks
all fit inio well-defined patterns where no doubt exists a3 to what the
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vehicte is intended to be. Consequetaiy, inading crit'ria"a-- genera-
structural arrangements arc ......... or nearly so for each type of
vehicle. A case in point is the ship with its central keel, hoop frames,
bulkheads, and shear decks, a design unchanged from the earliest
shipping times to the present day.

The Ground Effect M'achine an( its sti-ticture have yet tr bie fi-nally
evolved, in terms of shape, size, and loading criteria, although sev-
eral relatively large vehicles have been built to fit the transportation
of passengers and freight over water. The -. idely differing philosophy
varies from the boat-shaped SR N-2 to the rectangular barge shape of
the VA 4. However, without exception, all first and second generation
machines have atilized aircraft type, light alloy-clad sheets and box
b;am stru.cures, a natural choice since their manufacturers have
been largely airframe companies. It is also apparent that future
machines now in the drawing board phase will follow the same design
philosophy.

At this point it is well to note why the manufacture of GEMs has and
will be in the hands of aircraft manufacturers for some time to come,
certainl-;- until a breakthrough iun recirculation or power plant design
is achieved.

From an aerody-namic point of view the GEM is inefficient. The best
LID that can be obtained at the present time at speeds close to 80
knots is of the order of 4 to 7. Compared with the average transport
aircraft LID of 10 to 20 or the ship LID of 100 and ut , it is evident
that the GEM wili be extremely high-powered, with a resulting poor
operational economy, unless it is possible to operate at high payload
to gross weight ratios.

Consequently, the GEM's economics are more dependent upon the
efficiency of the structural layout than on any other single parameter.
It is for this reason that it becomes necessary to use aircraft mate-
rials and design techniques for most GEMs. Perhaps the latest de-
velopments in the field are some indication of where the final selec-
tion of materials and structural layouts can be found in a cuz rent
vehicle. The average skin thickness in the construction of the SR N2
is only .028 inch and the over-all structural weight is of the order of
17 pounds per square foot of cushion area (28% of the gross weight).
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Stressing Ranges of GEMs

At pr.e resent time there i_ considerable speculation on what loading
criteria should be used -'- the design of GEMs. This is particularly

... n the U. S., here little exoerience has been obtained on
vehicles except as the result of extensive model tesi daia. In the
U. K., tile general feeling is that loading criteria should be derived
from existing aircraft practices in order to provide a firm basis for
r-cquil- cmn-s which are now being considered by bodies such as the

Air Registration -''ard and the Minis•r'y of Aviazion. A revie:w of

various companies' approaches foliows.

i.'.3.2.1 Vickers -Armstrong (South Marston Ltd.)

General Considerations

For over-al) strength assessment, the vehicle is considered in a num-

ber of representative conditions and placed in equilibrium under
applied loads and reactive gravity and inertia loads. Normal, unaccel-
crated operating conditions provide no basis for strength, with factors
of the order under consideratiux.

For over-water operation, it is envisaged that, in adverse operating

conditions, a variety of impacts with appropriate reactive forces will

occur.

Ln the cushion or airborne regime, this system of forces will be
additive to the steady unit air and gravity loads. These combined con-

ditions are deemed to cover emergency conditions due to engine or

contr'l failure since it is statistically improbable that adverse water

, o:-:.,ns and engine or control failure would arise simultaneously.
It is normal practice :.o design to lower factors in emergency con-

ditions.

The proof and ultimate factors stated assume that all material used

for stressed parts is produced to a recognized standard specification.
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Strength Factors

InD conformity with aircraft practice, the cases for strength
assessment are based, on limit conditions, that is, conditions which
are considered to be of such severity that they rarely occur.

The choice of --uch conditions must neceszarily ne semewhat ab,
ir at the present stage of GEM experience wuid could imply speed

and/or water roughness limitations if the behavior of the craft shows
"this to be necessary.

The factors provided on "LMIIT" conditions are:

Proof factor

Ultimate factor

The ultimate factor of 1.5 is useu in all cases except crash cases.

Loading Cases Considered For Current GEMs

Wave impact

" Crash

Beaching, jacking, and towing

- Slinging

Mcoring

" Local and general water pressures on the craft's plating

Control system loads -

For wave impact cases, a trochoidal wave of height to length ratio of
1 in 20 is used. It is assumed that the GEM :an operate in waves of
!wice the design hover height.

Crash cases considered are the c- aft hitting quays. jetties, or ob-
stacles at sea at high speed, or crash-landing on the shore. In all of
these instances the safety of the crew and payload were considered.
The inertia forces given below are used in the design of support struc-
tures for the crew and payload and for objects in the craft that could
affe-t passenger er crew safety if they broke loose in a crash landing.
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The inertia force's in terms of ULTIMIATE acceleration are:

4g down tc 3g up

6g forward to 3g aft

zero to 3g sideways

MNAXIMUM ,IESULTA.NT - 6g.

The -o-- . prezsures on the bow of a GEM due Wu w-c unpaci
depend in a critical manner on the bow angle and dead-ris.e angle as
well' as the relative speed at iin-pact. These pressures may be readily
determined when the above angles are optimized and the speed of the

GEM is known.

For ipi.ial stressing cases, the local water pressures on the bow are

taken as 30 pounds per square inch unfactored,

All other areas of the GEM exposed to water impact are designed to
withstand a water presstre of 5 pounds per square inh unfactoI I.m
This pressure can act on ='--_ficient area of the buoyancy platform to

give the acceleration required in the wave impact cases.

From a fatigue standpoint, an operational life of 20,000 hours is used.

1.3.3.2.2 Saunders-Roe Ltd. (A Division of
Westland Aircraft Co. Ltd.)

Detailed design work on GEMs started at this company in October 1958,

the result of which was the SR NI. "When the design was laid down,

there was very little information upon which to base the design stress-
ing conditions. However, since the machine was primarily intended

for operation over water, it was assumed that the engine failure case

would provide a suitably severe design criterion. The assumptions
made were that there would he a sudden engine failure when the

machine w;-s operating over waves of critical length and two feet high
from trougL to crest, leading to two main conditions.

The first ca-e is the condition where the machine has been rotated by
striking a wa;e with its stern in such a way that the maxim-m slam-

ming load con es onto the bow. This leads to about an 8g acceleration
on the pilot which is equivalent to a load approximately equal to i.25
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times the weight of t!he machine acting on the bow. Furthermore, it
was assumed that this could apply to angles cf yaw up to 45 degrees.
This virtually siresses the attachment point of the outer rims, the
engine mounting and determines such things as the fan clearance.

The second case is the condition where the machine just dives over
one wave and ploughs into the next, so -nat a maximum longitudinal
deceleratiort of about 1-112g is obtained.

From a crash standpoint, su•ch as if the machine hits a piece of wood
so that the front structure is crumpled, this gives a maximum acceler-
ation of about 4g.

Water pressure acting on the machine is considered to be at a maxi-
mum pressure of 10 pounds per square inch on the bottom plating.

These criteria were based on models with no cushion, so that when
the engine failed, the accompanying descent did not illustrate the de-
cay effects of a cushion; consequently. the vertical rate of descent of
the inert mzael was much greater than would otherwise be the case.

When allo-wance is made for the cushion, the maximum acceleration
on the bow is only of the order of 112g instead of 8g, indicating that the
criterion is more appropriate to speeds of 90 knots than to the speeds
of 30 to 40 knots consistent with the SR NI performance characteris-
tics. It was therefore logical that these design criteria should be used
for the developmrent of the SR N2, resulting in a primary stressing
case of 12g at the bow. This acceleration is approximately equivalent
to a force equal to the gross weight of the machine distributed over
the bow area. As pointed out by Saunders-Roe (reference .., tAhis is
in keeping with all forms of transports where the design stressing
condition is equal to the gross weight applied at its extremities.

1.3.3.2.3 Ryan Aeronautical

A structural criterion using a minimum number of design conditions
constituting reasonable maximum values for the critical loading condi-
tions has been developed (reference 9) by this company. This crite-
rion has been used across the board in comparing GEMs of all kinds
and sizes.
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.uring 1961 this company analyzed the machine developed by
C• oi. J. L. Wosser and Lt. Cmdr. Van Tuyi in some detail from

a structural standpoint. The specifications and performance data
available on this machine were utilized.

in the development of structural criteria, Ryan assumed that the pri-
niary structure would be designed in accordance with accepted air-
craft design practices.

AlI loads and load factors in these criteria are limit loads unless
otherwise specified. An ultimate safety factor of 1.5 is applied to all
limit loads.

The primary structure was designed to prevent permanent deforma-
tion at ultimate loads. The secoudary structure is designed to pre-
vent deformati.on at lin.it loads and to prevent failure at ultimate loads.

A summary of load factors used for the Ryan structural design and
analysis is shown in Table 1-7.

1.3.3.2.4 Company Design A (Now in Construction)

General Considerations

Three co--hion-borne conditions have been assumed to be of major
importance as far as the design of basic structure is concerned. The
first of these simulates an impact with the wake of another craft at
the maximum speed. The second condition corresponds to a wave im-
pact in rough water. The third condition sim-.lates an unsymmetrical
wave impact in rough .water during a turn.

The maximum bow and stern impact loadings for the second condition
were established in order to produce a load factor of approximately
8g's at the crew compartment and is in general accord with the
Saunders-Roe data for the loads that can be resisted by crew members.
The bow impact loa s of the first condition are arbitrarily half of
those for the second condition since it is intended that high-speed
operation would take place only over smooth calm water with the ex-
cepiion of a possible impact with the wake of another craft. The bow
and stern loads of condition three have again been arbitrarily estab-
lished as three-quarters of those given by the second condition.
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TABLE 1-7
lHYAN DESIGN LOADLNG CONDITIONS

I Limit Load Factor

Component Design Condition nX ny nz

Prim2--y Structure Gross Weight,Flight 1+ 2.001+ 1.00 + 1.25
(Basic Framework G-oss Weight,Landing 1 0 0+ 2.00

Including Bow) Gross Weight,Collision -3.00 + 1.33 0

Engine Pods & Maximum Loads + 2.00 +2.00Supports Acting Simultaneously -3.00 + 1.331 -1,25

Secondary Struc- M..n'.ur. Loads 1 +2.00 ÷9 n

.ure (Enclosui ,, I Ating Separately -3.00 + 1.331 -1.2

Crew and Person- Minor Crash Loads -6.00 1.00 -2.00
e Safety Stric- Acting Simultaneously

ture

Ducting, Nozzles Maximum Calculated 1.33 x Calculated
& Air Pressure Pressure Pressure
Loaded Structure

Flotation Hull Landing Pressure N.o factor applied to
calculated pressure

Exposed Deck Water Pressure No factor applied to

I calculated pressure

Both the second and third conditions have been fixed as general condi-
tions; in other words, they are applicable to all speeds but the bow and
ste.rn loads are maintained constant. O0-e specific case that the sec-
ond condition will cover is a 50-knot speed in a Sea State 3. In a
similar way, die third case wi--l encompass the situation where the ,
radius of turn is equal to 24 craft lengths at a speed of 50 knots.
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Deck Loads

To Specification MIL-A-8865 (ASG). Limit floor loads for perscnmel
floors - 300 pounds per square foot.

Propeller Support Loads

The inertia load factor requirements were established at one-half the
inertia load requirements outlined under General Design information
of MIL-E-1734l, A. (- 14.0 vertical, ÷ 1! athwartships, + 7.5 fore aid
aft.).

Docking Loads

A load factor of 1.0 at an impact velocity of 3 feet per second covers
impacts between the craft and a dock.

Crash Loads

The ultimate crash load factors are based on MIL-A-99G5 (ASG).
(Longitudinal load factor shall be 20.0 and shall act anywhere within
20 degrees of the longitudinal axc. The vertical load factor shall be
directed downward, ncrmal to the longitudinal axis, and -hall be equal
to 10.0. The load factirs shall act separately.

Hoisting Loads

Thc % ertical Iad factor of 2 .q is taken from the aircraft hoisting re-
quirements of MIL-A-8862 (ASG).

Groun'5 Contact Loads

Two conditions when the craft is supported bky irregular surfaces dur-
ing ground handling are considered. The fi. , condition is an unsym-
metrical two-point rontact across the corners of the craft causing a
2 g vertical resultant. The second condition is a symmetrical two-
point contact across the center line of the craft causing a 2g vertical
resultant.

Repeated Wave Impact Loads

A total life of 2,500 hours has been specified, assuming two hours of
operation per day, five days per week, fifty weeks per year, for five
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years. In addition, a pa!'ticu!ar distribution of houes of operation in
variuas speed ranges has been assuried which provides for one-half

the service life being spent in the 40- to 60-knot speed range.

In the determination of the total numhei of potential wave impacts. an
a~vrage wave length (crest to crest) of 62.5 feet has been assumed.

corresponding2 to a Sea State resulting from a 15-knot wind based on
Sav ` 0. 2 78 V-.

1.3.3.2.5 Company Design "B" (Detailed Preliminary Design)

General Considerations

In this design. five loading conditions were considered, based on
empirical considerations which conservatively cover the infinite
variety of possible operating loads. They were wave impact, Potation
in rough seas, ground landing, crash. and hoisting conditions.

Wave Impact

It vas considered that there was sufficient evidence that a GEM would
-ither deflect a wave crest or be deflected by momentarily increased
cushion pressures as the wave was approached. Once again, the ex-
perience of Saunders-Roe was utilized and calculations were carried
out to (-heck the transient cushioning effects. To s.me extent the
selection of wave height and GEM speeds have been governed by this
work. A Sea State 3 (3 to 5 feet trough to crest), used in conjunction
with MIL-A-8864 and the above work, resulted in the assumptions
that the design wave impact condition would consider a 10-foot wave
with a length to height ratio of 20, and that the GEM would be in a
level steady flight altitude prior to contact with the water slope follow-

ing the characterisic sinre-shaped wave. GEM hover height at 60
knots was established at three feet. Operations at higher speeds would
be restricted to calmer water.

Rough Sea Flotation

Due to the complexity of estimating hogging and sagging loads, a

simplified condition was assumed, leading to a 1.25g load factor.
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Ground Landing.

Specification MIL-A-8862 specified a jacking load factor of 1.35. A
lateral load factor due to small velocities during landing was used in
addition to the jacking load.

Crash Loads

It was considered that the fully loaded GEM should be designed to
witlhjtand crash load factors, to prevent injury of crew or passengers.
Specification MIL-A-8865 was u-sed (8g fui ward, l.5g aft, 1.5g side,
4. 5g down and 2g up). These factors govern the design of the major
items such as the cargo floor, ePgine and fuel tank stru.cture, etc.

Hoisting

Hoist fittings and carry-through structures were designed to a limit
koad factor of 2g in accordance with MIL-A-8862.

1.3.3.3 Discussion and Summar"

The Vickers, Saunders-Roe. and Ryan data on the strength require-
ments for GEMs are the only published statements on this subject at
the present time. The first two companies are both builders of re-
search craft that have foir some time been exposed to over-water and
over-lanJ operations. L, the case of Saunders-Roe, the SR N 1 has
shown general agreement of the estimated loads with model tests and
has already accumulated several hundred hours of operation over
water.

However, it would be unwise, at the present stage of development, to
place too much emphasis on any one approach, regardless of the fact
that operational suitab.:ility has been demonstrated to the satisfaction
of the designer. With this in mind, a number of unpublished reports
were examined with respect to design philosophy, structural criteria,
and general stressing aspects. It has been nece-sary to refer to them
as Design A or B in order to protect proprietary interests. Table 1-8
has been drawn to summarize the leading particulars and to provide
some guidance on the transpor-,ability aspects. Modular and inflatable
possibilities have been examined for each design and the likelihood of
utilizing these techniques has been indicated in a qualitative fashion.
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Frm .these !Ati thei:-e c-an he Iitj. do:hbt -.wo- dicint nhino-.jis

are in effect at the present time, although it appears genera.ly true
that all GEMs are using modified aircraft techniques for construction

,nd po-...c-.ing. The predominant philosophy appears to utilize
Saundiers-Roe design cr-iteria or modifications of the main loading con-
di.ij)%s where greater hover heights relieve the frequency of encounter

--¢ t h e d e i g n w a v -c h g h t s t m.• . . . . . .. r , i n ---- s o m e . . . . tC. r e.as

little or no provision Zor drop lo.--ds from maximum bover heights, a
condition resulting in maximum bending of the structure. The remain-
ing philosophy is hard to substantiate fo: a military vehicle, which
must be rugged, dependable, and capable of long service life. In an
attempt to correlate these variations, three methods of comparison
have been used. f he iirst, shown Mn Fig 1-1, piots tile gross weight
of the machine against the percentage of the gross weight required
for structure; structure in this case includes all primary, secondary
str••-tures, as weli as the ducting where ducting constitutes an integral
part of the tctal structure. Froom this figure. the differing design
philosophies are evident with variatis :is wide as 14 per cent to 45
per cent over the site range. Over the 30- to 40-ton gross weight
range; however, th-e range narrows from 28 per cent to 35 per cent
with perhaps a reasonably good mean of 33 per cent.

In terms of the structural weight per square foot of cuzhion area,
over the same size range the same wide v-ariety of design philosophy is
evident. Figure 1-2 has been drawn for a size r-"ige in keeping with
the LOTS mission. It will be seen that for five vehicles, roughly in
conform-ance with tihis mission characteristic, the variation in struc-
ture weight per square foot of cushion pressure is between 10 pounds
per square foot and 25 powids per square foot-

One other attempt hzz-s been made to correlate meaningfully the various
designs, using the well known "Driggs" parameter for aircraft fuse-
lages and hulls (shown in Fig. 1-3), where the total surface area of

the enclosed structure is used to obtain preliminary weight estimates.
From a mean line drawn through the Vickers data, no satisfactory
correlation can be expressed except to say that above the line, the
vehicles may be characterized as rugged, hea-y-duty type vehicles
while, below the line, vehicles must be --omewhat suspect, dependent
upon the operational condition expressed by the designer to relieve
frequency and size cf load applications.

At this time, it would appear that, ,until service requirements are
agreed to by industry, no reliable weight estimates or suitability for
operations 1-riteria can be formed.
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1.3.3.4.1 Conclusions

1. No firm structural cr-iteria exist for Ground Effect Machines.

2. Lcading cases and lioa factors being used at present vary
according to the particular design philosophy, viz; low hover

heights - high loading cases and factors; high hover heights - low load-
ineg cases and factors.

3. Shape of cushion area and ratio of planform area to cushion
area are major considerations in assessing structural and

payload area efficiency, viz., the bow-shaped hull of the SR N2, and
its low cushion area iv pianform area result in a dense structure lead-
ing to high unit weights per square foot of cushion area. The rectang-
ular planform and high ratio of cushion area to planform area of Design
B lead to low unit weights per square foot of cushion area. However,
in both cases, the percentages of structure weight to gross weight arc
approximately equal.

1.3.3.4.2 Recommendations

1. Studies are required to make a detailed analysis of existing
designs and projects with respect to the interchange of power

plant weight for greater hover heights and reduced structure weight.

2. Flexible base components such as annular trunks require
further a.alyical and experimental work to verify current

claims. A better understanding of the aerodynamic and structural
problems associated .ith flexible structures is required.

3. A means for evaluating the correct choice of structural
criteria for a particular GEM Ls required. In this respect,

current and projected environmental conditions must play an important
part.
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1.3.4 The Probable Utility of L-Mdatalh Str-!ct.1,res ;- Vchicles
Reviewed and in Future Developments

The economy of GEMs Ls vitally dependent on the vehicle structure
weight, which itself is vitally dependent upon the loading conditions
utilized. To date, the correct loadings for GEM designs, particularly
over-water, have not been determined. Conseq, vntly, th+ designer
has to rely on his own intuition, experience, and ingenuity in deciding
what loading conditions he shall use. The results so far have been,
as indicated, very widely varied; the heavy structures arising because
the critical loading conditions comprise impact conditions during which
the precise loads are unknown, but undoubtedly large, and the light
str•cturcs developing as a result of discounting the probability of im-
pact, with consequently lighter structure.

One very immediate application of inflatable structures consists in
providing an outer structure capable of absorbing impact loading and
smoothing out the extreme transient loads, thus enabling the heavy
primary structure to be assigned to carry relatively steady loads of
appreciably reduced magnitude compared to the impact loads them-
selves. A direct parallel to this situation Ln the past history of trans-
portation was the introduction of the pneumatic tire. A. anyone who
has tried to drive a car with solid tires over rough roads can verify,
the pneumatic tire extended the vehicle service life and speed capability
immensely; the same can be anticipated for GEMs.

The development of purely inflatable GEM structures is a possibility,
probably more remote than the above application since the previous
section has indicated the severity of the basic vehicle loading, and this
would tend to demand pressures well beyond present practice, or sizes
that would not be compatible with current thinking in GEM configurations.
The possibilities in this area are the subject of Chapter HI of this study.

As GEMs develop in the future, improvements in lift efficiency, me-
chanical efficiericy, fuel consumption, and structural techniques, will
tend to expand the range of practical GEMs from those currently under
development for commercial and military use to much larger GEMs
and for some specialized applications, much smaller GEMs.

In the case of the larger GEMs, sonie cof-sideration should be given to
enabling appreciable power reduction for a given lift, in order to offset
the rapid increase in vehicle weight with size. The most probable road
to success in this direction is to reduce the mass flow required in
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supporting the vehicle, and this in turn requires relatively small
ciearances between the vehicle air-jet system and the surface at all
times. In these larger vehicles, the obvious need for flexible ducting
of some kind to sa-isfy this requirement can probably best be mtt by
i"nflatable construction, since some measu.e of bending stiffness would
be desirable in the ducts, and it "ou1i bc difficul' to provide this with-
out going to a great deal of material if approaches other than inflatable
structures were -,sed.

For smaller GEMs in the future, there may possibly he a case foz
developing a complete vehicle of inflatable structure, making the whole
vehicle take the loads imposed, rather than a single beam or plate.
Such ar approach m-ay- be perfectly feas.le strut•ur... y for smll one
or two-man runabouts, carriers, fast short-range assault vehicles,
and so on. From the viewpoint of both str-actural efficiency and per-
formance, such an approach could be sailisfactory; however, the en-
vironmental conditions for its operation would most likely determine
the success of its application.

1.4 ItAkTERIALS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS
FOR INFLATABLE STRUCTURES

1.4.1 General Considerations

Since inflatable strucures may be constructed of any flexible pressure-
tight material, a wide range of possible materials and material con-
structions can be projected. This section outlines those materials
that have been considered, indicates those that may warrant investiga-
tion, and summarizes the characteristics that have been established
for those materials suitable for inflatable structures.

The materials from which the skin of an inflated structure is composed
generally have two major components: the fiber from which the cloth
is woven and the elastomer that is used to seal and protect the fiber.

Fibers that have been considered range from cotton through a wide
range of man-made fibers. The choice of fiber is determined from
two basic requirements, plus other important considerations. First,
it must have adequate strength, and second, it must possess a sutfic-
iently long operational life.
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The elastomer is chosen to provide adequate pressure sea! capabilities
Sa•' tfai• ,L-yiesistalce to en-,iruozment. 'Ihe combination of the

two provides an effective structural material, as indicated by relative

strength/weights in Figure 1-4. This figure shows the ratio ot the

material ultimate tensile strength in pounds per square inch to the

effective material density for a wide variety of materials suitable for

use in sheet form. The ratio for the fiber structures is shown for

both we fiber alone and for typical, practical, cloth construction, pro-

viding adequate air-retention and environmental capabilities. The

values indicate that, for ultimate strength, the fiber materials can be

comparable to metal sheets. Thus, adequate vehicle life can be en-

sured when strength factors are taken into account.

i. 4.2 Fibers

The most desirable characteristics of fibers for inflatable construc-
tion, are high streng't,-to-weight, ease of manufacture and subsequent
working, low cost, compatibility with easily available coatings, and

good energy absorption characteristics. Some of the se characteristics
are shown in Table 1-9 for a wide range o'f fibers that are in use in the
textile industry today. The work of reference 10 was used extensively
in the construiction of this table.

It can be seen from the table that many fibers in common use today
possess high stiffness and high strength, and would appear to be suit-
able for inflated structures. The experience of fiber manufacturers,
cloth weavers, cloth coaters, and inflatable structure designers and
constructors has been that nylon and Dacron fibers are, in general,
the most acceptable materials to use, with some preference for nylon
mainly because of its lower cost and the greater experience in handiing
and manufacturing available for design and construction. It should be
noted that most manufacturer.s? final products have net been weight
critical .;o that a greater weight of lower strength materials have been
acceptable thai would be desirable in a weight-sensitive item such as

a GEM.

Nylon and Dacron in fabric form can be satisfactorily bonded, coated,
and used to provide design strength in the final article. The life of
both fibers is well established as a function of applied load, so that a
firm design study can be undertaken with guaranteed results, for a

specified vehicle life. Typical fiber life as a function of load is shown
in Figure 1-5*, which dearly illustrates why nylon and Dacron are pre-
ferred to many other fibers. It should be noted that Fortisan, which

*Goodyear Aircraft Corporation.
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TABLE 1-9
TYPICAL CHAiRACTERISTICS OF A RANGE OF FIBERS

Averagej Average "'en"sne at Failure
Specific Stiffness Streng"kJ

Family Fiber Gravity ksi ksi Dry Wet

SViscose 1.49 490 to 550 65 to 105 9 t3 22 14 to 30
Rayon 2I24 1

Forlisal i.53 2,240 136 0 6

Acetate - 1.32 93 22 to 28 23 to 34 30 to 45

Nylon 1.14 510 to 720 86 to 134 16 to 28 13 to 32

Acrylic Zefran 1.19 167 53 33 33

Mod- 1.30 128 50 39 39
acrylic

Poly- Dacron 1.38 990 to 1120 111 to 138 10 to 14 10 to 14

esterto1 5

Olefin Poly- 0.95 244 to 610 50 to 90 10 to 20 10 to 20

Saran 1 .70 175 to 262 44 15 to 25 1I0 25

Glass 2.54 10,500 200 to 221 3.0 2.5

Cotton - 1.54 J1,20 oto to 109 -3 to 7
t1,180

Reference 10: "Man-Made Fibre Table", "Textile World". McGraw-Hill.
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TABLE 1-9 (continued)

Hysteresis

Elastic Wet Strengzh

Family Fiber Recovery % % Strain % Dry Strength

Sao Viscose 70 to 100 2 63 to?72
Ra-yon

I Forti-s•. 100 20 851

60 40

Acetate 48 to 65 4 62 to 80

Nylon - 100 4 87 to 85

Ac-yl'c Zefran 99 2 88
72 10

Mod- 100 2 100
acrylic 98 5

95 10

Polv- Dacron 100 2 100

ester 90 8

Olefin Poly- 95 5 106
ethylene 80 to 35 10

Saran 0-5 10 100

Glass ROO0 100 (65)

Cottcn 74 2 UO to 130
45 5
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'A-atei r
Fanib:'t Fiber Absorbency Heat Acids

------- a~ t o2 D_-Cz no .,t a ieoesas Attacked

Rayon strength at 300 FI

jFort isan HI io 20 Does not xnelt, loses Attacked I
strength at 300O I

Acetate - 6 to 14 Loses strength be- Attacked i
i fore 350 0

Nylon - 4 to 9 Loses strength Boiling or
before 350 0 Fcon,ý ert rated

acids wl
attack

Acrylic Zifran 2 to 5 Loses strength Resistant

before 490OF
.5 *to 1.0 Loses strength Resistant

I - 0Iaci ylic before 250 F

i 11ý- Daci on .4,.o -8 Loses strength Concentrated
I ester before 480 F acids will

attack

Olefin Pov.~ - Neg ligible Loses strength Resistant
Iethylene before 240 0F

I Saran - 0 to .1 Loses srci,.gth '.- , Generally
fore 240 0 Fresistant

Glass Negligible Loses strength by Resists most
1,300F•

Cotton 7 to 27 Loses strength by Attacked1fr250°F

:- Nlon to9 Loes srenth B•.1-g o



TABLE 1-9 (e,"tinued)

Organic
Facul- Fiber Alkalis Chemicals Solution Mildew

Viscose Szrength uttacked Gener--lly Attacked
reduL.tor.- wsoluble

iaayon
Fortisan Strength Attacked Resistant Attacked

reduction

Acetate Saponifica- Good re- Soluble in lfigh
lion sisu._nce some resistance

I01oe inert Gooi- re- Generally v.Not
sistance insoluble attacked

Acrylic Zefran s Atrtked by Good re- General-ly Not
strong solu- sistance insoluble attacked
tions

1Md - Resistant Good Soluble in Not
acrylic resistance some attacked

Poly- Iacron Attacked by Good re- Generally Not
ester boiling strong sistance insoluble artacked

solutions

Olefin Poly- Resistant Good Soluble in Not
eth~yllene resistance some at-tacked

Saran - Generally Good Generally Not
resistant resistance insoluble attacked

Glas- Resists Good No change Not
most resistance attacked

Cotton - Undamaged Reacts Resistant Attacked
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is a very hi2h-strcngth fabri-, has very poor life under load which
rendcrs it unsuitable for vehicular structures.

1.4.3 Coatings and Bondings

The choice of coating and bonding material is related to the environ-

n-enial conditions, and must be compatible with the base fabric male-

rial- Such qucs-ton.s as resistance to mechanical working (involved

in packaging and storing), creep characteristics, temperature suit-

ability, resistance to fuels, vzofie, fuagu-, ea• ,o f - tc.,
m!:E all be answered satisfactorily before a material can be finally

accepted.

Materials meeting the above fall into the family pattern of rubber and
have the general characteristics shown in Table 1-10 from reference

U; of these, or.y a few are generally su-itable for use in iniiarabie

structures. Present practice has iruiicated a strong preference for
neoprene as a bond material and hypalon for abras.on and ozone re-

sistance under ordinary handling conditions. Other materials such as
viton. and adiprene are under investigation for increased abrasion re-
sistance.

The following information from reference II shows that rubber is

idealiU suited for the purpose of coating other materials. It is elastic,

flexi;ble, airtight, adhesive, and a good nonconductor of electricity.
Different types of rubber have v-arying degrees of electrical resistivity.

Rubber also ahF.--. .s qbh:-k and vibration. Because of the unique com-
bLnat4i of these propprties, rubber is constantly finding new areas of

use

While each type of rubber has its own outstanding characteristics that
distinguisb it from the others, proper compounding, processing, and

vulcanization are ne..cssary to bring out the optimum qualities desired

(e.g., high tensile strength and elongation, low compression and

permanent set, good zbrasion resistance).

1.4.3.i Natturai Rubber

The outstanding characteristics of natural rubber are its high gum

tensile strength. low heat build-up or hysteresis, and low compres-

sion and permanent set. Gum stock natural rubber has a tensile
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s:r'uiloh ,if ab,,it 4.000 pounds per square inch and elongation at
',I ak ,'f 80011 1' 101t . NAtur.-al rubber compounds are not rcsistant

to fuel and oil. ",iiesc compounds swell and lose tensile strcn.th when
•- voltact w•l i gi•:oline, iso-o,..tanc, benzene, toluene, and other
h dro-arbons.

As an insuht.inf material, natural rubber compounds have good elec-
trical resistance. Being hygroscopic, natural rubber gradually loses.,
iL- Ci..'cL1ical etlicwvncy under high humidity over an extended period'.
Rubbcer 'an be made to adhere to metals. The most effective adhesion
to ferrous n,!tals Can be obtained by brass plating the adhesion area.

1.4.3.2 Svnthetic Rubbers

1.4.3.2.1 Stwrene Biutadiene Rubber (SBR)

Styrene Butadiene Rubber (SBR) is made by the copolymerization of
b!,tadiene and styrene monomers. It was formerly called GR-S (also
known as Buna-S) meaning "government rubber -styrene"; how ever,
since the government-owned synthetic rubber plants were sold to in-
dustry last year, the term SBR has been more or less unofficially
adopted. Like natural rubber, SBR is not resistant to oils and hydro-
carbon fuels. SBR is the workhorse of the rubber industry and is most
commonly substituted for natural rubber. Enough tonnage of this
rubber was produced by this country during World War II to save us
fromr the critical rubber situation. Unlike natural rubber, SBR re-
quires reinforcing fillers such as carbon blacks, clay, and other pig-
mcnts for the needed tensile strength. Gum stocks of SBR have ten-
sile strength of about 300 pounds per square inch. On the other hand,
tensile strengths of 3,500 pounds per square inch are obtained in
stocks loaded with carbon blacks.

There are several types of SBR. One type, known as Cold Rubber,
which was polymerized at 410F instead of 122 F for the common types,
possesses better abrasion resistance and tensile strength than the
regular SBR, although it is not so flexible at extremely low tempera-
tures. It is the one most commonly used for passenger tires.
Another type, known as the Low Styrene Rubbers, is flexible and
serviceable at temperatures down to -650F. Highly plasticized or
oil-masterbatched SBR are also used for low temperature service.
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1.4.3.2.2 Neoprene

Net,, ,-ne is the oeneric name ftr oilhoroprene-base syn.hetic rubber..
_)me of th,: p,-optrties wh:i h m-n•:e Neoprene valuable are its (1) re-
sistfan,-e to -is, fuels. ar.,i certain solvents, (2) resistance to heat
and ,xygVen, (3) resistanc-e to ozone and weathering, and -4) flame
r-tar'dan•:e.

Its ozone and weather-ing s,-e qualities have made it the stand-

ard in many electronic applications. It can. be compounded and proc-
essedi ats readily as natural rubber and in a similar fashion. The end
itemrs made from lh-:s chlorinated rubber possess the good qualities
ol natural rubb,_r plus its own desirable properties previously men-
tioned. Howev-er, its fit:xibi.ih % , .b-z:iu ter.. -ratures is not as

good as that of natural rubber. Neoprene -an be made t.o adhere ex-
ceptionally well to all metals-

1.4.3.2.3 Nitrile

Nitrile, like Neoprene, is a specialty rubber. Resistance to fuels
and oils is the mst important property of nitrile rubber, and is if.
mair, reason for its extensive use, even though it costs substantially

mort-. Nitrile rubber, originally known as Buna N, is a copolvmer

of buiadiene and acrylonitrile. The proportion --.f acrylonitrile in the
polymer determines the degree of fuel resistance. Generally-, nitrile
rubber is moire oil-resistant than neoprene, but it does not have a

good ozone and weathering resistance. It has better low temperature
flexibility. Nitrile rubber is processed and vulcanized in a fashion

similarlv to natural rubber and SBR.

1.4.3.2.4 Butyl Rubber

The mosi striking property of butyl rubber is its high impermeability

to gases, Lncluding air. It has been shown that butyl rubber is abouti
7 to 10 timnes as impermeable to air as nataral rubber. Butyl rubber
has a very good resistance to deterioration by ozone and heat. It

possesses exceilent tear resistance. It is also resistant to acids.
alkalies, and aromatic hydrocarbons. Butyl rubber has very good

electrical properties. The largest outlet for butyl rubber in non-

transport items is in the production of insulated wires and power
cables. Good electrical propert-es are retained even after inmnmersion

in boiling water for varying periods.
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Buiyl rubber is made by copolyrierizing isobutylene w ith a small
amcunt of ibupr.-ue (1.5 to 4.5 per cent). Several grades of butyl
rubber representing varying degrees of unsaturation (depending on the
dinuutit oi isoprene) and different ranges of molecular weights are
commercially available. Butyl rubber vulcan,'zes more slowly than
natural rubber due to its limited unsaturation.

i.4.3.2.5 Polysuffide Rubber

The polysuLfide rubber, commerzially called Thiokol, is known for
its resistance to fuels, oils, and organic solvents. It also has the
best low temperature flexibility of all coU,;erCiaily av'iabie fuel-
resistant rubbers. It may be mentioned that some unpublished data
show Thiokol to be as good as butyl rubber with regard to air im-
permeability; however, Thiokol has much lower tensile strength and
abrasion resistance than natural rubber or SBR.

Thiokol is prepared by a condensation reaction of aliphatic dihtalide
and sodium polysulfide. Various types of polys-hfide rubber, both in
iquid and in solid forms, are commercially available.

1.4.3.2.6 Silicone Rubber

Silicone is unique in many ways- No other rubber surpasses silicone
rubber in the range of temperature over which the useful rubbery
property is retained. Silicones are flexible down to -80 0 F and stable
at temperatures as high as 5009°F. In addition, it is resist2Pht to
ozone and weathering, and to lubricating oils. It possesses good
electrical properties. Several types of silicone rubber, both in com-
pounded and in gum stocks, are commerrcially available. Each type
possesses a particular set of properties.

Silicone rubber is compounded and vulcanized differently from natural
rubier or SBR. A short press cure followed by a long oven cure is
required. The curing agents are usually organic peroxides. In the
finished products where close tolerance in dimensions, particularly
in e'ectroi'- applications, is Important, care mus. be taken to con-
sider the shr;nkage of silicone rubber during vulcaniw,,ation.
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1.4-3 .2 ., poh,-uxethane R~ubber

PolyuretCNane rubber, known as Vulk-ollanes, was originally made in.
Germany by .-on Bnyer an~d u Iu-wor-.crs. Vartous types and grades
of pol'vu rethane r-ubber at-c presently being produced in the United
Statt-_ - The outst-anding properties of this rubber are: (1) superior
tens ije sir-n.,xgth up to 7,000 pounds per square 2'~ch; (2) high abrasion
r-esistance (severan' times that of- natural' rubber); and (3) ozone and
wteathiering resistance- IT is also flame-retardant and fuel resistant.

Although one of the newest commercial rubbers on the market, it is
flindinz uses in the electronics field, since it car be used in compres-
sion mold-~;!.. liauid east-ng, or iniection molding (transfer).- Intri-

-ae c-ores and sna,:.es car be moldeo Poh-ureiliane rubber has good
elect ricai proper-ties with lo% loss factor at high Irequencies.

1.4.3.2.e Hvpalon.

H'-alor is a rhlorinate sulforiated poly-ethylene rubber.- Its outstand-
ing Prooerties are stabiiltv at high temperatures and resistance to
chzxnicals, oxidizing agents, and to ozone. It is used in hose,
easke-ts. diaphragms, 0-rings. tanrk, linings, 4pir., wl'ere reSitnn~~r_
toa oxidizing chemicals is desired- It also has good resistance to
hydrocarbon fuels.

Hypaion vroces:5es well in ordinary rubber equipment. It is no',
v-ulcanized b'- sulfur like natural rubber. Mletallic oxides are used as
cruss -linking agents - Mlagnesia has some advantages over lith'arge as
a curing agt-nt f..r Hypalan.

1-4.3.2.9 Fluorinated Rubbers

Fluorinated rubbers are recent developments- Two fluorinated
rubbers on the market today are known as KEL -F ELlastoiners and
Fluoro-Rubber 1F4, recognized for their resistance to strong oxidiz-
ing chemicals, acids, hydrocarbon fuels, lubricating oils, hydrazine,
etc. They are flame-retardant and thermally stabli1 At high temvera-
tures. They also possess good electrical properties and excellent
ozone resistance. However, theyv become stiff and brittle at sub-
zero temperatures.
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1.4.3 .2.10 Polyacrylate Elastomers

Polvacrylate elastomers such as Acrylon EA-5, Acrylon BA-12, and
Hyca,- 4021, are on the market today. They are copoiymers of
acrylic acid esters. They are oil and fuel resistant. Polyacrylate
rubbers ar.e of spec ... interest because of their ability to withstand
the de.te,_ijrating effects of sustained high temperature (up to 4000 F)
in air and in many nonaqueous immersion media. They alseo possess
good ozone resistance and electrical properties. They become stiff,
Ihro)weyr, at sub-zero temperatures.

1.4.3.2.11 Synthetic Cis-Polyisoprene

Synthetic cis-polyisoprene on most counts is a duplicate of natural
rubber in every respect, including the low heat build-up character-
istics. The significant application of this new rubber wiU be as a
replacement to natural rubber in big truck and aircraft tires in times
when natural rubber is not available.

1.4.4 Fabrics

1. {.4.1 Bonded Plied Fibers

The fibers may be used directly as fibers laid up in the required direc-
tiar. to take the load and bonded together. By this means practically
the full tensile strength of the individual fibers can be realized, wi-'th
poor tensile strength at right angles to the fibers (directly due to the
bond strength). This process is particularly useful where unidirec-
tional stresses are encountered; a moic rficient load-carrying sec-
tion can be developed with lower bond weights and coating weigh-s b, ,Mt
with low strength normal to the fibers.

1.4.4.2 Woven Fibers

When woven as a cloth, the fibers are much more readily handled and
utilized in manufacturing a product; however, the fu.l strength' of the
fibers is not realized, except perhaps when a load is applied m the
direction of only one set of fibers. Sev-ral weaves are possible; how-
ever, the simple weave is most widely used. Its performance is easier
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.o pri'dit.t nnin ii is r_.chh ,-heiper to mnie•- When lo-d. of roughly
equsi magnitude are applied in the warp and fill direction the fiber
stresses are higher than the applied loads, due to fiber crimping. A
reasonable assessment can be made of the fabric strength as a func-
iior, of fiber strength, by considering fabric geometry.

Consider a simple weave with the same fibers for warp and fill, woven
with even tension on both warp and fill so that the two direciouns are
indistinguishable from each other. Assume that the fabric is so made
that the fibers are packed together in both directions, as far as they
can go, yet still result in a symmetrical warp and fill as shown in the
following sketches:

Unclosed Fabric Closed Fabric

.4- +- -

i I I , ..

L- JJ

For the closed symmetrical fabric, equally loaded in boih directions

n_ -! d o
1 = 1.732 d since 0 = sin = 30

If To is maximum fiber tension, the longitudinal load supported by

each fiber is

T cos30° h T
0 2 o0
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Load per inch of fabric load per Iber x fibers/inch.

T x T - ~- 0

2 0 ~i3d 2d .

Fiber luad Fiber stressjf x cross-sectional
area

therefore T f fX- - d2

0 4

and Lecad per inch X d.

8T

Hence, for a fiber it=h an ultimate strength of 150,000 pounds per
squ3re inch, tar example, woven into a fiber with equal warp and fili
threads of .015 inches diameter and equally loaded along all Lour sides,

the load per inch at breaking will be approximately -I- x 150,000 x .015
8

or 884 pounds per inch. Such a fiber, if made from Dacron, would be
of approximately 1,400 denier. This example agrees reasonably well
with a particular "hot stretch" Dacron of 1,100 denier, which has a
base fabric strength of approximately 800 pounds per inch.

When woven, the fabric can be utilized either for exterior cloth with
very low permeability, or for interior structural material. The in-
ternal structure can be made of the cloth as woven, whereas the ex-
terior cloth has to be treated in order to provide good air retention
capabilities and good resistance to the environmental conditions re-
ferred to in the previous section.

1.4.4.3 Exterior Cloth Construction

The following sketch is typical of cloth construction designed to pro-
vide good air retention and good environmental resistanze.
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Environment Resistance Outer Coating

. l.•ond

..-. Retention Fabric Layer

Bond

- Base Load Carrying Fabric

Bond or Inner Coat, where reauired

The base fabric may consist of one or more plies bonded to the
straight weave, or several layers of straight weave, depending on the
complexity of the loading requirements.

Other configurations are quite possible--the way in which the fabric
-:- " made up is dependent on the loading and environmental require-

ments and the method of construction--but the arrangement outlined
above is typical of most areas that are not subjected to highly complex
loadings.

1.4.4.3.1 Typical Practical Fabrics

A typical development of a practical cloth having a construction very
similar to that described has resulted in the following detailed weight-
breakdown, enabling strength and weight relationships to be outlined
for .;c in preliminary design work and sirncturai comparisons.

Base Fabriz Strength (Ibs/ inch) ' 325 800
Component Weights (ozsI sq. yd.) I

Abrasion Coat - Hypalon I 4 4
Bond - Neoprene1 j 1

Air Retention Fabric - Nylon or Dacron I I
Bond - Neoprene a5 , 8

Base Fabric - Nylon or Dacron 7 12
Coating - Neoprene 4 5

Total Weight ozsisq.yd. 22 30
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Utilizing these data, the characteristics of typical prac.ti_.;4al fabrics
are as ouUiised ""i Fig. 1-6. Sil-exigibs higher than j06 pounds per inch
have been achieved by bonding together two or more layers of base
fabrics, with a corresponding increase in, weight. From the tabulated
data the approximate weight at any strength of practical outer fabric
can be estimated. The lower line on the figure shows the plain base
fabric weight, in which higher strengths are obtained by adding meore
fabrics. Bonding may be undesirable for internal structure where
permeability is required to permit inflation air flo'. When bonding
is necessary, the weight may be increased by approx-ieately six
ounces per square yard per additional fabric layer. It is considered
that tese data are typical of fabrics required for heavy duty outdoor
applications such as in the construction of parts for a GEM structure.

L.4.4.3.2 Environmental Test Data on Fabrics

A limited amount of environmental test data on fabrics and coated
fabrics has been published. The following data have been compiled
from reference 12 and apply directly to GEM inflatable structures.

1.4.4.3.2.1 Salt Water Environmental Test Frogram for Fabrics

A two-phase program, established with the Materials Division of the
Bureau of Ships, was adopted on 5 February 1960 tc ex:plore the
effects of sea water on fabric specimens continuously submerged In
the Miami area. Tests compieted .o date demonstrate that sea water
operations of GEMs will not materially reduce fabric life.

Phase I consists of an evaluation of the basic available cloth ar,-
elastomer materials {D3cron, Nylon, Rayon, Cotton, Neoprene,
Chemiqum, Chemiqum-Vinyl, Hyalon and Natural Rubber).

Phase II consists of a limited 'iterature s. re, to determine what
work has been done with regard to inhibitior -f fouling organisms on
structures. Based on this survey and the Phase I test results, a
limited number of test specimens using improved materials contain-
ing and/or coated with anti-fouling materials will be evaluated.

Eleven specimens of each of eleven Phase I materials were delivered
to the Miami Marine Research Test Station, Miami Beach, Florida,
on 1 March 1960. One of each type of the eleven materials will be
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marked for weight, tensile (strip and grab) elongation, tear and
burst tess'-.

BuShips' monthly reports on marine fouling uf ihese specimens not
only cover the fouling of the specimens and glass reference surfaces,
but also provide pertinent atmospheric data. In addition to Phase I,
a program was initiated to determine the effects of the ocean environ-
ment on the seam strength of various coated fabric seam construc-
tions which might be used in the fabriCation of underwater fabric de-
vices. To accomplish thiss, ten seam samples each of four different
co':structions were prepared for exposure purposes. These speci-
mens were sent to the Miami Marine Research and Test Station on
2 May 1960. These specimens will be given seam strength tests.
The results of the tests to date on these specimens are published by
BuShips along with the fouling reports on these particular su)euimens.

As part of the Phase II effort, specimens have been prepared of an
elastomer which has been impregnated with various concentrations of
either a Vanderbilt anti-fouling compound or a chloradane compound.
These specimens were shipped to the Miami Marine Research and
Test Station on 22 August 1960 and will be exposed, inspected, and
shipped back for test on the same schedule as the Phase 1 specimens.

Two other special specimens have also been prepared by using an
elastomer sheet material that could be metal plated. One of these
specimens was plated with copper and the other with nickel. These
specimens were shifpped to the MAami Marine Research and Test
Station on 22 August 1960. They were exposed and observed for foul-
ing like the Phase I specimens and returned for observation and
physical tests after several months exposure.

The initial program was started by submerging samples of cotton,
rayon, nylon, and selected materials from this group coated with
various elastomers into an ocean environment to determine the
effects of such an environment on the anti-fouling and physical
properties of the materials. Additional specimens of elastomers com-
pounded with anti-fouling ageat-.z have also been subsequently sub-
merged at the Miami Marine Research and Test Station.

*For explanation of tests, see Federal Textile Specification 5512,
CC-T-191b.
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At tile end of three months' imniersion, the cotton cloth completely
deteriorated. A similar situition nath,- ,-,o cloth rt
the end of four months' imnmersion.

On the basis of the test. results obtained thus far, of the uncoatedcoth•, nylon 293N is exhibiting the best tensile strength and elonga-tion properties, while the Dacron cloth is running 10-15% below the
nyion.

Examination of the data coiected. over an eight--anh period revealsthiat no single coated nylon specimen in the group covering coatedfabrics using mutually similar cloth (nyl n) exhibits superior physicalproperties in all categories when compared to the other coated speci-
neju in the group.

On the basis of strip tensiles, the chemigum/vinyl -nylon fabric showsthe most favorable results thus far. The hypalon-nylon, neoprene-nylon, and chemigum-nylon fabrics are closely grouped in secondplace while the crude rubber-nylon fabric falls into thrd place -

gi the grab category, the tensile values fall into two distinct groups.The chemigumn!vinyl-nykon and chemigum-nylon fabrics show thebest results, while the neoprene-nylon, hyW.aon-nylon and cruderubber-nylon fabrics exhibit lower values and fall into the second
group.

The elongation res:-.ts reveal about a 12% spread thus far with no onematerial clearly showing superior chararterisctik. A taiive rank-ing based on elongation would put the materials in the following (min-
imum or maxim-rl) order:

(1) Crude rubber - nylon fabric

(2) Hypalon - nylon fabric

(3) Chemigum - nylon fabric
(4) Neoprene - nylon fabric

(5) Chemigunkilvinyl - nylon fabric

From a tear standpoint, the material values once more fall intoth.ree distinct groups with about a 20r spread. In order of theirsuperiority, they are hypalon-nylon fabric in group 1; the cruderubber-nylon, chemigum!vinyl-nylon, and neoprene-nylon fabrics ingroup 2; and the chemigum-nylon fabric in group 3.
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The evidence collected in the hydrostatic (Mullens burst test) category
to date reveals that, for all practical purposes *he materials are
equal.

One interesting chara:teristic that all five of these materials have ex-
hibited, at various times thus far in the exposure cycle, is the tend-
ency to show increases in test values over the original unexposed con-
trol specimens in all categories. The appearance of this phenomenon
is erratic both in t'ime and i.iagnitude. Consequently, it is difficult to
conclude at this time whether the cause is due to variation in the
materials, aging, accuracy of tests or some yet to be determined fac-
tor - Future observ.•tions of test data will include an effort to pin-

point the origin of this phenomenon and determine the extent o: its
importance.

In the coated fabi -s with mutually similar elastomer (neoprene) cate-
gory, neoprene-cotton and neoprene-Dacron fabrics, are those mate-
rials being considered. Examination of the test data collected on the
neoprene-cotton fabric, over an eight-mop-th period, reveals that, for
all practical purposes, this material had over-extended its useful life
in an ocean environmcnt. This is illustrated in the followihg summary
of test results:

Strip Tensile Warp - 33 lbslin. Fif= 4.5 lbsIin
*(370 lbsi ki) (339 lbsI in)

Grab Tensile Warp - 0 Fill = 0
(268 lbsI in) (244 lbsI in)

Elongation Warp= 33% Fill =13.4%
(19%) (15.5%)

Tear Warp - 1.2 lbs. Fill= 1.5 lbs.
(9 lbs) (9 Lbs)

Hydrostatic 0
(1,000 PSI)

*Figures in parentheses indicate original control specimen values.
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The neoprene-Dacron fabric when compared with neoprene-nylon
fabric exhihits equal ,•,r ,,,4r- :-. all qategoiies. When

compared with other materials, the neoprene-Dacron fabric appears
to possess the best over-all physical characteris-.ics at this stage of
the exposure cycle.

At the end of six months exposure, the four types of seams fabricated
from neoprene-nylon fabric show the following over-all percentage
drops from original strengths:

Cemented - Air Cure 25.6%

Cemented - Open Steam Cure 32.6%

2Taped - Air Cure 19.6%

Taped2 - Open Steam Cure 27.1%

Plain lap e-2 •emented joint.

2 Lapped cemented joint with tapes applied

along edges of joint.

The spread in the results thus far is 13% but not conclusive enough to
indicate any marked adL-antage being held by a particular zeam type.

Initial test specimens of elastomer compounds for coated fabrics con-
taining anti-fouling compounds are in the process of being tested.

On the basis of the test data accumulated through eight months from
cloth ,ud fabric specimens submerged in an ocean environment, the
following conclusions are drawn:

Cotton and rayon cloths deteriorate after 3-4 months exposure to sea
water; therefore, these materials would be satisfactory for short-term
applications only.

Cotton and rayon cloths coated with elastomers extend the lifetime of
these materials to about eight months. This would be satisfacTory for
short-term applications.

Nylon and Dacron fabrics exhibit the best physical characteristics thus
far.
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At the end of ten months: exposure, no single elastomer coID-ng shows
an over-all advantage in physical characteristics over the other coat-
ings in the group.

The coated Dacron fabric compares quite fai.orably with the coated
nylon fabrics with respect to all physical characteristics.

At the end of eight exposures, the neoprene-nylon seam specimens do
not indicate any decided advantages am.--.g the four types being tested.

Figures I-7, i-8, 1-9 contain suammary information obtained to date on

1.4.4.3.3 Strength - Te erature Properties of Materials

The strength of fabric materials and the coating compounds are
affected by the ambient temperature at which they are used; neoprene-
coated nylon and Dacron, for instance, show a pronounced strength
reduction as the temperatures increase to 3000 to 4000 F, respectively.
In the case of fabric made of metal threads and coated with -;ilicone
compounds, relatively high temperatures exceeding 1,100°F will re-
duce the strength of the material only about 50%.

In the case of low ambient temperatures the synthetic fabric shows im-
proved structural qualities. At -60°F the tensile strength increases
25% and *.c elong-ation decreases from 35 to 25%.. At temperatures
from -60 Lo -10OCF, little data are aainable but no damage is ex-
pected unless the material is subjected to severe folding, packaging,
or buckling. In generalhowever, at temperatures below -40°F, the
coating compound becomes very brittle, hence limiting fabric utility
at low temperatures.

Strength-temperature properties of fabrics are shown in Fig. 1-10.
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Neoprene-Nylon Fabric
Hypalcn-Nylon Fabric m__

Strip Chemigumr/Vinyl-Nvlon Fabric
Tensiles Chemigurn-Nylon Fabric

Crude Rubber-Nylon Fabric-
Neoprene-Dacron Fabric

Neoprene-Nylon Fabric -
Hypalon-Nylon Fabric

Grab Chemigum/Vinyl-Nylon Fabric -
Tensiles Chemigum-Nylon Fabric

Crude Ruh,,i-Nycon Fabric-
Neoprene-Dacron Fabric

•- Neoprene-Nylon Fabric I

Hypalon-Nylon Fabric

Elongation Chemigum/VinylN on Fabri
.h.- m-.. a,. Fabric
Crude Rubber-Nylon Fabric
Neoprene-Dacron Fabric

Neoprene-Nylon Fabric
Hypalon-Nyio "i Fabric

L Tear Chemigum/Vinyl-Nylon Fabri
Chemigum-Nylon Fabric
Crude Rubber-Nylon Fabric
Neoprene- Dacron Fabric

Neoprene-Nylon Fabric
Hypalon-Nylon Fabric

Hydrostatic Chemigum/Vinyl-Nylon Fabric
Chemigum-Nylon Fabric
Crude Rubber-Nylon Fabric
Neoprene-Dacron Fabric

Note:

Averaged Through 8-Month Data

-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20

% Loss Or Gain From Original Control Specimen Values

Fig. 1-7. Variation In Physical Properties Of Fabrics

Under Enviro-ornental Test
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1.5 INFL-ATION SYSTEMS REVIEW

1.5.1 Inflation System

The inflation system is dependent on the following primary parameters:

1I. I•flation pressure

2. Inflation volume

3. Rate of inflation

and the fv1low'ng secondary paraymeters:

4. Number of compartments

5. inflation sequence

6. Maximum damage capability (pressure maintained
vs. leakage area)

7. Regular "topping-up" requirements.

1. 5.2 Components of the System

Required typical components of the inflation system are:

I. Compressed air source

2. Distribu-iOn system

3. Sequencing valves

4. Shut-off valvcs

5. Pressure relief valves

6. Damp valves

±.5.3 Inflation Pressure

Inflation pressures will vary in accordance with the design require-
ments. Pressures from 10 to 20 pounds per square inch for primary
structures and up to 40 pounds per square inch for secondary struc-
tures are considered maximum pracitical values from a safety
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standpoint, although inflatable structures have been subjected to
press-ures as high as i50 pounds per square inch.

1. 5.4 Inflation Volume

This parameter is a lixed figure dictated by the size and design of
the craft.

1.5.5 Rate of Inflation

RaIe of inflation will be dictated by the desired assembly time of the

machine and must be controlled at proper rates consistent with han-
dling vehicle components.

1.5.6 Number of Compartments

Design considerations such as inflation pressures, anld buoyancy comn-
partmentation to maintain the flo~ability of the machine in case of a
badly damaged structure, will dictate the number, positions and size
of compartments.

1.5.7 Inflation Sequence

This will be dependent upon the different pressures used and the
appropriate erection sequence of the different parts of the structure.

1.5.8 Mrafitm Damage Capability

It is expected that during the normal operating life of the vehicle, the
inflatable siructure will be subje t to different kinds of damage depend-
ent on the operating environment or due to battle damage. Since it is
vitn to maintain the inflation pressure for structural integrity, the
r-nmpressed air system must be designed with enough capacity to cope
preth the maximuin leakage anticipated. A system designed to take
care nf this kind of damage will have more than enousgn capacity 'to
take care od the normal leakages associated with this kind of structure.
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the requirements of extensive damage, it is suggested that internal
sealants or automatic foam injection systems be studied to stabilize
the damaged part of the structure.

1.5.9 Compressed Air Sources

There .re three periods during which an inflatable structure requires
a source of compressed air. They are:

1. Inflation of the structure during assembly.

2. Inflation of the structure during actual operations
for compensating the losses due to leakages or in
the event of damage.

3. In the event that there is an "_increased strength"
requirement, for short periods of operation.

The prime source of compressed air can be divided in two categories:

1. Ground support equipment.

2. Craft-borne equipment.

The first category does not require any special treatment since by
definition, its capacity and delivery pressure characteristics w ill be
adequate for the inflation requirements.

The second category can be of several different types such as:

1. Independent compressor units.

2. Compressed air storage cylinders.

3. Air compressors driven from the auxiliary power
outputs of the main engines.

4. Compressed Ueed air from the main power turbines.

5. Ran. air intakes at high speed.
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The first two may be called independent since they do not require the
operation of the main eng-nes. The .ndependent air coenpressor car.
be used for inflation, operational leakages, and pressure changes,
since the total volume pumped is unlimited and only dependent on time
of operation.

Figure 1-11 presents the power requirements versus C .F .M. and in-
flation pressure. Table I-11, covers a range of representative air
compressors, showing their weights and prices.

1.5.10 Compressed Air Storage Cylinders

These are i..t considered a practical .olution either for inflation or
emergency, due to the limited capacity of air and the big penalty in
weight to be paid, plus the need of special charging facilities.

1.5.11 Bleed Air fronm Main Turbine

This system, although it provides an appropriate capacity for infla-
tion purposes, requires special cooling installation in order to bring
the temperature from the levels depicted in Table 1-12 to a tempera-
ture appreciably less than 1830°F.

From Figure 1-12, for a capacity of 10 C .F .M. at 150 pounds per
square inch, or approximately 100 C .F .M. at 15 pounds per square
inch the percentage of power lost is 1 per cent or 26.9 SHP. Ti-S
figure does not compare favorably wi6h the power of 5 to 10 HP re-
quired by an independent comp.ressor, either in terms of power, or in
weight of fuel necessary to compress the same amount of air.

1.5.12 Ram Air Intakes

A ram air intake system is not considered practical since the speed
necessary to compress air to 10 pounds per square inch is far beyond

aie range of anticipated operating speeds of the GEM.

1i=9
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BASIC STUDIES

2.1 STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
INFLATABLE STRUCTURES

2-1.1 Introduction

The basic differences between the behavior of Riflatable structures

a.nd conventional structures are:

(1) •The strength of the inflatable structure can be
varicq by chagiag the ... pre.. s..re.

(2) Shear loads in the infiated structures are taken largely

by components of fiber tension, which .-rimarily er-se
frum either initial fiber orientation or deflection of the
fibers under load, rather than by the shear stiffness of
the structural material.

(3) The fibers of the construction mater:-, c:.- b-- selected
and oriented to carry the maximum priicipal
stresses at any point in the structure.

(4) Elastic limit loads on the inflated .-zructure in general
arise when the fabric buckles initially; reduction of

the load immediateiy restores the structure to its
original configuration and strength.

"There are many possible forms that an inflated structure member can

take depending on the selection of basic skin material and on the method

of construction. A structure may be fabricated at one extreme from

a large number of simple components, connected by noninflated joints,

or at the other extreme by one complex but complete structure, utiliz-

ing sophisticated and exact selection and distributions of material and

fibers to provide the desired strength and no more, and to maintain

an accurate contour.
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In thc first case, simplicity of construction, ease of maintenance, and
LuthereL-U safeiy in the event of the failure of one section are obtained
at the expense of a smooth accurate contour and a multiplicity of con-
nections to provide inflation air. In, the second case, smooth accurate
contour and structural efficiency are obtained at the expense of com-
plexity and cost of c-)nstruction, need for careful maintenance and
careful repair, and the vulnerability inherent in having only one in-
flatable compartment. The decision to utilize one form or the other,

or some compromise between themn, cars only be mqde after a thorough
aanalysis of the advantages and disadv-antages of each type in terms of
weight, cost, maintenance, and vulnerability.

-Seea- p-,,-.ed.ga.r.... .-- *- ...-psed X ,cL-- works on ihtlatable

structures that provide a good base for future investigations, and some
experimental data has been published to verify the theories, with mod-
ifications. In particular, for GEM configurations, the analyses on air
mat beams and plates in references 13, 14, 15, and 16 are of interest.
No attempt has been made here to utilize the results of these analyses,
except where they develop fundamental relationships, or present basic
data. Ad'idtional data is available in references 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21.

Basically, an inflated structure exhibits behavi.r very similar to that
of a rigid structure. With proper design, it can take bending loads,
torsion loads, tension loads, and shear loads; the load-deflection re-
lationships are essentially the same for both types of strvctures, ex-
cept for shear loads. Except in those cases where the structural mate-
rial is thick as : result of small physical dimensions and high infla-
tiorx Press"Inly -zear loads are essentially taken by components of
fiber tension introduced either by initial orientation of the fiber, or by
change of the fiber orientation due to the applied load, or both. This
means that shear deflection of the structure may be a greater propor-
tion of the total deflection than would be the case for a rigid structure.

2.1.2 Technical Analyses

2.1.2.1 Definitions of Symbols Used in the Analysis

A area enclosed by the periphery of a cross-section,

A area enclosed by the periphery above a line drawn
y distance y from, and parallel to, the neutral axis,

11-2
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A cross-sectional area of the material at a cross-section,
In

AI A for an inflated cross section,

A surface area Of Lnfla•ed Secion,

b width of the flat sides of the example section,

B a constant,

c a constant,

I' modm.1.. oif r~idmtif

ln-•g--udi;-" i - at x. assumed uniform,

E modulus of elasticity,

Ei E for inflatable structure material,

ER E for rigid structure material,

two stresses normal to each other,

f principal stress resulting from fL. fM" and q.
p

fs hoop pressure stress,

fX p longitudinal pressure stress,

fxB longitudinal bending stress,

f a longitudinal fibre stress

h depth of the example section,

I second moment of inertia of cross-sectional material,
about the neutral axis,

IT I for an inflatable cross-section,

H-3 3



TR for a rigid c.r.ss-s-ction

polar moment of inertia of cross-sectional material
about the torsion axis,

.T- .J for an inflatable cross-section,

JR J for a rigid cross-section,

K factor allowing for non-uniformity of shear stress
due to bending across beam section,

S~L l af.f• be---

AM Lbending moment at a section in the beam,

n normal from 0 to the tangent to a point on the
periphery of the section,

0 a datum point within the enclosed area A,

P perimeter of the inflatable cross-section,

p inflation pressure,

q a general shear stress,

cy q at distance y above neutral axis,

qT q due to torsion.

R radius of curvature in bending of the beam,

r radius of curved part of inflated cross-section,

s distance arotud the periphery fro= a datum,

S shear force at a section,

t material thickness,

Ts torsion in the inflatable skin,

H-4
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U total strain energy,

Wy material thickness at y from the neutral axis,

x coordinate distance along the beam,

Y distance of centroid of Ay from the neutral axis,

y coordinate distance from neutral axis,

Y deflection of the neutral axis

z coordinate distance normal to x and y,

a angle between principal stress and fm direction,

is angle used in developing expression for hoop stress,

Poisson's ratio,

shear strain,

e angle of twist under torsional load.

2.1.2.2 Design Inflation Pressure

The first step in developing an inflatable structure to withstand a
given loading situation is to determaine the inflation pressure neces-
sary to prevent wrinkling of the structure under the maximum oper-
ating loads, and to prevent collapse of the structure under design
ultimate loads.

2.1.2.3 Loading Conditions at Which Wrinkling Starts

Consider that the fabric is homogenous and isotropic for the purposes
of analysis. In an element of the material under load, the stresses
applied are as shown in the sketch, and comprise tensile stresses,

S, f9 in m u-tuallv perpendicular directions, and shear siresses q as
showi in sketch.
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The resultant principal stresses of this stress system are

f + 2f L -H ÷q2-

so oriented that

tan•- - or
q fp-L

When wrinkling occurs, one vAine of the principal stress approaches
zero, from a tensile direction; i e., f = 0. For this to occur,

p

q2 f = 0 orl=• qand~ n a

Uf-G



2.1.2.4 rie :Stresses, f La iH and q

The stresses at a location in the structure derive from the applied

loads and are dependent upon the cross-sectional gecmetry of the

structure at the location in question. The applied loads comprise;

tension, compression, bending, shear, and torsion. Probably in any

combin.ation, together with the basic inflation loads required to pro-

vide structural integrity.

In evaluating the wrinkling loads for a given loading situation, the air

is to relate inflation pressure to the applied load as a function of sec-

tion geometry. The total values of f, , f , and q, will be the algebraic

sum of all stresses in the L, H, anCdsher directicns induced by the

applied loadings.

For simplicity in the analytical examples, a simple air mat beam,

closed along the side with semi-cylindrical sections, will be utilized

wherever analytically feasible; otherwise:- a cylindrical section will

be used. Using these sections the individual contributions due to the

applied loads that go to make up the total stresses at any point in the

:tructure will be examined.

~z5_ _L1JLLIj- -- _TT!
A IIR AT / TR4D5 A- y

The Example Section

The example section is composed of a parallel-faced air mat type

section, consisting of two fabric load-carrying skins separated by

drop-cords or woven diaphragms to which have been added sides of

semi-cylindrical section.

II-7



The over-all dimensions are as shown in the sketch. It is assumed
l:;a: :he material thickness of the section is constant around the

periphery and has the value t.

2.1.2.5 Geometric Characteristics of the Section

The geometric characteristics of the section are:

P perimeter,

A area of enclosed section,

I second moment of area of load carrying material,
about the horizontal plane of symmetry,

(A -y) first moment of area of load-carrying material
y between y and y h/2, taken about the horizontal

plane of symmetry,

W y material thickness at plane y, = constant 2t.

The expressions for 1,the above characteristics are:

Perimeter (F

P=2b+ +h 2b I+ +)= h If+1 -)

Area (A)

jh 2  f4J92
A =bh +- =bh ( - 1+-:

Il-a/
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2n ..ome..t of Area (f

1 2 h + it _

1st Moment of Area A (A y)

b h

2

L= t 1) + th -y

2.1.2.6 Stresses in the Inflated Beam

Let the y axis be normal to the neutral axis of the inflated beam,
positive downwards. Let the x direction be along the beam, coincident
with the L direction and the s direction he transverse at any point in
the skin, coincident wi'h the H direction (Sketch under 2.1.2.3)
Hence, stresses in the x direction onr--rise longitudinal pressure
stresses, bending stresses, compression and tension stresses.
Stresses in the s directions are entirely hoop pressure stresses.
Shear or q stresses arise from ihe shear associated with a varying
bending moment and the shear due to torsion.
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2.1.2.6.1 The Pressure Stresses n. tIe Secttih

2.1.2.6.1.1 Hoop Stress

The hoop stresses in the curved part of the secticn are defined by thebalance of forces acting on an element of the curved section.

Consider an element of unit width and length S along the curved por-tion. As indicated in the sketch, let x be the radius of curvature, let
the angle formed between
the radii at each end be 20,
and let the skin tension be
Ts, reacting the load due to
press-ure p. For equilibrium
of the element,

2Ts sin P -p-2r sin 0.

Therefore,

T sa p-r.

.NOW,

T = fst

.f-t=pr

and

In the section under consnciorLtI'n

r

2

.. fs=Ph
2t

11-10
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Since the drop cords, or diaphragm, take the pressure stresses
between '-he two parallel sides of the section, it can be seen that this
value of f holds true for the whole periphery of the section.

y

2.1 . 2.6.1.2 Longitudinal Stress, fXp

The longitudinal stress developed is dependent on the end conditions
of the tube or beam, whether it be constant stress across the section
or constant strain throughout the length of the beam. Because of the
appreciable values of Poisson's ratio ;I that have been established for
-o-c "wove-c .-c.ted Ofbrics, reference 19, the assumptianen of u,-zorm
stress cannot be fully justified a priori. However, uniform strain
does seem a practical condition ana is used here.

For uniform strain e , and constant Young's modulus, E.

Ee f -;&f
x x s

P

P

Now for longitudinal equilibrium at any cross-section,

pA = tfx - ds

P

where ds is an elemental length of the perimeter. Therefore,

pA =ftIEe +! I
and since ex is assumed constant

pA = tlE +I P

' P2tI 2=t [I fp P-• +P P '

:ptf x p P .i0
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This same result is arrived at in this case by assuming uniform st-ess
distribotions. Therefore,

f pA = ph +____j

X Pt 4t +~ M±:

2.1.2.6.2 The Bending Stresses in the Section

With the same assumptions that govern the conveutional bending
the-y, t same expressions apply "in toto".

d2v

Bending moment M = El. dx 2

M = and E f-B , from conventional theory.
T R' R y

"Therefore, since A MyI

f My

'B xth 3 + 4b]
8 11 IS

2 1.2.6.3 The Shear Stresses in the Section

2.1.2.6.3.1 Vertical Shear, S, Accompanying Bending

The shear stress distribution in a beam subject to both bending and
shear from a given applied load is

qy 7- - from conventional theory.
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where the expression for y from the previous section charac-
I

teristic summary, becomes

-.• .hI•{lhI .1 sb)- 2

21 ÷

therefore

+' 2+ +•

2.1.2.6.3.2 Rotational Shear Due t' Torsion

Again from thin-walled tube analysis, with the same assumptions, the
following applies:

T T

2.1.2.7 Evaluation of Inflation Pressure p Required

to Prevent Wrinkling
At each fromtintn the section, wrinkling commences when q-smt

as developed earlier. The required i tion pressure is that value

which, if used, will prevent wrinkling anywhere in the section; hence,
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-A must be e-%qual to or greater than the maximum value derived fromthe above --,pr- -

The expression, when appropriate substitutions are made, becomes

S -y T + _ Ph

1 2At

From this p + Bp-C= 0.

where B { 2 t >Y

t I + 4b•Ish

+ 2 bilxh

Sol5 -ing the quadratic gives

P= A!_+ +C
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Ncw as Y deCreCases fra- -Ith4 zero

IBI decreases

C increases

until at y 11031I=
C .s a, axi um.

hHence, the maximum value of + p between y + v and y = 0 occurs

when y = 0. However, as y decreases from zero to - Y B
2 \2/

increases and C decreases, until at y = h/2

÷B DP=+-! +-= B or 0.

In order to determine whether tais is the maximum value of p re-
quired in the section, the value of p needs to be determined as a func-
tion of y; a rather complex analysis is required in order to determine
the precise location that gives the value of the maximum required in-
flation pressure, and is considered too involved for the purpose of
this study.

In a practical thin-walled structure, and particularly in the section
under consideration, the shear stress in the compression and tension
faces of the section is quite substantial, becoming more so as the

secten (1j, parameter increases. Under these conditions it is

realistic to consider the maximum pressure co.d-ition as arising at
the compression face, with full shear taken into consideration.

For many beam problems, where the loading can be considered
equivalent to that on a simply supported beam, the maximum bending
moment coincides very closely with zero shear, and except for very
short beams the bending stresses are the dominant stresses in the
beam. Under these conditions, the inflation pressure can be esti-
mated purely from the maximum applied bending moment (and the
applied torsion if it exists) and the maximum pressure condition taken
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to o•nur on the cor.prcssn faee. Consequently, for the purposes of
this analysis, it will be assumed that p does not reach a maximum be-

h h_ h .
tween y - and +!, but has its hignest value at y = . i.e. on
the compression face, at which point the contribution of the shear
stresses to the stress disiribution is minimi-ed.

Sff both T and S are zero, then the shear stresses are zero, and the
principal stresses depend entirely on the bending and pressure
stresses.

Under these circumstances, fB+ fx= 0 at wrinkling, i.e.

+ 4b1
My + ph _;___

÷ 2b.1 3 + 4 f I 0-

8 hh

Clearly the maximum valdue of the pressure occurs for fyi = and

when (-My-) is positive; or, in other words, when the pressure stress
counterbalances the compression stress due to bending, to give zero
stress mn the outer fibers on the compression face of the beam. There-
fore, the desired resut is

1 6

Clerl te axmmm vale f heprssre ccrsfo -1I an
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2.1.2.8 Inflated Column in Compression

Another loading condition of interest is that of the column in
compression -- here, the requirements that govern columns witb
shear flexibility are satisfactory, when modified to allow for the
effective shear modulus of ihe inluraed column.

2.1.2.9 Discussion of Inflation Pressure p
to Prevent Collapse

Having discussed the applied pressure loads required to prevent
wrinkling of the structure, some consideration must be given to
collapse of the structure, i.e., *the load at which the stru-cture will
completely collapse at so=-- critical section. The collapsing load is
equivalent to the ultimate load for conventional structures. whereas
the wrinkling load is equivalent to the elastic limit load of such struc-
tures.

The collapse load is reached when the structure has wrinkled all the
way around until only the outside fibers rt main in tension. At this
point, the:e fibers carry all of the pressu -e load (pA). If it can be
assumed that:

(1) The neutral axis of the section does not change
during wrinkling,

(2) The outer fibers can carry the total tensile pressure
load, then collapse moment can be taken as

or p .- --

and this is equal to

(M 2~
(M wrinkling). 2

I+
L h
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•u,- these a-iumjptionsecollape ::u.iwuvnt divided by the wrinkling
moment lies between 1 area 2.

Note, however, that it is doubtful that these assumptzons can be
rigorously held, since the nei.tral axis must move toward the tension
side, and the strength of the outer fibers will be limited. If the
assumptions were true, the stress in the outer fibers would tend to
infinity. Since no available materials can withstand such stresses,
such conditions should result in failure of the fabric; however, many
tests have been carried out without fabric failure, indicating the
assumptions cannot hold.

More sophisticated hypotheses have been developed indicating collapse
values that lie in between the simple value and the first wrinkling
moment. Much work remains to accurately determin - and verify the
collapse condttions; for preliminary design work, "collapse" and "first
wrinkling' can be considered as coincident, and the structure can be
designed to its ultimate strength at "first wrinkling."

2.1.2.10 Structural Deflection

The basic structural strength having been determined by the collapse
and wrinkling loads on the structure, the structural stiffness can now
be determined by choice of material properties and thickness.

The total structural deflection in any given direction is composed of
translation and rotation in that df-ection. For a beam, the total de-
flection is made up of deflection due to bending and deflection due to
shear. For a torque tube the deflection is due purely to the torsion
loads.

I- i
Ill
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.12. 10.1 Ba clci,.

2.1-2.10.1.1 Deflection DMe to Bending

From nnventional be-Ading theory:

xx

Y ii j C dx.
2 1 x 'x

This is true, as long as the basic assumptions for bending hold true,
which are:

(1) Plane sections normal to the beam longitudinal
axis remain plane.

(2) Sectiox depth is small compared to the radius of
curvature.

(3) Neutral axis of the beam coincides with the line
joining the centroid of area of every cross-section.

(4) Beam cross-section is constant.

(5) Beam material is uniform.

2.1.2.10.1.2 Deflection DIe to Shear

The over-all shear modulus of a portion of structure in the elastic
region is:

Over-all Shear Stress

Shear Strain

The over-all shear stress is:

Shear Force

Material Cross-Sectional Area, Am

H-!9



.U1 an udlateds~J bbea, at any crss s i C WU1 e Wit1e AUear& -- zL- W- ,

Shear force = (Net tensile force x )

and since The tensile forces due to bending cancel outl along the beam
axis

Net Tensile Force = Pressure Force (p x A)

where A is the enclosed area of the beam. Therefore,

Shear Stress = p x A x 0
A

and ShearModulus pxAx = _ pA
A x 0 9A

m m

Shear Deflection

Again.
Again.Shear StressShear Modulus = h

Shear Strain

K.q
dy

where K allows for non-uniformity of shear stress across section
and is greater than 1

s dx=K.K-*jA "dy"
m
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dM
dx

therefore, Shear M~odujlus K dM dx

K dM
m

K M

Hence pA .K dM
A - A dy

m m

K

and Snear Deflection = -i- (M2 -

where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the points between which deflection
is desired. The equivalent formnla for a rigid beam with the same

cross-sectional area is

K
Shear Deflection CA (M 2 - Mi)

where C is the modulus of rigidity of the material. Hence, an

equivalent j-. iulus 01 rigidity in this case appears to be the pressure
p, when comparing inflatable and rigid beams of the same external
form.

Note: K is obtained from a -ain energy analysis of the beam with
unit loading. For exampie, a cantilever with the desired

cross-section, loaded with unit load at the free end gives rise to

U

where L is the beam length and U is the total strain energy absorbed

due to unit load. A typical value for K is 6 , for a rectangular cross-

section 5

11-21
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Torsion.-I Deflections

As discussed earlier, the material of the inflated structure possesses
virtually no shear stiffness on its own account. However, inflated
tubes have demonstrated torsional rigidity; therefore the torsional
rigidity must arise primarily by virtue of the inflation pressure.

Consider a peripheral length ds of the cross-section of an inflated
tube of length L (see sketch). Let the angle of twist on the surface,
measured by a straight line generator on the surface of the tub&, be

- Let the longitudinal pressure stress be f and let transverse
plane sections remain plane.

i. /

Then the component of longiiudinal pressure stress in the plane of the
cross-section = fI sin 0

Henee, the torque developed by element ds, about some point 0 within
Une section, is [ (ft sin* - t ds) n ] and the total torque on the
section is = § (ft sin 0 . t ds)n, integrating around the complete
periphery.

In this expression, fj is constant for uniform longitudinal strain,

t is constant, 4 = - therefore,

Torque T= !ff sin 0 t nds

= f -- t nrds

-IL
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wherc J is the polar moment of inertia of the :sectiont material. Now,
A

f= _L where P is the section perimeter

Ptt
L I

Conventional torsion theory gives.

T = C. J.
L

Hence, C At as found for the bending case. The torsional

deflection 0 is obtained from

TL

2. 1. ". 10. 1.3 Deflection Comparison Between Rigid
and Inflatable Structure

The ratios between corresponding rigid and inflatable structure deflec-
tions, for beams of the same applied loading, are as follows:

Ben Rigid Deflection E_
Inflatable Deflection ERIR

sh•diear and Ri id Deflection J1 . A 1 . p

inflatable Deflection JR A CS Torsion R' m°

Note:

The appropriate material geometry in each case must be used in
evaluating geometric quantities Ir I R. Am, and R" while A1

is purely the inflated cross-sectional area.
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2. 1. 3 INFLATABLE STRUCTURE STRENGTH
ESTIIMATION AND STRESSING

The maximum values of bending moment, shear for':e, torsion, etc.,
that will be met with, first in normal operation, and secondly in emergency
(c•rsh) operations are first determined ior each portion of the structure.

A safety factoir is applied to these values to account for estimating
discrepancies, and then the resulting loads utilized to determine

(I) the inflation pressure required to prevent wrinkling
under normal Ilad conditions, and

(2) the inflation pressure requared to prevent collapse
under emergency load conditions

at each point in the structure for which loading data is available. At
this stage in design, it will be advisable to check the structure geometry,
to provide a common required inflation pressure for as much of the
structure as possible so that reascn'ble structural efficiency is main-
tained. TLe choice of inflation pressure will generally tend towards the
highest that is acceptable from construction and environmental c-,sid-
erations. Further investigation may be necessary to optimize structure
weight after the design has progressed into the material selection stage.

Having decided on the required inflation pressure, and modified the
structural geometry where necessary, the detailed stressing analysis is
conducted to determine the required cloth strengths and orientations
for maximum effectiveness. In selecting or specifying cloth or fibers to
meet the strength requirements, an allowance iZaust be made to ensure
that the fiber stress level is sufficiently below the "quick break" strength
to ensure adequate service life for the vehicle. (TYical variations of
fiber strength with duration -1- !,-d were shown cn Fig. 2 in Chapter 1).
Accepted factors on the "quick break" sirength of nylon and Dacron fibers
are of the order of .25 to .75 (reference 22) depending on the required
vehicle life, the method of determining the "quick break" strength, and

Ahe probable frequency and duration of the designing load condition during
the vehicle life.
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r. LA Dt.L. "1J A A""%#TR U O TEC I 'U AND

JOINT ANAILYSISc

Because of the flexible nature of the structur-ai matial of inflatable
structures, conventional techniques for loaca transfer from one rrein-
ber to another, or from an infiated member to a rigid member, must
be carefully examined for validity in this type eo structure.

2.2 1 JOINTS BETWEEN INFLATED SECTIONS

If an inflated structure can support a given loading condition, and is then
divided into two or more sections, the joints betweL.-, the sections must
be capable of providing the same strength as the material that was
originally present. Hence, if the joint is so constructed as to operate
essentially with the same loading as the original material as satisfactory
solution will have been reached.

One approach that has been used in practice is illustrated below, and
can be used in areas subject to any loading condition for vwhich an inflatable
structure can be evolved; sketch (a) indicates the basic structa-re. Sketch
(b) shows the structure divided into two inflated sections. Sketch (c)
shows how the stressing conditions of (a) are essentially reproduced in
joining (a) and (b). The joint is provided by two strips (i) and (iG) on
each face, joined at (iii). These strips are sized to take the tension load

L11-D

W', WLL' (a)
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in the skins, and to provide adequate bond strength between themselves and
the skins. The location of the strips is the important factor for adequate
joint performance. The joint line is located at the end of the straight
surface on each inflated section, and the joint is made prior to full
inflation. When fully inflated, the mating hemispherical surfaces become
redundant, and do not carry any appreciable load, merely serving as
pressure seals. As long as the tensions that are present in both faces
of the inflated section are substantially normal to the joint line, the
joint will hb satisfactory, regardless of the loading condition that gives
rise to the skin tensions.

2.2.2 JOINT BETWEEN FABRIC AND METAL COMPONENTS'

Because of the uncertainties attendant upon bonding metal to nonmetallic
surfaces in this field, it would be wise at the present time to provide these
joints without such bonding. This means that an intermediate jointing
device must be used between the fabric and the hardware. Such inter-
mediate devices are lacing flaps bonded to the fabric, load speading
nets, cables looped into f.bric load spreacding plates, continuous joints
comparable tC zippers.

2. 2. 3 JOINT DESIGN

No complex analyser are required to design joints of the types indicated
in 2. 2. 1 and 2. 2. 2; these will constitute the majority of joints in an
inflated structure. It is wise to distribute the loads as much as possible
to prevent stress concentrations in the structui-!; the provision of
adequate material with the right orientation, together with careful load-
ing techniques, is all that is required thereafter to ensure an adequate
joint strength.
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CHAPTER III

CONCEPTUAL STUDIES

3- 1 DISCUSSION OF LOTS CARRIER ROLE

AND MISSION REQUIREMNENTS

3. 1. 1 ROLE OF THE LOTS CARRIER

In this program a particular GEM is considered whose requirements
are relatively well defined, notably an amphibian primarily for the
logistic-over-the-shore (LOTS) operations capable of transporting 15
tons of cargo. A vehicle of this type can i easonably be expected to
make a real contribution to mobility of forces. Much of the material
developed in other GEM studies and already published bears this out
and it is not within the scope of this program to further develop this
particular aspect of the GEM. This study does, in any event, derive
its importance largely fro.m considerations of strategic mobility--the
ability to move significant forces to any point in the world with minimum
delay.

The 15-ton carrier, while primarily an amphibian for LOTS operations,
will be capable of use on inland waterways and across country. In
addt•ion, it is expected to permit operations in remote and otherwise
inaccessible areas. The speed of the vehicle under adverse conditions
could be sustained at between 25 and 40 miles per hour, although, from
technical considerations, the optimum speed is much higher for a GEM.

A more complete imprs-sien ef LOTS o,-.rptions can be obtained by
reference to current staff manuals of the Army. There are also technical
studies (reference 23 is representative) from which the developing trends
can be inferred. One point stU nds out: supply movements across beaches
-an be ez-pected to a greater extent with increasing port vulnerability to
nuclear weapons. A lighter or amphibious craft for unloading ships
standing off shore will therefore play a greater role than it would if it
wp-ee intended exclusively for support of amphibious assault operations.
It will handle bulk cargo, containerized cargo, vehicles and major
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equipnicn't items, an:! personnel. In short, each craft could handle the
major resupply for an active overseas theater of operations.

Some of the characteristics of LOTS operations are not precisely deter-
minable and this is what one wo-ld expect. The distance off shore at
which the ships will orbit depen.±s on size ol the operation, weather,
enemy activity, etc. The distance inland at which the amphibians will
unload will depend on terrain, progress of operations, and availability
of all types of transport. The time for the lighter to perform one full
cycle of operation depends on the above two factors, plus unloading
rates from the shipis cargo hatches, unloading of the lighter at the inland
resupply point, queueing operation, and other sources of lost Lime.. The
ranges being contemplated to as high as 30 miles off shore distance and
10 miles inland distance. If GEMs are selected for the role of LOTS
carrier, it will most likely be for the advantage of speed they offer; and
the speed would be no real asset unless dist---.ces toward the high end
were contemplated. For planning purposes, in this study, it was assumed
that a combined over water- overland distance of 20 miles would be
reprcsentative.

The environment under which LOTS operations take place must, in the
over-all view, be regarded as unfavorable. The major equipment item
in the system--the deep draft, ocean going vessel--has evolved slowly
over the years and is geared to cargo transfer at dockside or in sheltered
harbors. Major changes in this characteristic are not envisioned within
the next 10-year period. The exigencies of war mean operations in un-
favorable weather (and the sea can multiply the effect of weather) at poor
locatians, and with incompletely trained personnel. The consequence of
all this is that equipment needs to be adequately rugged to perform a
mission of the kind under consideration. A full development of this sub-
ject appear- later in this report-

3.1.2 SUMMARY MISSION DATA

It is necessary to define the kind of operations intended for the vehicle(s).
A primary mission takes first priority, but it is often possible to incor-
por•ate design features to make a vehicle flexible and versatile. Hence,
a number of secondary or alternate missions are postulhted.

MI-2
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3- 1. 2. 1 Primary Missions of a 15-ton Cargo Arp hbio-.s
GiEM LUOI Carrier

1. LOTS carrier normally arrives at locale of
amphibious operation aboard ocean-going transports.

2. Carrier is lowered to water, fully assembled.

3. Cargo is transferred to LOTS carrier by booms
of transport.

4. Reach of boom with 5-10 tons is adequate without
revcrsL.6 t. _ier. .. if bcal dG es -4,1-t exced 36 fect.

5. Handling lines and low propulsive power are used
for steadying carrier during loadings.

6. Fuel for hovering during loading is not contemplated.

7. Typical range without refueling is 60 miles, iL e. ,
one round trip from ship to over shore and return.

8. Low density cargo down to 75 pounds per square foot
to be accommodated.

9. High density cargo up to 300 pounds per square foot
to be accommodated

10. Containerized cargo to be sized: 6 feet 3 inches wide,
6 feet 10-112 inches high, 8 feet 6 inches long.

11. Off-loading !, to be accomplishaed gin-411y by fork lift.

12. A ranip will facilitate off-loading by fork 1,h -)r by
manual effort.

13. Typical passage might be in range 10 per cent to 60
per cent over land and remainder over water, depending
on nature of operation.

14. Surf up to five feet in height must be negotiated but a
cargo reduction for extreme heights does not compromise
essential characteristics.
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15. Alternate use in lightering unit personnel and light
unit equipment ashore.

16. Maintenance operations to be minimized with probable
absence of third and fourth echelon.

i7. Speeds in the range 25-40 miles per hour are eonsisten;
with LOTS operations.

18. Movement of LOTS carriers by air transport (Phase In
airborne operations), either inter-theater or intra-theater
is a possibility.

19. Carrier shall be capable of sustaining and operating with
a thrcfold bverload.

3. 1. 2. 2 Secondary Missions for a 15-ton Amphibious GEM
LOTS Carrier

1. Types of Operations:

Over iniand waterways
Movement from off-shore bases
Penetration into land areas prohibitive to
conventional equipment.

2. Moverrent of tactical units on the carrier may bee equal to
or greater than movements of bulk or packaged supplies.

3. Maximum diversity of palletized loads and vehicles to
be accommodated.

4. To expedite vehicle handling, ramps fo.-. and aft are
desirable.

5. Personnel may also be carried murc frequently.

6. Provisions ior fueling to increased ranges up to 200
miles shall be included.

7. Higher echelon maintenance may be possible.

m-4
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8. ODeration for extended nPrindc atf rits•,-IA a.2r-f a

clearances is likely.

9. Benefits of lowcr operation may be taken either as
reduced fuel consumption. greater payload capacity
or greater range.

10. Carriers may be frequently knocked down and transported
overland by truck and/or train.

11. Transport by air is a necessity.

3- 1.3 THE SEQUENCE OF GEM VEHICLE EMPLOYMENT

There are other phases in the employment of the vehicles besides actual
accompdishment of missions as defined in the foregoing sections. It is
well to list the entire sequence of uses to assure that any factors which
might influence the design are not overlooked; they are:

1. Depot storage- adcquate preservation and protection from
environmental extremes is probable.

2. Training use--considerable numbers of vehicles must be
assigned to new operator training; also unit training will be
necessary and may take place under deliberately rigorous
conditions.

3. Inactive periods--these periods often are a hazard to
mechanical equipment.

4. Maintenance operations--the design must bee conducive
to simplified maintenance.

5. Deployment--idministrative moves of this size vehicle are

.s.t t pr'.baLsiy by -:0 _. er: _!.!-- ,--own.

6. Tactic~d moves--these invoke maximum transporta-ility
featu: -: of design, including rapid reassembly.

7. Tactical employment--mission summ..aries give the details.
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3. 1.4 DEVELOPMENT OF TYPICAL GEM LOTS CARRWR
FOR STRESSLNG PURPOSES

For the dual purposcib of thiis anaiysis and reference 24, a preljj-.A:jwry
design study has been coaui•peted to establish the geometry and Jower
requirements of a GEM suited to the QMR (reference 25).

3. 1.4.1 Ground Rules

The ground rules established for this study are limited to the framework
of the QMIR '-eference 25) and the earlier discussions of this chapter;
they are:

Normal Operation

15-ton payload.
2-1/2 foot maximum operating height.
25 knots continuous cruise speed.
40 knots maximum cruise speed (still air).
(Payleod + Fuel) weight approximately equal to empty equipped

weight

Overload Operation

Overload (Payload + Fuel) equal to 3 x normal (Payload +
Fuel) capacity.

3. 1-4. 1. 1 Definitions of Symbols used in the Analysis

A. louver area per louver

C cushion perimeter

Dh hub diameter

De equivalent diameter of cushion

Dopt *.ptimum fan diameter

h operating height

AH head loss in duct between fan and jet exit

D
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H toiai head al jei exit, normal opera-'*11ng heighL

IFE total- head al. Jet exit, reduced operating height

HL total head at louver exit

i approximate cushion length, for 2:1 planform

(LID)EFF effective LiftIDrag ratio

N number of fans

PC cushion pressure

Po atmospheric pressure

Q volume flow through fan, at normal operating height

QE volume flow through fan, at reduced operating height

QL volume flow through louver, per iouver

S cushion area

SFC specific fuel consumption

t jet thickness

t jet thickness at exite

TL louver thrust per louver

V vehicle speed

V flow velocity through each louverL

W ,:-hicle weight

"TE equipment weight

WF fuel weight

in-7



WG gross weight

(WG ) overload gross weight

WpPL payload weight

W P? total power plant installed weight

(WPP)L lifting system power plant installed weight

Wppp propulsion system power plant installed weight

Sa = augm entation efficiency

11p = propulsion efficiency

p = atmospheric density

a = fan characteristic paxameter

W = fan revolutions per second

1L = louver efficiency

3- .4. 2 Vehicle Layout

A preliminary assessment of vehicle size can be made from consideration
of cargo-deck requirements for typical LOTS car'-.- cargo loads. The
loads considered include Conex containers and F- Vide "-.iety of
vehicuiar cargo. Table 3. 1 shows a typical cargo compob-'ion for the
normal payload of 15 tons, the data having been derived from Army hand-
books 1aM I O1-10.

3. 1.4.2. 1 Cargo- Arca

The QIMR requires a maximum over' oad capability of three times the
normal (payload plus fuel) load, which in turn is about equal to the
empty weight of the vehicle. Hence, gross wcight of the vehicle
in the overload condition will be:
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WG = 3( PL + WF) + 1/2WG = 2 WG

Assuming that all of the addition is taken in payload, the over-
load total payload

= 2WG G F = G-F

therefore

=312-

In order to size the cargo area, an estimate must be made of the
number and suitable disposition of the Conex containers in the
loaded condition. Conex containers arc chcsen as being the most
likely cargo to be generally used in the overload case, since they
are very widely utilized for delivering all forms of supplies.

By consideration of a suitable rangc of gross -eigbts from two to
three times the design payload of 15 tons, the expression above
gives a range of Conex container"--, from 7 to 11, as being
probably usable in the overload case.

It is necessary to match the cargo capability e-. between thc
overload and normal load cases in order to er.ure ti.- maximum
utilization of cargo area with the minimum of wasted spa;.e. A
study of the probable cargo listed in Table 3-1 reveals that a
cargo deck length of at least 46 feet will permit the loading of
several vehiculkr cargo combinations of close to 15 tons, and still
leave sufficient -"eck space to load additional cargo to make up a
total of 15 tons. With this in mind, a layout of Conex containers
was examined, and the layout chosen that will provide the maximum
number of containers between 7 and 11. in a cargo length not much
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Table 3-I
Typical Cargo Composition for 15-Ton Payload

Loading [ Number of Men & Materiel
Vehicle Condition Vehicles Additional Cargo

11 2 !/2-T LWB truck Empty 2 2.4 Tons

2 2 1/2-T XLWB truck Full 1 4.7

3 15 -m I..--r - 2 10. 0

4 155 mm Howitzer - 1 9.0

5 114-T Utility Full 2 3.4

1 1/2-T Trailer or Water Full 3 6.9
Carrier

2 l12-T Dump truck dmpty 2 0.4

8 5-T Cargo Carrier Full 1 0. 1

9 7 112-T Prime mover - 1 0.4

Vehicle Combinations 3.

A 1 1+6 Full 1 3,5

JBI 2+6 Full 1 j 3.0

C1 2+3 Full 1 3.7

D 1+4 Fuil 1 0.2

E 1+7 Empty 2. 4

F1 1 +6 of5 i Empty 7 1.5

Conex Contai,..,rs Full 2 4

5-T Capacity 2 C& 5-T 3 1
5.5 T Gross Wt. Full I @ 3-112/ T
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greater than 46 feet. Figure 3-1 shows that the condition is
achieved fror 10 containers, in a cargo area at least 47 fect
long by 2" 1:c -t. wide.

Note that 1l: C,-;nex containers, to meet the overload requirement,
correspond to a normal gross weight of more than 37 ton-s, and
probably as much as 40 tons.

3. L.4. 2. 2 Over-all Dimensions and Possible Cushio.. Area

The proposed vehicle layout is as follows:

1. A main cargo deck, flanked on either side by lift power

modules, with ramps at each end.

2. The aannlar jet is, where possible, located close to the
axis of the lift fans to minimize losses.

3. Forward bow slctions are located in froni of the two module
groups, and provide locations for control cabins.

4. Propulsion is provided by separate variable-pitch air
propellers mounted at the rear of the vehicle.

With the above arrangement. further dimensions can be determined.
Module width will be on the order of 7 feet, giving an over-all width of
about 34 feet, and a width of the cushion of approximately 27 feet.

Further definition of dimensions is dependent on the desired range and
speed characteristics of the vehicle, and the re-'uting optimum cushion
pressure.

3. 1. 4. 2. 2. 1 Cushion Press-tre, Installed Power and Gross Weight
-Relationships

The following eyxpressions are used, based on simple annular jet theory.
conservative st .acture and power estimations, for a 2:1 planforrn ratio
design:

Total Lift HP

At 2-112 feet operating height, including an allowance of 15 per cent
for stability:

Ili-11
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LHP = 15.62 pc

Total Propulsion HP at 40 Knots (still air)

With 45 per cent propulsion efficiency, at 2-1/2 feet operating height,

PHP= (-- + 1/2 ) WG

where WG is Gross Weight in tons and Pc is cushion pressure in

pounds per square foot.

Structure Weight--WS

WS = [20 x cushion area (sq. ft-.) lbs.

therefore. -WS 20
G PC

Power Plant Weight--Wpp

W = (. 25 pounds per installed HP)%(-nstaUed HP)

WPP - 1.25 x(LHP + PHP)

WG WG x 2000

Equipment Weight--WE

Including crew, communications, furnishings, systems, emergency
and auxiliary equipment,

WE = .05WG

Vehicle Performance
5 WG

375 I. log. W W GRange= D ef e WM 13
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-hr F oL-• = . pounds per BHP per hour (tower figures are
quoted by manufacturers, buL since at this stage in the study it isnot certain that the desired power will coin-cide with the opti-mum
power of an availabie engine., a conservative SFC is chosen)

fL 2000W 'xVkts

-D "eff Toial HP x 325 =4W

the refore

Range NMI = 469 x 246ge Vlo
F

WG

Evaluation of these expressions results in the ralationships that
are shown in Figures 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5.

3. 1.4- 2. 2. 2 Cushion Area

With some of the vehicle dimersions determined, together with anapproximate vai:.e for the vehicle gross weight, the !ayout can be further
advanced bI conside:-ations of range and cushion pre. wire.

From the mission discussed at the beginning of this chapter, a range of60 nautical miles (including an overland portion, which would be conductedat a lower altitude, particularly if prepared surfaces are available) wouldappear to be about adequate for the vehicle under consideration.

A range of 60 nautical miles could be achieved, ,'epending on cushionpressure and weight carried, by a vehicle whoso ,- -"s- weight lies some-
where between 35 tons and 45 tons. A prelimix.,ry eb.-.ate of the widthwas 27 feet, and a minimum value of the length of the carso deck was46 feet. From previous studies, cushion pressure of 60 pounds per squarefoot seems to be near optimum for this type of GEM; with this cushionpressure, the seleced range is achieved with a gross weight of 39 tons anda cushion area of 1. 190 square feet. This results in a cushion perimeter27 feet by 48 feet (150 feet in length), which is close to that required by
preliminary analysis.

3. 1.4.2.2.3 Power Plants

From Figures 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5 using the cushion pressure and grossweight determined, 5. 850 horse power for lift wand 1, 220 horse power for

M-14
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propulsion will be required. It is considered that a satisfactory layout
will utilize six lift engines and two prope-lsion engines.

In the overload condition, when ihe airjets and fans are operating "off
design", the gross weight will be 78 tois, at a cushion pressure of 120
pounds per square foot. Under these conditions, for the same power
supplied to the fans the operating height will be approximately six inches,
assuming off-design fan operation and increased duct losses.

3.i.4.2.2.4 FanSize

Fan size is determined by utilizing the optimization methods of reference
26; effects of ram recovery will be ignored. Using the previously
determined values of

cushion area S = 1,300
cushion perimeter C = 2(48 + 27) = 150
operating height h = 2. 5

Ch 150 x 2.5

4S 4 x 1,300 0722

from referesice 25, jet thickness = . 25 h;

ct
then C = .018054S C

e=
For this value of e--, a .d pc = 60, and augmentation efficiency Aa
.8 and S = 1. 300, the -'olume flow Q is obtained from

A a' 1/2 (Q/S)
IIa = 2. 13,

/PC 112

i.e.,

Q = 24, 600 cubic feet per second.

Similarily the total head at the jet exit, H , is obtained from:

(He -

xja = 1.51,

PC
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1.e-,

He - Po = 113 pounds per square fooi.

The ideal horsepower, HPi. is obtained from:

( , • 3/2 (HPi ) 103 5

eC

HPN = 5.060.

The fan characteristic is given by

= (Q (HP- )-1
n P

therefore

= 04460.
n

For a range of a (rotational speed in revolutions per second), the follow-
ing total lift HP's are obtained:

M 10 30 50 70
HP 5, 650 53 940 6, 150 6, 320

Of the engines examined in reference 22, the ".":_.ele Junior" comes
closest to meeting this requirement, since i. has a.; output speed of 50
revolutions per second and a continuous HP rating of 300. Hence, six
"Gazelle Junior" engines are considered in this design. Although at their
current state of development they would result in a slightly underpowered
vehicle, it is consilered that future development would make up this
deficiency.

Having selected the revolutions per second at which the fan is tc operate,
the optimum fan diameter is selected from:

MI-20
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Dopt 3(I= 2.7

1 (DH 
e

\opt; II

where DH = hub diameter = 1/3 D
H . oot

This results in D = 5. 5 feet for thl.- vciiCe. As the details of the fanopt

design are not important to this study, they are not developed here.

3. 1.4. 2. 5 Over-all Dimensions

Having decided on the cargo area dimensions, the cushion dimensions, the
jet thickness and angle, the power plant requirements. and the fan size,
the Z-Ve-r-__ "re.icle iayout is determinable. A preliminary sketch of the
vehicle plan is shown in Figure 3-6.

3. 1.4.3 Maneuvering Capability

3. 1.4.3-1 Side Forces

All available side thrust on one side will provide the maximum maneuver
g's in the lateral direction, neglecting aerodynamic side forces when
the vehicle is sideslipping.

On the assumption that all modules will prc"I. -. c the same thrust, the front
and rear modules may have different louvf-. geo.:A.Ary when compared to
the center modules.

Total maneuver gts = total side thrustw
WG

= 3 xTL
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Louver thrust,

T 'I L Q

L L Q' L VLL

Louver area AL =QL LkL~~

where QL = volume fluov through louver

VL = velocity of flow through louver

HL = total head of flow through louver

: :L = louver efficiency factor.

(24,"00QE) HE - PO 112 A HD
T 116L 0 6 112 P

where QE and H. are the values requircd to maintain the desired

operating height, A HD is the loss in total head in duct between the fan

and the annular jet.

Therefore,

T 0 (24, 000 [V] x 1300 x (60)112) x 60
L L.. ... 112 xt-.8+ 112 AHLDL

%.8)

where V , : are the volume flow and total head parameters from

reference 24.

"Iherefore, TL = 1L (2430 - 1140 (IV ) F[H]

i

a A 15.68 7.34[v[
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The results of this analysis are developed in Table 3-2, and show that this
version will have poor lateral maneuverability by virtue of its low installed
power.

3. 1. 4. 3. 2 Braking and Accelerating Forces

Maximum accelerating force will be at zero forward speed; with the
contemplated propeller design this will be approximately . 065 g's.

Maximum braking force will be at maximum forward speed of 40 knots
and will be approximately - 095 g's.

In actual practice it may be necessary, to supplement both of these
ca•abiities by deflecting the thrust from the side louvers in a fore and aft
direction. Average values over the speed range are:

- 04 g acceleration

.06 g deceleration.

3. 1.5 FINAL STUDY CONFIGURATION

The considerations outlined here and in reference 24 have led to the
configuration shown in Figs. 3-7 and 3-8 consisting of a minimum per-
formance vehicle suited to the basic LOTS mission, utilizing modular power
plants and interchangeable units as far as possible. Flush intakes to the
lift system power plants are utilized to facilitate loading and unloading
while alongside a ship or dock in heavy weather. It is considered that
the low-speed and short range requirements for the LOTS carrier make
more sophisticated intakes unnecessary. The complexity of an integrated
lift-propulsion system cannot be justified without r-nsiderable design re-
finement, so a simple separate propulsion s ,st,-. is chosen in which the
thrust may be oriented as desired for firm and add,."nal coutrol.

An attempt has been made to provide maneuver control with the aid of side
th-u-ti;.Ag controla1ble louvers, but maneuvering can be conducted satisfactorily
oniy at low speeds, -;r with ihe aid of the differentially controllable pro-
pulsion propellers. hence, this vehicle is restricted to over-water missions
in most cases.

To offset the limited maneuvering capability f the vehicle, ramps have
been provided at both ends for loading and unloading purposes. Twin bow
cabins accommodate a crew with dual controls to lacilitate close hauled

M11-24



Table mH- 2
Matneul'erability Analysis

1 25 j 35 -45 00j

h 2-5 1.788 1.39 1.138 0

H LS51 1-29 1 1.17 11.10 I.96
[v 2.13 1.75 1.55 1.30

2430-1140 [VI 0 1 3060 950 j 430

T 49 7141 996 2380

15.68-7 34 [l.- -1' 2.83 I4.28 1, -1-5 15.68

ALsq. ft. 0 ;2.49 3.96 5.84 16

Total SideforceI 110 30I

lb )0.01170 17 30 5710

Lat -acc: 9 s'-1 .022 .031 .073

Turning radius j i

5 kts I 148j :11 7 2

25 Las I3700 2520 1790 760

Percent insta' -.r j
LHP used for 1 0 '28-6 44-5 54-5 100.
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handling. Bow sections have been designed to absorb most of the shock
of wave impact, and contain the necessary z.nooring gear. The stern
sections contain auxiliary power units for water maneuverability.

The lift power modules, a typical section of which is shown in Figure 3-9
utilizes the simpiest possible "straight-through" flow system with engine
cooling taking place automatically. The choice of the "Gazelle Junior:'
engine is ideally suited since Utis engiae can be mounted vertically.

3.1.6 PRELIMINARY WEIGHT AND BALANCE ESTIMATE
FOR INFLATABLE STRUCTURE

-,d.'hnaA, it S- assurised thai ceriain prime componenaLs are attached
as hardware to the inflated structure; they are:

L. All six lift modules;
2. The propulsion units;
3. The equipment and systems.

The remainder of the machine is constructed, in convenient sections, as a
series of inflatable structures. The weights for the h.rdware items are
known from the analysis in reference 23. An approximate estimation of
the inflatea structure weight follows.

3. L.S. I Inflated Structure 'W'ighib !ur Stressing Purposes

3. 1.6. 1.1. Basic Assumptions for Preliminary Estimates

it will be assumed that, since an inflation pressure of 10 poundsper square
inch for a 4-foot deep beam- (40 feet long by 20 feet wide) requires a skin
strength of approximately 220 pounds per inch, and the same beam loaded
with a 50-pounds per square foot uniformlr Aistributed load requires a
skin strer.,,h of 30 pounds per inch (wit)- a 3g :,-ad factor), then a skin
strength of thee (30 - 220)--i e. , 750 to 800 pou.-ds per inch--will be
typical of the major part of the structure, allowing for adequate structural
life.

The weight of this -.Ain is in the region of 30 ounces per square yard, when
fully coated and protected for air retention and environment When no
coatings or protection are necessary, as in internal webs and shape re-
tention members, the weight reduces to 12 ounces per square yardL This
gives approximately 0. 2 pounds per square foot for the uncoated fabric.
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3. 1.6. 1.2 The Air-Jet SectiGns

Assuming that the air-jet sections are made up of double-walled ducts,
with webs in the walls to provide shape retention, the approximate
coaied fabric area is 50 square feet per foot of air-jet, and with one web
every foot the uncoated area is 2 square feet. Total fabric weight per
foot then is

(50 x - 2) + (25 x 08) = 12 pounds per square foot of jet;

allowing for additional cement and fastenings, this will result in an
appl oximate weighL of 25 pounds per foot of jet.

3. 1.6. 1-3 The Cargo Deck

With top and bottom skins ai . 2 pounds per square foot, the total skin
weight is approximately two (820 x - 2) = 328 pounds for a cargu deck
of 20 feet by 41 feet.

With 4-foot deep webs at !-foot intervals, the uncoated fabric weight will
be 20 (42 x4 x -.08) = 280 pounds.

Total weight, including additional cemen't and fastenings, etc., = 1, 200
pounds, or about one pound per square foot.

Since the cargo deck will be highly susceptible to defiections, more mate-

rial will be required to maintain a reasonable stiffness; it is assumed
that four pounds per square foot will be adequate for this purpose.

3. 1.6. . 4 The Front Hulls

The hull bottoms must be designed to with-:tIad the maximum impact
pressures and bc highly :Rhrasion resist- at. 'i-e sarface area for each
hull is approximately eight square yards.

The internal structure for each hull will use about 25 square yards of nor-

rmal coated materzl, since it will be infl-ted to support the outer skin.
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COver-aii huii structure weight becomes

3x(30+ 70) + 25x30 = 100 pounds approximately per hull.
16 16

using a 70-ounce per square yard abrasion coat on +hu bottom skin.

3.- 1- 6-1 5-CO-CkL-41 W.-eigrht

Total weight of everything ether than structure is taken frnm reference
23 to be about 1, 040 pounds, including crew. communication equipment,
inlstruments. controls, furnishings, and glazing. In the inflatable version,
the glazing 2erp~~ tranSpar--Tent fle~ible w~Ie f u
lower weight. The additional structure weight will be approximately 100
pounds, so that total cockpit weight should be approximately 1, 140 pounds
per side.

3- 1.6. 1.6 The Propulsion Platforms

These can be adequately constructed of inflatable fabric of 800 pounds per
inch strength, and require approximately 15 square yards of material, for
a weight of 30 pounds each.

Hence, total propulsion platform weight, including propulsion units, fuel
tanks and supports will he not more than 2, 100 pounds each, again utilizing
the weights from reference 23.

3. 1.6. 1.7 Forward and Rear Ramps

Using the same strength fabrics as the propulsion platforms. approximately
90 square yards each of coated material with.40 square yards of uncoated
material is required for a total weight of 0ooroximately 250 pounds for
each ramp.

3- 1.6. 1.8 Weight and Balance Summary

Utilizing the weight and balance of the rigid vehicle of reference 22, in
combination with t-'• infsatable structure we-ghts estimated above, a sum-
mar., is drawn up for the vehicle in Table 3-3, following this page.
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Preliminary Weight and Balance for Inflatable Vehicle

W x Wx/106  Wx2 /109

lCabin- 1 803 )+ 370 - .%36 lO3
1Bow 1 1O0 0

nCabin 2 300 370 +-336 -103

lBow 2 100

WFront End 100 + 346 + .0346 .012
,Ramp 1 250 * 346 4 .0865 .030

+1ji 264 -1395

+ 132 .0349

Main Struct:ur. (equilavent 10,000 0 0 0

to Cargo Deck and Air-jetnsec'-iuns) ]J- 132 .0349

1- 264 .1395

:Wall I

300 0,

Power Plant (lift) Mod I I +.
2 1 : 8 5 0  -2C25

85003 1.850 .

4 1.85G
5 1,850 264 .258

Rear End 100 - 346 - .0346 .012

tern 1 30 - 353 - .0106 .0037

SStern 2 30 - 353 - .0106 .0037
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Table HI-3 (Contd.)

W x Wx110 6  Wx21 109

"Tower I 307, - 365 - .1121 .041

Tower 2 307 - 365 - .1121 .041

Power Plant (prop) 1 1.035 - 365 - .3775 -138

2 1.035 - 365 - .3775 .138

'Ramp 2 250 - 346 - .0865 .030

GEM Empty 26, 380 - 1.0004 1.5202

Weight Empty 26. 380 - 125 - .3284 1.5202

Crqx 1 340 + 370 + .126 .0466

Crew 2 340 + 370 + .126

Fuel 1

3 1.800 + 264 .12554
6

1 .1800 0 0 0

9

10 1,800 - 254 .1255

12
13 7ZF- 365 - .274 .100

14 750 : - .274 .100

Cargo (normnal) 10. 000 ÷ 108 .1166

10,000 0 0
10,006 - 108 .1166

Normal Useful Load "37, 580 - .296

Normal Gross Weig' : 63. 960 - 9.76 - .6244 2.2976

K= 15.8ft

M3
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3. 1.7 DESIGN LOADING CASES ANn T OAfDs ANATLYJ CTC

3 1.7. 1 Basic Assumptions

Based on the veshicle characteristics, size, and weight distribution developed,
the structural design of the vehicle can be determined. In this respect the
work of reference 24, which has reviewed a wide variety of loading cases
on projected and existing GEMs, is used to develop major loading cases
for the purposes of this study. The most severe cnses may not have bee
covered, but the character of the inflatable structure can be establishec
quite adequately without recourse to a detailed analysis, such as would
be reqo.ired in any thorougl, examination for a specific vehicle.

3. 1. 7. 2 Loading Cases

The loads impased on GEM structures as a result of these loading cases
are examined and the greaiest values utilized in further analysis of inflat-
able strictures for a range of GEM sizes.

The loading cases examined, together with the magnitudes of the maximum
bending moments, shear forces, and torsions determined from them, are
quoted in the following summary. The unit bending moment and shear force
diagrams with which they are associated are shown in Figs. 3-10 and 3-11.

3- 1.7. 2. 1 Summary of Un-Factored Design Cases
For Main Structure

3. 1. 7. 2. 1. 1 Bending--Longitudinal

8g vertical acceleration at the bow;
8g vertical impact at opposite corners of the cushion.

The worst case of these two is •it: 8g landing ca.-. -eacted at opposite
corners of the cushion. Maximum bending moment = 4,240, 000 pounds
ft:t; with impact points located approximately 28 feet forward and aft of
the cushion centroid.

3. 1.7.2. 1.2 Bendh.&--Laterall

8g impact at opposite coraiers of the cushion gives rise to
Maximum positive bending moment = 560, 000 pounds feet
Maximum negative bending moment = 360, 000 pounds feet
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.OT_: These distributions de-- rot represen. equilibrium conditions t.-nce no
reactions are Included, thuzs enrl•d -' bend..n- momments to be =ini;ized by
anorooriaze choice o2 reaction lccation.
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Note- theg_ negative cas -r-is-ca fii -hp Iift Systertu mndiules
extend beyond the cushion area, causing negative bending
moments.

3. L.7. 2. L. 3 Torsion

Lateral and longitudinal torsion cases are determined from appropriate
components of the diagonal torsion arising from the 8g landing case
reacted at diagoeally opposite corners, and are concurrent with the
above hendhig cases.

Torsion comnonent about longitudinal axis = + 5, 120, 000 lbs. feet

Torsion component about lateral axis = + 14, 400,.000 lbis. feet

3. 1. 7. 2. 1.4 Buckling

Ariseaeg fram vehicle weight applied uniformly over the front or the side of
the vehicle:

Longitudinal buckling loads = 64, 000 lbs. at ends of vehicle
40,750 lbs. at center of vehicle

Lateral buckling loads = 64. 000 lbs. at sides of vehicle
37, 000 lbs. at ctnter of vehicle

3- 1.7.2.2 Application of Design Loads to Strength and
Vehicle Life Estimation

The primary structure must be capable of withstanding the factored design
loads withott ,-.wrmanent deformation. In other words, the factored design
!oads must not stress the primary struc' . - L.eyond the elastic limit-

A factor of 1.5 will be utilized en the design loads t allow for inaccur-acies
in estimation.

"Io provide the reql'-,red vehicle life, a factor is applied to the material
strength utilized ii. strength estimations. This factor is dctcrmined by the
estimated utilization of any one vehicle. Due to the potential usefu-less of
inflatale GEMs, it is expected that they will incur much greater year-
round utilization than will rigid construction machines. Utilization for an
m flatable machine might be 3, 000 hours per year, with a desirable service
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year. For Dacron or nylon materials, the design materil strength is

taken as one-fourth of the quick-break strength for inflation stresses,
and one-third of the quick break strength for design load stresses applied

to the inflated structure.

3. 1.8 EVALUATION OF INFLATABLE STRUCTURE
TO MEET DESIGN LOADING CONDITIONS

3. L. 8. 1 Approach

The appli-caboity of inflatable structures in the primary structure role can

be reasonably evaluated by utilizing the critical loading conditions to

determine the necessary inflation pressures, geometry, and material size

for such loading conditions.

It is assumed that for this structure, wrinkling and collapse occur very

close together; therefore, Uhe cr-icial loadi-ng c.---ndcns are utilized to

determine the inflation pressure necessary to prevent wxeinkring at these

loads.

From Chapter U, one value for the inflation pressure is given by the

solutior, of

16M [1 ;- 1
wP 31h Ll + 4bN

where M is the maximum bending moment, awmd torsion is negligible.w

b
Hence, for a given M wand R, p can be found as a functica of h.

3. 1. 8. 2 Varia-,on of Inflation Pressure with Depth of Structure

The pure bending case is used here for simplicity because it provides con-

servative answers, and the complexity involved in an analysis of a;I '.;.ses

where shear and bending, and possibly even torsion, occur togetUer p.utv
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sach an analysis beyond the scope of this study. The purposes of the study

are considered met with the simpler expression.

For the vehicle under examination:

M = 6, 360, 000 pounds feet - factoredw

(b-+ h) = 21 feet
b21 1.

h

32.4 x 106 ki.66 h-
/2

P h3  1.272 -1))

Figure 3-12 is the solution to this expression. It shows that this vehicle
cannot be built to withstand the design load with an inflation pressure of
less than about 25 pounds per square inch. To be able to utilize seven
pounds per s!,o ---- h, ,he ladig would .ave to be reduced to about
1, 820, 000 pounds per foot, factored.

For a vehicle with a 4-foot beam depth, the required inflation pressure is
about 320 pounds per square inch; if the vehicle is required to react the
applied load on opposite corners, the torsion introduced increases the
nucessary inflation pressure to about 440 pounds per square inch, an
increase of 37 per cent.

In order to accom .odaie both seven poun,.- .ier -'"uare inch and a 4-foot
depth, the applied loading would have t¢- be z,-;-ced to 139, 000 pounds
per ioot without torsion, or to 100, 000 pounds pt:. foot with torsion. This
is equivalent to a 97.8 to 98. 5 per cent reduction in design load applied
to the inflatable structure.

This indicates that ",e majority of the vehicle structure under consideration
must be of rigid construction, the remainder being constructed of inflatable
material. It is therefore clear that the predominant use of inflatable con-
"struction for the primary structure of vehicles of this configuration and size
is not feasible until it has been demonstrated that high inflation pressures
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before this application is practicable.

To demonstrate the kind of loads that are feasible or nearly so for
different configurations arid sizes, Figure 33-13 presen-s the -param.eter
MX3 plotted against a section thickness parameter. For a typical current
ph

range of inflation pressures, 1, 000 to 2, 000 pounds per square feet, -4-
h•

increases from a mininmum of 200 to 400 for a circular section, and to
5. 000 to 10- 000 for a section having geometric characteristics similar to

an aerofoil section. Hence, where dentl, is a constraint, -M of 5, 000 to
h 3

10, 000 is probabiy typical; but where weight is luntnmg, 500 to 1. 000 is
probably a better compromise. Note that i,, inflatable aircraft these two
construction requirements conflict, since the low thickness/chord ratios
inherent in aerofoil design result in low strength/weight ratios.

3- . 9 APPLICATION OF INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
TO OTHER STRUCTUPE COMPONENTS

A study of Figure 3-14, showing the change in the design bending moment
with section size and configuration for the simple beam section under
consideration, permits assessment of the utility of these structures in
other areas.

The total GEM structure can be subdivided into typical areas of structural

importance, as follows:

Primary Structure. inciudi.ng

C Cargo Deck
Air-jet A ssembly
Power Module Assemblies
Ramp:;
Pro. :sion Assemblies
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Seconda•ry•t•4acture. including

Cargo Superstructure
Cabins
Persormel Seats and Benches
Aerodynamic Surface

Auxiliary, Structures, including

* Fenders
L-anding Gear
Fletatio.n. Units
Intakes
Skirts or Trunks

Each of the above areas can be considered as iLflatable structures.

In the Primary Structure area, the previous 3-nalysis has indicated that.

in chis size vehicle, inflatable structures are not at present applicable.

In the Secondary Structure area, it may be that the lower loads required
will permit inflatable structures. A probable application, in which several
functions may be combined, is in the construction of the peripheral jet
ducting and extended skirts or iucts.. These units could be so constructed
as to provide adequate shock absorbing qualities, laterally and ve.-tically.
in the event of impact with the surface or other objects. In so doing, the
severity of the desi-n loading conditions can be reduced and some design
refinements considered as a consequence.

In the Auxiliary Structure area, many possible applications come to mind.
The mai .characteristics of auxiliary, structures are that they are not
organic to the operation of the craft ; n. --. t- ess ... ally detachable items.
Any auxiliary structure that can be added t. 'he craft and that will enhance
its performance is worthy of consideration.

Some of the items cited earlier fall into this category, although just how
good an exchange -:2n be made will depend ce !he- partic-lar design. Inflat-
able structure is the ratural choice for:

Fenders, which can pay for their weight in the reduced vehicle
stressing requirements and better shipside and dockside handling
capabilities.
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Lnnding hags. which can claim thp sar-w- trnwie-eff_ -*.iraCIA im: u
iower ground pressures in the power off condition.

Skirts or trunks. extensi-xis to the annular jet, whic,_h can provide
an effective operating hciglA at much lower installed power than a
conventional GEM.

Intakes, which can provide efficieni inle:. cond~itions for the lift
fan system at forwa-rd spreet-. and yet can be retracted to a safe
stowage in a mir-un -r space when leading or unloading cargo.

Aerxyaamic surfczces, which provide direction~al s~tability at
high speed but are wnwieldy. ineffectilve, and in the way in the
hover or lcxw-speed regimne-

Collapsible seatin-g accorn odalicn for tran-sportir~g personnel over
long distances.

Euvirontriental. pr.-tection for upe1-ionU.m ina severe weather conditions,
utilizing inflatable wa~ll or ar. inflatable -roof over t.he required
area; this ca-n he configu red to suit anyv desired streamsine form-

As an exam;Ae of the type- of auxiliary str-:ctqzre ti-.t could be used, the
following~ data bhve been cdeveloped for a ba.'niocr along each side of t~he
LOTS carrier con~sidered in this study.. It is considered tiat. Kth e.n.rjj
that wotld be DreS~ent at kinvact between. the GEM andi i arge cargo ship,
if the GEM. were on; the water ink a Sea State 41. *.ould on the- order of.
SM~, 000 feet pounds, and that this; enerjr must be a;;sor-%xed by. the bags.
Further, currently ac-eptable initial inflatior. pressurcs have been
utilized and perfect damping assumed.

The independent variable chosen, for ihW- lmnalysi- -- the Yzguine ratio bie-
tvrcen the initial air bag volum~e and ane vt2-..-e t~it~n the GEMi nIZZ iteen
brought to rest. 'Me flollowing air bag patL. re shwown in Fig. 3-15-

The bag dia-meter. D feeL
Decexlerationi distan.ce. x feet-
r)=e~leratic-, els.
Maximum princilpal strer,-s in~ bag, pounds firth.
Approximate weight for two bags, one eac-!i se, fortlb.fdll

length of the vesr-el.



3. D 0liseussiuzuino nirlaiion Systemis for krach
Application

The range of available and usable sYstems for inflation has been dis-
cussed in Chapter 1, indicatini the current trends in weight, ca..acity,
and power requirements for desirable inflation pressures. The choice
as' a oarticular- system for a specific application is best made during the
oreliminary design stage for that mpplication. in this study, it is
sufficient that all inflated strictures are desiened for a ajiecific pur-
ose, and that means for maintaining the pressure must be included
inthe design even thouZgh the structure may be auxiliary rather than

prw'.ary.

The data in Chanter I show that a wide range of air suziply require-
m~ents cain be m.et at thze present time with acceptable weight penalties,
by smrall engine-driven pumps. The usse off gas turbine bleed air- may
be feasible, but is probkably only suitable for large vehicles- where the
cost of cooling the blIed air can be offset in deicing equipment, or
cabin heappng equipment that utilizes the heat extracted

Where there is a ndx between primary. secyte das.f and auxiliary
sstrctures, it till undoubtedly prove efficient and feasible, in some
cases, oer creirze higher ineation rressures for some secondary and

particar r sy-sctue ta%- are used in Me primarniey structure. higts

might be .ossibie in Migt perfrmeance vehicies that requiore thin aern-
deelasuic -rfaces, Mne design of which courd be most efficiently con-
dacsed at hghler thfn usual pressures..

Under these circumstances. a system of relief valves in the inflation
set-pw tond proviae ph et necessary control, togettlor with cutoff valves
where needed-
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CHAPTERIW

RESULTS, DISCUSSIONS, AN'D 3ECGNDARY APPLICATIONS

4 EFFECT OF GEM SIZE O'N"THE UTILITY OF IINFLATAPLE
PRIMARY STRUCTURE

Since some doubt was raised in the previous cnapter concerning the suit-
ability of inflatable structure for oinrsruuesin GEMs. this section

a~tcnpts to - -ei:e .h ef11eCt of, GE szeiking typical GEM. charac-
terix-tics) on the utility of such structure. at the same time indicating the
effect of changing somt- (,' f '- primary para meters of a GEM..

It has been necessary to choose a single loading ccndition, one that was
found severe in the previous work, and apply it throuighout the range for
a typical practical developed GE~s The result is qualitative rather
than quantitative; the trends indicated area ration'al guide to the effect

SGEM1 size on primary inflatable structures..

4. 1 A VEHICLE CRITCAL LOADINGS AS A FUNCTION
OF VEHICLE TYPE

From the analyvsis of the 15-tor. vehicle, the ciF- bending loading occurs
on -zrti;cal inmpact, with the surface, when the support or c-ntact points are
taken to be near tne ends of the vehicle, and no cushion pressure exists.
This critical, bending moment is a functi-on of the mass distribution of the
vehicle, which in tr-ri depends- on the power requirements and operating
conditions-.

A generalized analysis is made -'in t.-f ragaitu&k oi the critical bending
moment as a function of the following vz1 'icle par..nieters:

Cushion pressure
- Operati-g height
-Forwar'- zpeed
- Gross weight

To simplify the computational probler a typical. utility vehicle of good
design, having the following characteristics, is considered:
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.Structure weight - 15 pounds per square foot of cushion area

Power plant weight - 1. 0 pounds per installed HP

Cushion area propoartions - 2. 1

.. Over-all lift system efficient- - .60

Propulsion system efficiency - .45 .65 .78
at V feet per second - 50 100 150

Drag coefficient - .09 based on cushion area

Equipment weight - 5 per cent of gross weight.

WiLhin these limitations, the following expressions are used.

4. 1. '1.1 Lift Horse Power, Including Stability Allowance

LHP h 112 HP"-G=" 191 + 1 %4 I X Pc •l-•

1  ee e

4.- 1-12 Propulsion HP

PUP L 195 1 1-63 1 IPx - + - x
"rG rit \10 e jx j C j

4.-1..3 The Vehicle Loading is developed a-- follows.

The vehicle size is detc--m. ,-:. assumr.g a 2:1 cush:on plan-
form.

Hence, cushion length, =

1V-2
TI? ---



It, is assumed that:

- The structure weight iuznorsmy distributed over length f
T he lift power plant weight is divided into three equal
parts, located at the center and either end of the cushion.
The equipment weight is divided inkt- t rec equal parts which
are concentrated at two points, each 5 fee. beyond the
cushion at each end of the vehicle.
The fuel and payload are concentrated essentially at
the center of the cushio.n.
The propulsion power plant weight is located at a
ooint 5 feet behind the rea-! of the cushion.
The impact iz reacted at each end of the cushion. This
arrangement is illustrated in the sketch.

E -- 2 WPPL)L PWP)L WE. (Wpp)p
23 13 3 2 kp~

Front Rear
_5/ ,w

(%%G _ 5 w G 1

+ +j(--2- -- (W~p~p 2+ k-÷ I kWppIp

The following maximum bending moments result:

Maximum positive bending moment, occurring at center,

G W•L W_ _WE 'Sw f

( - - -- -- -- 2SIWE+

Mr- .:mum negative bending moment, occurring at rear
reaction

"" -2.5 W +
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Thes expessinsin te fu~zihave been
WG

utilized for a range of p. h V and W to
e

deten-i;-nji thc rde r of rnagnitude of maximum ig
bend-ing moment that a GEM structuee should experience-.

4- L L 4 Load Factors

These being Ig bending moment values, it is necessary to know the order
of magnixude of load factor that can be anticipated in the case considered..
In Liie 15-Loix zmtchine. iR was ecnisideWrC- ' thiat a- rnaxiamzum of-V Ug w S-nOPt
unreasonable for impact into typical be-act.~iac wiih e. z-zid w-achine-
These imoact values may be appreciably less for an inflated machine,
except close to the impact points, as a direct result of the flexibility of
the machine-

4. L. L. 5 Wrinkling Load of the inflatable GEM

In order to establish the order of magnitude of inflated vehicle dimensions;
required to withstand the typical loads indicated in the prev~ious section.
a simple form of i-iflaied structure is considered. Treating the longitudinal
direction of a GEM as a beam. loaded according to the previous section.
then the cross-section of the beam is determined frovn the requirement
that the vehicle be abie to take at least the critical load without collapsing-
The collapse load 'as less determinate ' han the Wrinklbing load, it can be.
att most, 2 x the wrinkling load. but never less than the wrinklin load.
Thereiore, for preliminary analysis, it is assumed that the vehicie must
carry the critical load without wrinkling; thus a factor off safety of between
.. 0 and 2. 0 at collanse is mandatorI

For a typical inflated beam of 3( ptlh t. formed ý. flat top and bottom
sections, separated and restrained by i. rrabrP.ies or threads, and sealed
at the ends by circular sectis., the wrinr.: -g lead is derived from the
expression for inflation pressure obtained if section 2-1 2- 7.

=11 -P 3 (1+ 4b1!!fh) 2
-"W 16 (1+ 2biijth)

where p = inflation pressure
b = width of flat part of section
h = depth of section..

IV-
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Note, however that this is true only where shear and torsion are
JX_>• Zi "IF~ lfý_-" -hm."• e bc..,;i

structures, the maximum bending moment, w~hichl coincides with zero
shear, designs the inflation pressure in the absence of torsion. With
torsion present, the inflation pressure has to be increased. For the
GEM structures considered here, having a length-to-beam ratio of 2:1,
the inflation pressure is incr!ased approximately 40 per cent by the
torsion crc-ited as a result of impacting on diametrically opposite
corners of the machine.

4. . 1. 6 Variation of inflation Pressure with Vehicle Size
and Type

T-4he analysis outiincd in the previous section results in the relationship
illustrated in Fig. 4-1. This shows "p**, the required inflation pressure
(for pure bending moment) per "g" of applied vertical loading, and hh,
the depth of the inflated section, plotted against the vehicle length to
depth ratio _•- for a• .- nge of cushion pressure, gross weights, speeds.

and op•raiing height ratios. The inflation pressure is divided by the
number of "g's" applied in the critical loadLng case, simply because it

has not yet bcen decided just what does constiftte the critical loadings for

a range of GEM sizes.

Examination of the figvres clearly indicates the areas in ,.hiclh currenit
technology will pe rmti co:struction of the simple types of GEM structure
discussed in this study.

The closer the section comes to be circ..lar in cross-section, -2.

h
the lower :he inflation pressure required per g of loading: this is to be
expected from a stru-ctur-al standooint. From the point of view of CEM
configurations, the vehicles that can most quickly prnfit from inflatable
structure as a primary structur• a.- 4those utili .:%g low cushion pressures.
As far as physical dimensions are con.--rned. '-he smallest vehicles are
those utilizing high cushion pressures. but of low gross weight-

Note that to a first order, the inflation pressure depends only on the "-g"
loading, the cushi,--- pressure, and the (length/depth) ratio, for the 2:1
length-to-breadth ratio vehicle example.

IV-5
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4. 1. 2 PRIMARY STRUCTUR

From a study of the structural capabilities of inflatable structures as applied
to GEMs, it- is evident that, with inflation pressures thn 2 ureirenfly

practiced and accepted, too great -- primary structure depth, in proportion
to vehicle length, is required for vehicles designed to withstand operational
loadings.

To enable practical use of' inflat able ctructures for the configuration of
GEMI considered in this report, several alternatives must be considered;
they are to:

* Increase inflation pressures tu 100 to 140 pounds- per square inch.
Decrease permissible load factors to about 1. 2 to L 5g.

- Mix inflatable and rigid construction such that at least 80 per
cent of the maximum ben-ding moment is taken by the rigid
structure- -in which case the inflatable part serves the pm~rpose
of a flexibele skin that will absorb impact loading and provide
flotation capability. This will probinbly require a simple form
rigid framework to be designed, thus peoviding adequate
strenigth wi,;th rapid assembly capability.

The capability of an inflatable structure is radically altered by the presence
of a perm-eable rigid foam core. Tests conducted at N.ASA-Langley with
foam-cored fabric cylinders show an appreciable iincrease in structurall
stiffness- -th-e increase in stiffness being on the order of 1, 000 per cent
in torsion and 1, 000 to 5, 000 per cent in bending.

The characteristics of rigid foam-filled inflated structures are appreciably
different from those of a simple inflated structure. The presence of the
core will permic a given geometry of structure to maintpin a much higher
load before wrinkle or co~lapse or . s-maller s_. cture for a given load;
thus the unsupported i, 1 latable structur- A t~rirci very practical possibility
is the use of lower inflztion pressures to permit the structure to hold a
given load. The penalty involved of cour:;- is twofold; first, a weight
increase, and secc.nid, compolete loss of the unique transportability 2spects
and packaging cap--i_.itxe_ of inflat;able design- However the application may
have fairly immediate practicability in short-life vehicles where high
material stresses are tolerable, and where foaming-in-place is practical--
as in small, one-piece vehicles. ?'oaming-in-place has m-et with indifferent
success where large amounts of foaming are necessary due to the difficulty
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obtaining a uniform density core. Such a development in a sma"l-scale
application suitable for transporting one or two soldiers could be worth
while and feasible, but would require further research -=d development.

. 1.3 SECONDARY APPLICATIONS FOR INFLATABLE
STRUCTURES Do' GEMS

4. 1. .! Secondary Structure

Such items as aerodynamic surfaces, cabin structres, roofs, seaes, and
benches are all amenable to inflatable constructlon, many examples bein_
in existeace today. Consideration-= of safety in the event of a crash or
failure to a main structural component wil. impose a more severe require-
ment on these structures in a GEM than has been the case in most applica-
tions to dalt. This in turn means that the structural walls of the componentL-
have to be thicker than current practice requires to cater for the increased
load. or higher inflation pressures must be utilized.

4. 1. 3- 2 Auxiliary Structures

The items under this category may be fabricated and attached to existing
hardware in order to improve their utility of performance. They constitute
the most immediate and direct application of inflatable strucu-Ores to GElis.

By definition these are neither primary nor secondary structures, and by
this token are relatively lightly loaded, or are loaded in some .ransient
fashion that will permit much lower design loads to be considered.

As discussed in the previous chapter, these items inch. , but are not
necessa•-ily limited to,

Peripheral bumpers, to i .,'!ce the Fez.': loadings on impact
bet*een GEM and ship or sho .

SExtendable land-ig mats or pads to provide a lightly loaded
support capable of &dapting itself to the ground variations,
and aiL. -. ,Im of providing adequate flotation on the water-

Retr-ctable intakes to permit greater intake efficiency during
normal operation and yet to provide flush intakes for use during
overhead loading and unloading operations, thus eliminating
inlet damage.
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Skirts or iruut iUuuiu the pei .---• ".

structures has promise of the greatest return on its investment
in terms of vehicle performance improvem-nts. The use of
the skiris will mean either an increase in vehicle operating
height or a reduction in vehicle power required, and he-.ce a
greater operational utility. The skirts or trunks themselves
are operating in a region of static pressure on the order of
15 to 30 pounds per square foot for many vehicles, and they
may be just t!.e order of pressure required for normal operation.
However, in the event that an increase in operating height is
desired, inflation of the skirt or trunk will make it rieid, thus
effectively exte.nd t.e .... nul,- jet the full lengt.b of the trunk
before the curtain air issues and curves in reaction to the cushion
pressure. In any event, high inflation pressures are unnecessary
since the skirt or trunk will be required to deflect under load
and to offer little resistaace to obstacles, and yet to maintain its
shape in the presence ot the cushion pressure of 30 to 90 pounds
per square foot.

4.1.4 SELECTION OF MATERIALS

The selection of materials that go to make up an inflated structure skin or
web is based on:

Strength in tension
Life under load
Pressure-holding capability
Environmental consideration (including temperature, humidity.
ultraviolet, ozone, abrasion, etc.)

4.1.4.1 Basic Fiber

From the strength aspect, For.;san, ".14cron. a d nylon are far superior to
=ll other man-made fibers except glass. ud .-otton is the natural fiber
that approaches these. When the creep characteristics of these fibers are
examined. Fortisan is demonstrably poor, and cotton is poor by comparison
to nylon and Dacr%-n.

Examination of glass, Dacron, and nylon for resistance to other conditions
inidicates that they are generally not attacked by acids, alkalis, organic
solvents, or mildew. Effect of heat is such that strength seduces approx-
imately linearly to zero at abouta 3000 to 4500 F for nylon and Dac.-on,
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....ith D.cron being sn,, .. hile gla.s Wil. reMsi up Wt 50 ver cent of its
strength at 650 0 F, losing it all by I, 3500F._

4. 1.4. 2 Coating or Bonding

This must be selected to provide the desired pressure seal. and at the same
time to withstand the conditions imposed by the natural and operational
environment, including abrasion, ozone, temperature extre-nes, and
solar radiation.

Practically al! useful coatings or bondings are members of the family of
r..... :=- t-z - i zc-i-" is caitzsias during or after

application to develop their full calpbilities. Among the total family, some
of those most suited as bonds through a wide temperature range are neoprene,
butyi, thiokol. and silicone rubbers, while for abrasion resistance, ozone
resistance, general weather resistance, fuel resistance. etc., neoprene
butyl. h•y•alon, polyurethane, and fluorocarbon rubbers are best.

Neoprene and butyl appear to combine the required properties except insofar
as very low termperature flexibility and high abrasion resistance are con-
cerned. This question of the right combinatioi of desired qaalities has led
man.•facturers of inflatable products to utilize several coats of different
materials to provide the desired properties. Typical of this is the use of
neoprene as a pressure seal followed by a thin ccat of hypalon to add to the
abri-siozi resistance of the cloth. One of the least satisfactoryz - ra,.ýrics
of most currently used inflatable fabrics 4s their low temperature flexibility--
no substances are currently available that are suitable in their other
characteristics and yet can retain their flexibility dc-wn to -65 0 F.

4. 1.4. 3 Fabric Weave

Generally speaking, the simple, cor--..-cially av labie l::lIin weave" is
quite adequate where a woven fabric is dt--:rable. . he only purpose of a
woven fabric is for ease of xnanui---cture, exL-?t ..a the case where a
special weave may be desirable In construction, such as a "rip-stop" fabric
to minimize the length of a puncture. A cloih. in general, loses strength
by con'parison to the individual fabrics, although several sets of individual
fibers bon-led togethei in layers may also suffer frt-,m delamination due
to porosity in the material bond. This may also hap.'e' tr. w,--n fbr:cs,
where several layers are required to carry the load. Bondir.g or coating
a fabric to provide adequate strength and sealing is an area that needs con-
siderable attention. primarily in the actuai technique of bonding.
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4. 1.4.4 Inflation System Power Requirements

From the discussions in Chapter H, it appears that the use of an independent
air pump system is most suitable for inflatable structures, either driven
from the engine accessory system, or independently by some other me-%sfs
The use of the separate pumping system will provide the least cost in both
power and weight in supplying .he boyw pressure, high volume flow air at
the ambient temneratures that are currently required.

The power requirements dcend on the desired inflation time, bit the
approxima-.e HP required can be estimated by taking a figure of 0. 5 P
per cubic loot per minute of average infiation rate, i. e.,

Inflation Volume (cubic feet)
Inflation TL-ne (minutes)

The pumping system should have an emergency capability for operation at
high flow rates for short periods to maint.rin structural integrity, regard-
less of damage inflicted by enemy action. Since this has to Ie a continuous
capability, emergency bottles of compressed air would not be satisfactory-
Mixing engine bleed air at high press-are, and temperature and low volumetric
rate with normal inflation system air at low pressure and temperature and
high volume could pi ovide the desired emergency capability.

4. 1.4.5 Range of Weights and Comparisoez with Semi-Rigid and
Rigid Stzruciures

In order to provide a feeling for the relative weight of an inflatable structure
and corresponding conventional structure, the following estimate is made
of the weight per square foot of cushion area of the inflatable primary
structure developed in the early part of this chapter, excluding the weight
of air at the necessary inflation :-:es- ,,-e.

The weight estinate is based on the fabric strength required at the section
governing the required inflation pressure, and on an approximation to
the weight per unit area of suitable fabrics discussed in Chapter 1.

(Surface Area) x (Weight per Unit Area)
Weight per square foot = Plam Area

where the weight per unit corresponds to the fabric strength.
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4.1.4.5. 1 Weight per Unit Area

From Chapter 1, an approximation to the weight-strength relationship for

suitabie fabrics is as follows:

Wt {ozs. per sq. yd.-) 10 J trength, (lbs per inch) x

( 1 0 +Stre.nt (lb-sperft.) R.
480 I

- ~* ~ -Strength (lbs per ft. 'I
-%%t- (lbs~perii-" ft-) 1 10 + Srn

. ~~480/ 14

4800 + S (lbs. per ft.)
69, 120

4.!.4.5.2 SUrface Area Perimeter x Length (neglecting end caps)

(xh + 2b)f

Now b = - - h

. ~ ~ x2 .os/(j+ 1.

-2
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4.-.14.5.3 Plan Area = x 1 2

2 2

Surface Area A s ./ + 2

M lan --Area 29

4 14-5-4 Stresses

To a close appraximnat:on. the maximum stress wfil occur when the
longitudinal pressure stress zz-d ."nf naxi=-um bendingsrs are

ma= i +

Now ;he required fabric strength, pounds per foot

= (f xt)
max

(f xt) f xt fmax x xB
P

The maximum bending stress that can occur will just cause wrinkling at
the compression face of the section, 7. e.. at y = t-h/2.

Sc, from Chapter 11. the magnitude of maximum bending stress

~. Mhi2 = i

•x T& 3 + ýLb-

- ,ot 6
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The mmaximum pressure stress, from Chapter 11, is

phh
f-

x- 4

p

= ," when the required value for p is used.
Xg)

a.a

.'(f .) = .t= -/'.b

m--ax ( B :

4.1-4.5-.5- egt

Hence, inflated structure weight per square foot of pianform area is:

F 1  )fO + F 2  2 -

where FI(I ) I f 1- 14 + 21

144
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This results in the following data for l bending moments- covering a

range of cushion pressures from 30 to 60 pounds per square foot. vehicle
gross weight from 1 ton to 100 LOs,. height-to-effective diameter ratios

fro m- 0• to - 10, and speeds from 50 to 150 feet per second. The
structure weights lie close together, varying mainly with cushion pressure.

Fr this reason the tabulation is given in average values, with variations;
the fig.ures are also plotted on Fig. 4-2. indicating the effects of the

various parameters.

I I - . - "iisih 3 11! 030 I0
A- .23i . 1.300 3 4

per sq.
not be a0 oat.1tY L2.1.5 -1 5 1 -Z4361.51

It is clear from these data that the weight of such structural envelopes
will not be 2 limiting factor; in fact, such structure has an excellent
weight-saving potential. w*'hether this potential can be reached in an

actual design is a questiou for further study, and in the long run depends,

as in nigid structures, on the careful and efficient design of joints,
attachments, etc. Note that, although the above figures are evaluated
for Ig bending moment data, even very severe "g' loadings require
weights that are still low by comparison to rigid structures. Almost no

change is required for - from 2.0 to 10.0 ; when T is in the region of

50 to 100 or more, the weight increase is approximately in pr-.partion to
the increase in "g" loading. In the most heavily loaded case in the table,
the weight increases to approximately 12 pounds per square foeo, which

is still not heavy by conventional structure standards.

Note that the analysis does not take into accountthe additima weight due to"- Z°& A.-

bonding or to drop threads- or dial -;vns. The icrease =- wcisM d--

to these should be on the order of 10 to '41 per cent, since no air-sealing

or environmental protection is generally r,-uuirm-c.

4. .4- 6 Packaging and Stori-g
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4. . 4.. 6. 1 Packaged Volum-es

The packaged volume of an inflated structure is dependent on a large number
of factors, the most important being:

inflated size
- Configuration
- Material characteristics

.- amount and location of fixed 1-rdware

Number of modules of which structure is composed.

it is very difficult to generalize on this subject..although some guidance is
a'vailable from ot st str.ctures that have been_ bufit. Some examplies are:

Storage Volume (cubic feet)

inflated Packaged Ratio

1
Inflated plane 1 600 42 1

Inflated boat 800 40

1
Parachute 2.000 1 2000

Toroid 12.500 25 [ 1

In the development of any particn-_la. item of irflatabi construction where

p-ckaging Ls important, a carcful study will be necessary to determine the
beat means for pacirogmg; tfus requirement can quite cocei'vabl dieale

the choice of config .-ation and the degree of breakdown in the end pre-dct.

which deserves thorough investigatiouL The ease with which the item may
be packaged will determine to R large degree its utility in the field and its

service; poor packaging may result in rapid fabric and elastomer
deterioration. Reference 27 discusses an analytical approach to this problem

for fairly simple shapes.

IV-17
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4.-1.4.6- o. orage Enviroum-ent.

Practical materials of the nylon or Dacron ffamily, when combined with a
selected el-astnmner an~d poz - lbly an additional coating. are quite capable
of withstanding most storage environments. The conditions that give rise
to som-e concern for !t-e utfility of such structureC are mainly at very low
temperatures.ý- -4O" ' to -65 0F. when the ellastomer may become britde
and crack when flexed. The material will lose its air-retaining qualities
as a resuzlt even when normal temperatures are required- If the vehicle
is storea at these temperatures, and is packed and unpacked at tem-
peratures higher than -46eF, n~o particular problems should arise.
Proper tr;,ptmnen1 apd additives to the ciaSiocmer w rev-yeanz.tereai
due to sunlight, ozone. mildew- fungu-;. -insects. etc.. and cu.re of the
structure and ap~propriate elastomers at temperatures on the order of
180oF to 190OF should provide adequate protection against loss of strength
in the tropics.

4. 1 -4-.7 Effects --- Operational Enviironments

4_. 14-.7- i Operations Over Water

Operations over water, a3 far as the structural material is conct -!ee
diefines operations in a humid environment, probably with a high sa :-e
content. thrreug. -m;ange of teprtres-

As far as current environmental information on fabrics is concerned, all'
indications are that, afain. the nylon and Dacron fabrics show to advantage.
with a fairly wide range of e!aztorner rnatcrl-fl that can be m-arried to
these fabrics. The actual life of 'these fambrics under load l-zs not yet been
established, although it is known to be well in excess off eight months oi
complete immersion in salt wate~r, which will corr-espond to a considerable
number off operational hzurs i: a .JIine spra. -nvironmera--a number
appreciably in excess of 10, OUD hou:-,::

4. l.4?A.7Z Operations Over Land

The most imiporta-'t material aspect coneideration resulting from operation
over land (or over vny exposed hard surface, such as coral) is the abillity
of the inflated material to withstand applied forces tendinog to damage the
fabric locally, thus crca!Ling weak spots susceptible to "blow-out!'
puncture, and tearing.. Such forces can arise easily during passage
through unprepared areas. due io imnpact with sticks, root-s, fence posts,
damaged buildings, coral heads, and so on.
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Although ihis problem cannot be finally resolved without recourse to
tesis, at least it can be argued that in many such impact loadings, an
inflated structure will show to advantage when comparing flexible
structures to riid. If the energy absorbed or, impact is the same for
,he initial conditions of essentially identical vehicles, then the energy
absir--bed depe_--nds first on the distribution of load at the impact point
and then on the energy-absorbing capabilities of the structure- The skist
of a metal structure can absorb energy :in the form of strain energy,
until a physical limit is reached. dependent on the dimensions and material
oi the region in which the load is appiied. This region, generally speaking,
is ..- "o t-.e size of the structure, in contrast to an
inflatable structure, ih, which the effect of the load is transmitted through-
out the structure by the air under pressure inside. In an inflatable
structure, the local skin at the impact point has very li*tte sbher or bendng
stiffness; consequently. the energy cf the impact is absorbed in tensile
strain energy in the skin nd pressir e strae'in energy in the interior. The
distribution between tensile and pressure -train energy wil depend very
much on the intensity of the .mpac t load. A very 1i-,h intensity load will
cuuse a deep local indentation and high tensile stresses; this in turn means
relat!ively h-gh tensile strain energy and the tensile strength of the skin
may quickly be exceeded. A low intensity load, well distributc.x1 will
give rise to low tensile stresses, high pressure strain energy, and no
rupture, since the reservoir for pressure strain energy is very large.

Hence, except for high. i-tensit impact le-dings where tearing may result
i- loss of pressure for inflated structure, but relatively no loss in strength
for the metal structure, the inflated structure will show a better capacity
for absorbing the impact loads *ithout damage and with reduced acceler. ions
during impnact.

4. 1.4.8 Effects of Combat Env-r-'i-ents

The primary question in combat become., "ho-s much battle damage can the
structure withstand before the vehicle is useless?" This question poses
the biggest problem when the utility of inflatable structures in military
vehicles has to be e-.tablished. No satisfactory arguments have yet been
developed to show b-.w a simple inflated structure is better 1&-..: a rigid
structure in a battlefield. More sophistication carn be introduced for limited
applications t!.hat may ve.ry wc-11 provide a militarily useful vehicle, such
=s foaming the inflated interior with a rigid foam; to provide some measure
of structural strength if the pressure cannot be maintained, but such
methods tend to defeat the purpose of an inflatable structure in most
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applicatiuns, since .itey ixtrod'ce rporei wetght a:-.d ::-uiv cumple.ity and
less reliability into what could be an otherwise simple concept.

Other aspects of a combat theatre, "radar reflectivity., "infrared
radia'ion", maintenance, repair, and so on, are mainly functions
of detail design. A few comments should suffice to point out any important
factors.

4. i. 4. 8. 1 Radar Reflectiviti

A normal inflated str.-cturc nmaterial is radar transparent, so that the
radar target that rempinas depends anly on t.he P,-wer- plants. tfa, and

propellers. However, it is well known that a large part of the radar
image of a propeller airplane is due to the return from the exposed
plujpeiler. in Uic case m: an L-,jiaable SitUcture (%GEYzr,, 'Lh lit systern
fans ax e, in effect, exposed and will quite probabl- 5i-c -ie to i siuf-
sta"'tia a' return-; f propuisio.n propellers are used, an evec w.rse
situation may exist.

4. 1.4.8. 2 Infrared Radiation

This should be about the same as for ordinary velhicles with similar
powcr plant

4. 1.4.8.3 Maintenance and Repair

Cold repairs in the field should be feasible and rapid, somewhat similar
to cold repairs to aircraft and tr.uzk tires, but with different types of
equipment. Vulcanizing may also be quite feasible, for field repair to

small areas. Large areas of damage may have to be dealt with at a
repair depot, where adequate floor space should be available. Little
maintenance will be required; r-& -'-r e' -: "s to inspect for deterioration

will be esscnrtial. Ps will fa'r!) regu'-,- v-ashings to remove accumulations

of grit, oil, fuel, etc.

3
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUS!ONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5. 1 CONCLUSIONS

5. 1. 1 USE OF UNFLATABLE STRUCTURES IN
GEMs

The present utility of inflatable structures in GEMs is primarily confined
fo application in add-on or auxiliary structures, where loading conditions
ar.: zot. too severe, and where GEM utility would be appreciably increased.

5. 1.2 MATERIAL TYPE AND STRUCTURAL
FORM

5. 1. 2. 1 Materials

From a strength point nf view, creep-rupture characteristics and inertness
of Dacron and nylon fibers are most suitable. They are workable, reliabile,
and .. ch experience hat been gained in handling them.

These fibers can be woven preferably irt a simple weave for ease of
handling. Plied fibers cr fabrics are essential in some heavily stressed
areas, and are satisfactory, provided adequate bonding techniques arc
utilized to prevent delamination. Such techniques have been developed in
specific applications.

5. 1.2. 2 Structural Form and C:&. .:tristics

The structural form may be adjusted to wt almost any shape provided the
loadirng conditions are such as to allow the desired dimensions for c. -ently
acceptable inflation 9ressures. The most efficient forms are the same
as for normal struct.,res--tubes for torsion, deep beams for bending, large
cross-sections for compression. The notable difference in behavior for
a given loading and geometry, assuming the inflation pressure is acceptable,
is the increase in structural deflection.
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wall structures may be satisfactorily developed, izut unless the wall
thickness is appreciable, such structures provide orly she~lter-

5. 1. 3 EFFECT OF INFLATAB3LE STRUC.17URES OIN
GEM PERFORMNANCE

5. 1. 3. 1 Effect of Structure Weight

Where an inflatahl* sirticiure is-- usable in place Of an equivalent rigid
strutuure, an appreciable weight saving should result. which zan be
re-flected efther in ir-e - :e ncreased edrn ~
gross weight-

5.1L.3.29. E"fifect of Au-xiliarv Structures

The use of inflat~able structures as items that do not directly provide the
vehicle strength, but are responsible to a iarge degree for determining
t'he strength !hat must be provided in the main structure is apparent-
Such items as bumpers, landin.g mats. inflatable skirts and tr-unks,
impact-atterxuations or "shock-absorber", and so on, all provide for a
more efficient vehIcle at a low weight periaity.

5-.1.4 INFLUENCE OF OPERATIrG ENVIRONMENT
ONI INFLATABLE STRUCTURE UTILIZATION
I; GEM's

With currently developed fabric constructional methods and coatines there
aeed be very few restrictions imposed b~y the operating envirennient. Some
unknown factors still exist, notably the effect of sudden punctures by enemy
action or by obstacles, the likelihood of snow and ice accretion. susceptibility
to fire, and the resistance to VIrnts-re tr.-. tearing. Aside from tiiesc, the
only real restriction that appe.-cs tc, '.xcit is in 'the elastom-er embrittlement
at very low temperatures, below -400k

5.1-.5 EFFECT OF VARIATION INI GEM SIZE ON
UTII..ZATIMN OF INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
AND OTHE.t APPLICATIONS

5.i. 5. 1 Primary StructUires
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Increase in GEM~ size, without change in grobs weight, implying as it
does, a re'iuccd1 cushion pressure, is beneficial for utilitv of inflatable
slruct -U-M;, since it reduces t'he inflation pressure required on the
structure.

f GE.,. size implies an increase in gross weigt, as well as physical
dimensions, no ody'ant~gc acciucs. and a higher inflation pressure may
well be demanded.

COlange inz GEM cuzzrigul ation has a marked effect on the utilization of
inflatable structures, and -.s about twice as powerful as a change in
cushiLMn pressure. Doubtinu the st r~ictnraIJ depth, for jflctdfkCC will remilt.
in approximately one-fifth of the inflation pressure, whereas, doubling
the size will require approx~imately two-fifths. 'Note that a hundredfold
increase in gross weight at constant cushion pressure only requires
approximately a 15 per cent increase im inflation pressure.

5.s1-5-2 Secondar Structures

Insofar as secondary structures carry load continously bull at a lower
level than the primnary structure, and the loads and size of stricture will
vary in accordance with the loads and size of the main structure, the
affect of GEM size on inflatable secondary structures will be similar to
that in primary structures, but less critical or demanding- -lower inflation
pressures may be possible with desired conpigurations, or more reasonable
configurations with acceptable pressures-

5. 1.5.3 Auxiliary Structures

These structures are designed to loading criteria that do not reflect the
;eajel- dcsig cazs for the primary GEM structuare, and hence are
relatively independent of GEM si-e. T- sa rs a very useful aspect of such
structures, since their utility is enhass .w by the fact that for each auxiliary
application, a range of modular units wotii- be developed to cater all
GEM sizes.

5. 2 RECOMMENDATIONS
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_5.2. 'UTIJRE DEVELOPMENTS REQUIRED TO •IPROVE
THE UTILIZATION OF INFLATABLE STRUCTURES IN
GEMs

First and foremost, an increase in accezAable inflation pressures, by
a factor of 10 or more, will enabie construction of inflatable primary
structures to withstn.nd the most severe loawiag conditions, while still re-
taining -n acceptably slim configuration. In general, the ability to
confidently design to, highher inzflation pressures is an all around gain.

Development of higher strength-weight rrmaterials with high Young's modules,
and high ultimate strength,.

Development of strongly abrasion resi-stant '.oatiugs of light weight, to
provide the environmental protection required for rverland and amphibious
Use-

Development of elastomers that wiii meet more completely all of the
environmental conditions discussed in Chapter I, in particular the low
temperature condition discussed.

5.2.2- SPECIFIC AREAS OF INVESTTGATION
REQUIRED

Investigation of the application of currently acceptable inflatable structures
in the auxiliary GEM structure area, and allied applications, including the
following:

Inflatable fenders for mounting on GEMs along the side, at
the bow or underneath to reduce the i-;tial loading conditions
to which GEMs need be designed.

Inflatab'I trunks -: saL'?5s. to permit GEMs to operate over
rough terrain or in heavy ----as with low lift power and greater
maneuverability.

Inflatax.le bumper pads for use alongside or inside LSDs or
LPDs. *o minimize the impact loading on GEMs and other
amphibious craft inherent in operations in heavy seas.

Inflatable landing pads as an alternative to metal plates, enabling
satisfactory operation in much softer terrain for a given weight
penalty.
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* ~ shock -- e*,c*bme cmtI~ ta~ atwo

roughness of the operating terrain and the vehicle speed.
This is of particular value in overwater operation when lightly
damped GEMs will be severely limited in speed due tc
resonance in heave and pitch.

- .�T;a~•a��air intakes tc; provide efficient operation at high
speed, while still providing efficient operation at low speed
with no intakes to obstruct loading and unk,".-

Inflatable stabilizing surfaces that may be deployed at will-

TInflatable bow sections to reduce water impact loads trans-
mitted to the GEM structure.

A combined bumper, skirt or trunk, bow, and landing pad
assembly that can be constructed in modular form for attach-
ment to various sizes and types of vehicles.

Several minor applications, such as seats, benches, canopies,
etc.

Investigation of the application of currently inflatable str.--cture in the
primary structure role, in vehicles of appreciable ,tpth (of the same order
as vehicle width). Possible applications are in the drone vehicle field, th.e
stretcher carrying field, equipment carriers, and possibly one-man
vehicies.

5 2.3 GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

As 2--n as the utilitv of inflatable structures in the GEM is established,
it is stro--gly recommended that - -og &•-a be intiaterd to coMlate all avail-
able data on materials, materU.s teZtInrli st.ructural testing, for use in
the formulation of criteria for the desig "sf inf.atable structures for GEIIs.
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